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ABSTRACT

This reseaorch addresses where and why interethnic violence occurred durii^ four
major urban riots of the 20"* Century: The Chic^o Rk>t of 1919, The Detroit Rk)t of
1943, the Miami Riot of 1980, and the Los Angeles Riot of 1992. Employing a
multi-method ^iproach, including historical accounts, statistical modeling of census data,
and geogrqihic mformatk>n systems (GIS) analysis, I investigate >^^iether an e3q)lanatory
model combining elements of ethnic succession and con[q)etition perspectives on riot
violence is generalizable to both recent riot events in NOami and Los Alleles and earlier
riots in Chicago and Detroit. Such explanation emphasizes the effects of internal and
international migration on the racial/ethnic composition of neighborhoods, con^)etition
for jobs and housing, and the intensity of riot violence at the census tract leveL I find
support for a combined ethnic succession and ethnic conq)etition interpretation of riot
violence in all four events. I conclude by highlighting the similar effects ofthe Great
Miration on rioting in Chicago and Detroit and recent waves of immigration on rioting
in Miami and Los Angeles. I argue that to make sense of recent rioting in Miami and Los
Angeles we must be willing to engage in historical conq)arisons and examine the local
dynamics of inter-ethnic vu>lence in cases past and present. We must look beyond the
black/white race relations paradigm towards a general model of collective violence that is
independent of the specific actors involved, a model that takes the changing racial/ethnic
con^sition of American cities into account
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Introdoction
During the twentieth century, tensions among members of different racial/ethnic
groi^ in urban American have periodically been manifested in episodes of collective
violence. In recent years, interethnic violence erupted on the streets of South Central Los
Angeles (1992) and Miami (1980), in each case leaving scores of people injured, dozens
of people dead, and several hundred million dollars of property damaged. Accounts of
sheer brutality, such as the bhu^eoning of a truck driver with a heavy oxygen canister at
the comer of Florence Boulevard and Normandie Avenue in Los Angeles, or the insertk>n
of a thorny rose into the mouth of a man lying prostrate on the bloodkd pavement in
Liberty City, Miami were reported in the press as if they were novel phenomena. Such
vk>lence was portrs^ed as an ugly emergent aspect of life in today's 'inuhietbnic'',
"multicultural'' cities where whites, blacks, and recent immigrants from Latin America
and Asia all strive for space and power. Yet, looking at reports of riots which took place
earlier in this century, such as Chicago (1919) and Detroit (1943), one can readily
observe the same sav^ery with which members of different racial/ethnic groiq)s
assaulted and murdered one another. Chicago and Detroit, with their high proportions of
fereign-bom residents and sizable African Amerk^n presence, could also be
characterized as '^multiethnic" and "muhicultural". There, recently established
immigrants from Europe contended with even more recent black migrants from the
Southem U.S. for control of physical space and inclusion into the political and economic
life of the metropolis. There too, r^ki demographic change and conq)etitive pressures
among racial/ethnic groups seem to have been inq)licated in the genesis of violence.
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Given the dual features of r^nd demographic change and conq)etitive relations
among ethnic/racial groups displayed in all four cities, I ask whether the urban rioting of
recent years is indeed a new phenomena rooted in the unique circumstances of present
day ''global'* cities ( Los Angeles and Miami), or ^^lether a more general dynamic of
interethnic violence is currently at play M^ch haricens back to earlier decades of this
century. A corollary purpose of this study is to identiiy features of neighborhoods which,
within cities e:q)er»ncing riotic^, help predict where vk>lence is most likely to occur. By
doing so, I hope to q)ecify a general model of riot vk>lence that fits both events ofthe
recent and distant past To understand recent urban vk>lence in Miami (1980) and Los
Angeles (1992), I argue, it is necessary to examine the historical and statistical parallels
between these and earlier riot events, such as those which took place in Chic^o (1919)
and Detroit (1943). In short, to make sense of what is happening in the present, we must
go "back to the future".
Shortly after the turn of the century, African Americans began their "great
migration'' from the towns and villages of the rural South to industrial cities of the North,
^^th the advent of World War One, demand for unskilled labor in the &ctories and
slaughterhouses of the North increased dramatically. At the same time, cotton crops, a
staple of the Southern economy were devastated

the boll weevil parasite. Black

sharecroppers and fieldhands found it difBcult to survive. Facing everyday humiliations
and threats of vk>lence at the hands of whites under Jim Crow segregation, for Southern
blacks, the relatively high wages of the North seemed an almost irresistible draw.
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Chicago
Begnming around 1910, thousands of southern blacks embarked on the journey by
rail to the ''promised land". Many settled in one particular city, which they came to refer
to as "Sweet Home" Chicago. But as the black population of Chicago grew dramatkally
from 1915 to 1920, relations between v^es and blacks soured. White Chicagoans, many
of whom had immigrated from Europe to America just one or two decades earlier, came
to view blacks as a potential threat to their economic security, political power, and
ethnically organized neighborhoods. As young white men were sent off to war, black
migrants filled their place in the slaughteriiouses and Victories, temporarily leading to
workplace integration, but also generating tensions among whites who believed that
blacks might be used to undercut their wages and job security. Reflecting the increasing
numbers of constituents within their wards, a development which had resulted from the
southern mass migratk>n, black political leaders found themselves able to assert a
modicum of influence in city politics and pressed their demands for politKal inclusion.
This too threatened M^es sense of control Residentially, in previous decades blacks had
been confined by the socially constructed boundaries of the lilack bek", but this area of
settlement was rqndly becoming overcrowded. Black frimilies began to move into the
surroundmg neighborhoods, such as Hyde Park, ^niiich were occupied almost exclusively
by whites. The black belt was expanding. Finally, African American soldiers, returning
from the front in Europe, demanded to be treated with the respect and dignity they had
earned in battle. Taking their cue from these sokliers, blacks citizens in Chicago and
other cities became more militant in asserting their claim for equal treatment. Whites,
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paitkularfy those of woiking class and/or immigrant background, reacted to these
developments with trepulation and anger, fearing the loss of their relative privileges and
status vis a vis blacks. On one hot summer day in 1919, when a black teenager swimming
in Lake Michigan crossed over the Imaginary line separating black space fix)m white
space, violence erupted between the two groups.

Detroit
Migratk)n of rural Southern blacks to the urban north slowed somewhat after
World War One but began again in earnest as the U.S. made preparations to enter the
Second WorM War. Again there was an intense demand for &ctory labor, particularly in
heavy industrial plants producing tanks, planes and other military material, many of
which were k)cated in Detroit, Nfichigan. O)nditions for blacks living in the rural south
had not inqiroved much since the turn of the century, and to some extent had actually
worsened.

the increasing mechanization of agriculture, Southem sharecroppers

found themselves replaced by mechanical cotton harvesters. Again, there was a powerful
economic incentive for blacks to migrate northward.
Whites in I>etToit reacted to the wave of new arrivals in much the same manner as
had white residents of Chicago. A substantial proportion of these white residents, like
those in Chicago, were recently established immigrants. Others were themselves migrants
from the South. As the black population of Detroit r^idfy increased, whites esqnessed
fears that the black m^rants would take their jobs, develop political power, and overrun
their residential enclaves. Again, as part of the war effort, the industrial labor force was
integrated despite white's efforts to exclude black workers. Politically, despite wartime
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propaganda encouraging racial and ethnic toferance, racist organizatk>ns flourished,
fielding candidates for important positions, including a bid for the mayor's office. An
overall shortage of affordable housing helped heighten tensk>ns among >»^e immigrants
and recent black migrants. Skirmishes began to occur at the boundarks of the black belt,
at a proposed public housing project, and at recreatfonal ^cilities. Again, on a hot
summer day in July of 1943, after a Inief scufQe between black and v^e youths playing
cards at the beach, and a rumor that a white mob had killed a pregnant black woman, full
fledged rk>ting broke out
On the sur&ce, events that took place in Miami (1980) and Los Angeles (1992)
bear littfe resemblance to those of Chicago (1919) and Detroit (1943). Rioting in both
cities directly followed the acquittal of white police ofScers accused of severely beating
black motorists, not scufQes between white and black beach-goers. Furthermore, few
African Americans in Miami and Los Angeles were recent migrants. Most had lived there
for several decades, and the black communities of both cities, although on average poorer
than the ^^iiite populace, ^)peared relatively stable. Yet, as was the case in Chicago and
Detroit, during the decade preceding each riot both Miami and Los Angeles experienced
dramatic demographic change associated with intensified waves of migration. Now, the
in-migrants were not blacks from the rural south, moving into established white areas.
Rather, they were immigrants from Latin America, moving into cities with established
black populatk>ns. Yet, the sheer magnitude of Latino inomigration would profoimdly
alter the economic, political, and residential landscape of these cities in such manner as to
engendo- hostility between the new Latino arrivals and black residents. Hence, there
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aq)pears to be some general similarity of conditions which helped to generate violence in
both Miami and Los Angeles, as well as Chic^o and Detroit

Miami
In the aftermath of the 1959 Cuban Revolution, from the 1960s through 1980s
Miami attracted several waves of Cuban immigrants. The earliest arrivals were mostly
upper and middle class professionals who arrived during the 1960s. These migrants dki
not conqiete directfy with woridng class blacks for jobs. Instead, they quickly bypassed
black Miamians in their quest for political and economic power. Later Cuban arrivals
opened businesses catering to black neighborhoods, effectively acting as "middle men
minorities" (Bonacich, 1973). Yet, more charges were in order. Between 1970 and 1980,
Miami was simultaneously swept by two waves of immigratk>n, one of Haitkn and West

Indian blacks, another of woridng class Cubans. At the time when these immigrants
arrived, whites had already begun moving to the suburbs. Within ten years. Latinos came
to represent a majority of the city of Miami's population, enabling them to wield a degree
of political and economic power.
To Native bom black Miamians it seemed as if their progress was stunted by the
continuing arrival of newcomers, eager to take jobs in hotel and restaurant industry
establish businesses in black neighborhoods, and cut deals with the white political
establishment. As ''refugees", Cubans and Haitians were afforded ofBcial aid for housing,
etq>h>yment, and business devetopment, privileges that gave them an economic
advantage over American bom blacks. Meanwhile, a majority of black Miamians
contioued to live in inqwverished segregated neighboriioods like Liboty City and
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Overtown, finding themselves surrounded by thriving immigrant enclaves. Although
immigrants were not moving into their neighborhoods, black Miamians fek confined and
cut off from the city's centers of power. Such powerlessness was underscored by the case
of Arthur McDu£5e, a black insurance salesman who was beaten to death by white and
Latino police officers while riding his motorcycle. Despite ovenK^lming evidence of
their guih, an all white jury acquitted the police ofScers, a verdict which set off three
days of rioting.

Los Angeles
In Los Angeles, violence was also ignited by the acquittal of white police ofBcers
accused of beating a black motorist Like Nfiami, tensions in Los Angeles had been
building for some time. The populatk>n of Los Angeles was changing dramatkally.
Mexican immigrants, both legal and imdocumented played a key role in the city's shifting
demographics. From 1980 to 1990, Los Angeles became the focus of an unprecedented
wave of Mexican and Asian immigration. As in Miami, whites had begun to move away
fn>m the city to the suburbs. Middle class black soon folk>wed, moving to adjacent
suburbs, leaving poor working class blacks behind to &ce the inunigrant 'invasion". Los
Angeles was becoming an increasingly Latino and Asian city.
Asian immigrants began establishing businesses in black neighboiiioods, filling
the middleman role that Jews had once occiq)ied. Continuing a process that had begun in
the mid 1960s, Victories ^^ch empk>yed a majority of African American workers in Los
Angeles, were increasingly replaced by tow wage garment shops and construction firms
eHq>k>ying immigrant labor. \^th recent immigrants willing to woric for relatively low
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wages, black inner city residents came to perceive the immigrant presence as a major
source of their economic misery. Politically, as a function of their decreasing size relative
to other groi^ blacks were also £iced with a loss of the slight degree of political power
they had mustered in the previous ten years. Despite having a black mayor in ofBce
political patronage and economic devebpment programs seemed to bypass the areas
where most blacks lived. By contrast. Latinos began to reap the political rewards
generated by their increasing mmibers. For the first time, in 1992, a Latino was elected to
the county board of supervisors. By 1994, a new mayor was elected despite Mling to
attain a majority of black votes, thus underscoring the irrelevance of the black vote and
the increasing power of the new Anglo-Latino politkal coalition.
Finally, what had been a mostfy black neighborliood in South Central Los
Angeles was becoming a mixed black and Latino neighborhood with Asian owned liquor
stores and mini-malls lining the major thorough&res. Black and Latino gangs wrestled
for control over turf Black customers and Korean storeowners wrangled over culture and
consumer etiquette. In one partkmlarly poignant case, a Korean storeowner shot a black
teenager in a dispute regarding a bottle of orange juice. Facing stagnating or falling
incomes, loss of political power, and residential displacement many AMcan American
residents who had remained in South Central Los Angeles were angry. When the verdict
in the Rodney King case was handed down, violence seemed an almost foregone
conclusion.
Ironically, I argue in this research, blacks in Miami and Los Angeles found
themselves in a position similar to that of working class white ethnics in Chicago and
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Detroit earlier in the century. Not fiiUy secure of their own status, African Americans,
like their white historrcal counterparts, came to perceive tte latest arrivals as a threat to
their limited hold on jobs, housing and political power. They too felt threatened by a
process best described as "ethnic succession". Having established a modicum of control
within their neighboriiood boundaries and occupational niches, blacks, like whites before
them, feared the "invasion" of their residential space as well as the con:Q)etitive political
and economic threat that imm^rants seemed to represent Thus, I suggest that a common
dynamic may in large part be responsible for both the recent violence in urban America,
as well as that of the not so Hi?rfant past First, however, I must offer a brief disclaimer. In
the effort to advance a general model for interethnic vk)lence this study concentrates less
on the unique historical e}q>eriences and circumstance of difTerent ethnic/racial groups in
urban America than the conomonality with which various groups have reacted ^dien &ced
with threats to their perceived status.
The first two cheers of this dissertation focus on theoretical explanations for riot
activity and methodotogical innovations in the study of riot violence. In chapter one, I lay
the theoretical foundation for this study, rooted in the tradition of human ecology and
ethnic conq)etition. In chapter two I e^qilain how the present research en:q)bys new
methodological techniques for the analysis of riot violence, ^^ch include shifting the
level of analysis fix)m cities to neighborix)ods within cities through the use of census tract
data and enqiloying geogr^hic informatk>n systems (CIS) software to m^ demogrs^hic
processes over time and space. Q^qpters three through five, focus on the riot events
themselves. Cluqiter 3 presents a con^)arative case analysis of the 1919 Chicago Riot and
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the 1943 Detroit Riot Ch^ter 4 does the same for the 1980 NGami Riot and the Los
Angeles Rk)t of 1992. Each of these chapters provides a brief historkal background on
developnaents leading iq) to the outbreak of violence, statistical tests of an ethnic
succession hypothesis, and maps illustrating the relationship between demographic
change and riot violence. Ch£q>ter 5 synthesizes the results of the conqiarative analyses
presented in chapters three and four. In that chapter I compare and contrast the recent
riots in Miami and Los Angeles with earlier rk>t events in Chicago and Detroit There I
will assess the case for a general model of riot violence based on the process of ethnic
succession.
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Chapter 1-Theoretical Expbnations for Ethnic Collective Violence
Sociological e^lanations for ethnic collective vrolence typically &11 into two
caQ:9s, one which focuses on competition among groiq)s for limited resources and the
other which emphasizes segregatk>n and economic deprivation as key factors in
generating hostilities between members of different racial/ethnic groiq)s. Proponents of
the former perspective argue that violence is a product of increasing inter-groiq> contact
that generates con^)etitive pressures leading to the outtxeak of overt hostilities. Scholars
in the latter can^ argue that it is the isolation of ethnic/racial minorities from mainstream
society and their concomitant exclusion fiom access to political and economic rewards
that causes them to engage in violence. Although these e:q>lanations are not mutually
exclusive and indeed may be conq>lenientary in some respects, for the moment I will treat
them separately and discuss their implications for the study of race riots. I begin with
segregation and deprivation accounts for collective violence.
Segregation and its Discontents
Segregation involves the ^)atial separation of different racial/ethnic groups such
that the potential for interaction among members of these groups in social institutions is
limited. Segregation typically refers to an unequal distribution of group population in
geographical space but also applies to labor markets where members of partkular
racial/ethnic groiq>s are excluded from certain occiq)ational locations. Often, geographic
segregation, labor maricet exclusion, and educational disparities go hand in hanH,
reinforcing one another in a "web of urban racism'*(Baron 1969). Despite the passage of
The Civil Rights Act of 1964 (>^ch removed ofBcial/legal siqiport for racial
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discriminatk)!! in housing, en[q)k)yment and public fecilities), high levels of residential
and occiq>ation segregation have persisted in many American cities. TUs sad &ct has led
demographers Massey and Denton (1992) to characterize the present situation as
''American Apartheid".
Like Baron (1969), Massey and Denton (1992) argue that segregation is the key
Victor that he^ to perpetuate inequality between whites and African Americans by
attenuating their social network ties to the mainstream and hence limiting access to
economic and cultural opportunitks. Furthermore, these scholars argue, persistent
residential and economic segregation may foster the development of racial subcultures
forged in oppositk>n to that of the dominant racial majority. Such sub-cultural formation
may fiirther engender a perception of difference among minority and majority groups,
helping to foster conflict ^xdiere and when members of these groiqis do interact. Hechter
(1975), in his study of the "Celtic Fringe", refers to interactron of economic segregation
and geographic isolation as creating a ''cultural division of labor" between Scots and
Englishmen. In his book, titled Internal Colonialism, he details how persistent geographic
and economic isolation led Scots to assert a natk>nal identity in opposition to that of
F.ngland, at one time leading to overt war&re between the Scots and the English.

Applied to race relation in America during the 1960s, Blauner (1969) suggests
that blacks in America's cities lived in a colonial relationsh^ to a white majority that
mamtained political and economic control of the inner city k)ng after they had ceased to
live there. Analogous to Hechter's depiction of the economic expk>itation of Scots
had been "colonized" by the English, Blauner consklers ^^iiite political and economic
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elites to be e]q>loiting the labor of African Americans concentrated in inner city
neighborhoods. He argues that the "rebellions" \^ch occurred during the mid to late
1960s represent a political response to such ^internal colonialian". As such, Blauner and
others (Feagin and Hahn 1973, Fogelson 1971) suggest that such riots had deliberately
targeted institutions that ^mbolized white political and economic power, e.g. police
outposts, courthouses, and v^iite owned businesses. Likewise, McAdam (1982)
characterizes the 1960s civil disturbances as a form of political protest
For decades, scholars like Kenneth Claric (1965), and Karl Taeuber (1965) had
noted the profound^ n^atrve inq)act of segregation on the socioeconomic well-being of
African Americans, si^esting that segregation led to various forms of "ghetto
pathok)gies" such as higher rates of violent crime. Writing in the late 1980s, \Vllliam
Julious Wilson (1987) iqxlated this school of thought, arguing that a transformatron of the
economy from manu&cturing to service based industry exacerbated the effects of racial
segregatioiL This economic transformation, he noted, helped foster the growth of an
^ban xinderclass'*, a category conqnised of persons ^^dio are persistently undereducated,
unen:q)loyed, and concentrated in America's inner cities. Due to the absence of stroi^
community institutions (a product of structural decay) inner city dwellers have, according
to WHson, become more likely to reject the values of mainstream society, and engage in
deviant or criminal behaviors. Appfying this perspective to homicidal violence, Peterson
and Krivo (1993) found segregation to be a significant predictor of black victimization
rates m large American inner cities. Isolated from mainstream society, members of
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racial/ethilic nunority groups who live in highly segregated areas may be prone toward
violence, and primed for rebellion, in contrast to their less segregated counterparts.
Deprivation and Collective Violence
While several theorists examine the association between segregation and
crime/violence, some place greater emphasis on how economic deprivation acts as a
causal &ctor in outbreaks of rk>t activity. Although economic indicators of deprivation
such as low income levels tend to be correlated with segregation, these scholars argue
that it is economic deprivation, or the perceptk)n thereol^ wliich gives rise to frustrations
later expressed in violence. Such anger can be a response to impoverished conditions
(absohite deprivation) or a sense of un£umess when comparing the group's
circumstances to that of another groiq), or to prior expectations of group success (relative
deprivation).
Absolute deprivation is characterized by deficits in economic or social well being
for a groiq> residing in a particular locale, e.g., high levels of unenq)loyment, low levels
of income, or low levels of educational attainment. As such, absolute deprivation
theorists (Lupsha 1968, Downes 1969) argue that urban rioting is a product of real
grievances against a ^stem that deprives a partkular group(s) of the necessities of life,
e.g. jobs, food, and shelter. Rk>ting is a response to dire conditions of poverty which
government and/or private industry have Mled to ameliorate.
Relative deprivatran, on the other hanA, involves a diquncture between
e]q)ectations and reality, a sense that members of one's group are not receiving what they
propeify deserve. Such an e}q)lanation for violence relies on the psychological
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mechanism of frijstiatk>n-aggressk>n. Anger generated by imfalfilled e3q)ectatk>ns or loss
of status is displaced, and acted out against diffuse targets. Applied historically to
racial/ethnic conflict in 19"' century American South, DoUard (1937) argued that working
class whites, reduced to wage labor after the Civil War, took out their frustration on
blacks whom had recentfy been emancipated from slavery. Likewise, Tilly (1969) notes
that ^»4ien peasants in France and England were displaced from the land during the 18"*
century, th^ engaged in '^reactive collective violence". In shoit, according to relative
deprivation theorists, a perceived or actual loss of group status or un&imess relative to
other groiq)s generates frustrations that may be manifested in collective violence. Using
measures of income inequality between blacks and whites as indicators of relative
deprivation, several scholars have found a significant association between relative
deprivation and homicide rates (Blau and Blau 1982, BaOcwell 1990).
Given that scholars have found empirical support for effects of segregation and
income inequality on rates of homicide in American cites, one is tenq)ted to suggest that
segregation and/or deprivatk>n are also responsible for incidences of interethnic violence
occurring during urban riots. Yet en^irical studies which compared the frequency and
severity of rioting among American cities, fidled to produce conclusive evidence for an
economic deprivation account. Some early studies comparing riot and non-riot cities
found an association between rioting and absohite deprivation (measured by income and
unenq)loyment levels (Downes 1968, Lupsha 1968). Later studies, however, v^ch
examined riot frequency and severity among cities, found that controlling for population
variables, there was no s^nificant relationship between minority income or
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unemployinent levels and rk>t activity (Jiobu 1971, Spilerniaii, 1970,1971; Olzak and
Shanahan 1996, Olzak, Shanahan,and McEneany 1996). Indeed, Spilerman (1970,1971)
found that the onfy statistically significant predictor of riot fi«quency and severity was
the size of a city's African American population. Yet in Myers (1997) re-analysis of
Spilerman's data, he finds that in additk>n to black populatk)n size, measures of ethnic
conq)etition are also predictive Actors.
Despite these contradictory findings, I will nonetheless examine the effects of
segregatk>n and deprivation on violence v^ch occurred during the four 20"* century riots
that are the focus of wy study. I do so in part because of the common sense £q)peal of
segregation/deprivation accounts, but also for the contrast they provkie with another set
of e3q>lanations for riot violence, broadly classified as ecologkal/competition theories.
Ecological Expbnations for Ethnic Conflict
Beginning in the early twentieth century, with an increasing urbanization of
American society and the rapid growth of multi-ethnic industrial cities, sock>k)gists
began to identify fiictors which were responsible for generating conflict and tension
among members of different racial/ethnic groiq>s. Noting the diversity of ethnic groups,
residential arrangements, and economic activities performed in these cities, American
sociologists devek>ped a nascent perspective on urban society, one with strong
inq>lications for the study of interethnic violence. Robert Park and his colleagues at the
University of Chicago, emphasizing the connection between the urban environment and
the qxitial arrangements of human activity, labeled their new perspective "human
ecology".
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Human ecology, as it ^iplies to the study of inter-group conflict, begins with the
premise that peopk are essentially territorial creatures. According to ecological theorists,
human groups, such as racial/ethnic groups, become adapted to and occupy particular
"communal habitats" (Park, 1952) or "niches" (Barth, 1969) in the socially constructed
environment. This portrayal of human groups is analogous to that of animals and plant
species whom occupy particular locations and perform certain "functions" in the
"naturaT workL Borrowing from Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer, Park et aL posit
that like relations in the animal and plant kingdoms, human group relations are
characterized by two fimdamental processes: "dominance" and "succession". (Park
1952:151)
These processes of dominance and successk>n are a product of "conq)etition"
among groups for preservatk>n and access to the resources of habitat or niche. Human
groiq)s attenpt to establish dominance within a communal habitat and exploit the
resources of their particular niche. Other groi^ in search of resources for themselves
may seek access to the niche established by another group. Over time they may
"displace" the dominant groiq) from its established niche and thus succeed them. In the
interim, however, there is a heightened probability of conflict as groups compete for
control of niche resources.
The application of this ecological perspective to racial/ethnic relatbns is £urly
straightforward, giving rise to a new body of sociological theory which has come to be
known as "ethnic conq>etition theory" (Olzak, 1992, Olzak and Nagel 1986). Simply put,
ethnic competition theory states that when one ethnic^racial groiq> has established
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dommance over a particular geographk area, economic k)catk)n, or political regime and
another ethnic/racial group seeks to enter that niche, conjQict is likely to ensue. The
dominant radaJ/ethnic groiq) may perceive the arrival of others as an "invasion", and
attenqjt to exclude them fit>m the niche. The newcomers, alternatively, may also devek>p
a heightened sense of groiq) solidarity and purpose emerging from the conq)etition with
the "dominant" groiq>. Such strong feelings of group solidarity on both sides may foment
violence.
According to ecological theory, to the extent that different racial/ethnic groups
occiq^ diffoent ecok>gical niches (e.g. neighborhoods and worlqplaces) conflict between
groiq)s will be minimized. By contrast, when two groups overlap in physical, economic,
or political space, the-potential for conflict is greatly enhanced. Ironically, from this
perspective, segregation reduces the potential for inter-ethnic strife. It is desegregation,
not segregation, that is seen as generating the most potential for groiq) antagonism, the
likelihood of conflict increasing to its peak level ^ere there is "niche overl2q>" and
neither groiq) retains dominance (Olzak, 1992). .^iplying such a notion to the
conqyarative study of race riots in America, Grimshaw (1960,1969) suggested that riot
activity was likely to occur in "contested areas", neighborhoods ^^^lere two racial/ethnic
groups shared the samei space but where thither had achieved siq}remacy of numbers or
power. This point was reiterated by Morris Janowitz in his study of "communal rioting",
rk)ts in which members of different racial/ethnic groiq>s engaged in interpersonal
violence against one another as a means of asserting or reasserting group boundaries.
(Janowitz, 1969).
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Ethnic Competition Theory: Blaiocic and Beyond
While these early con^arative studies of riotii^ were firmly grounded in
historkal events, what they lacked was an enq)irical specificatun of hypotheses that
could be generalized to a variety of situations and tested with quantitative data. Hubert
Blalock (1967) took it iqwn himself to bridge this g{q) between the theoretical and
en^iirical realms, seeking to develop a generalizable, testable theory of ethnic groiq>
contention. In his groundbreaking book. Towards a Theory of Minority Group Relations.
Blalock (1967) brought together ecological notions of competition with an emphasis on
groiq> resources, topics which would later provkie the foundations for a resource
mobilization approach to social movements. Doing so, he derived mathematical
formulae ^^ch specified inter-group conflict as a function of the relative size of
racial/ethnic groi^ whom he saw as conq)eting for political and economic power. Based
on this work, Blalock can be considered one of the founders of modem ethnic
conqpetition theory.
Ethnic competitfon theory, as implied above is essentially a fiision of human
ecok)gy and resource mobilization theory. Human ecok>gists posit that racial/ethnic
groiq)s contend for the ability to ejq>k>it the resources of a particular geographic or
economic niche. Conflict ^ically results from the efforts of one groiq> to overcome its
exclusion at the hands of another groiq> wfakrh seeks to tnaintain control of its established
niche. Restating this k>osely in resource mobilization terms, one groiq) seeks to promote
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social change while the other seeks to majfitain the status quo that &vors them.
According to mobilization theory, the group best able to marshal its resources will
ultimate^ prevail One such resource is that of a mass of groiq) members

can be

motivated to act in concerted &shion, thereby generating pressure for or against change.
To the extent that one group controls the majority of political and economic
resources, minority groiq>s must often rely on their sheer numbers and the motivation of
groiq) members to challenge tie power of the '^dominant" group. A good example of this
would be the Civil Rights Movement, v^se success was largely dependent on its ability
to effectively mobilize its African American constituency and challenge Jim Crow
segregation through a strategy of mass protest (McAdam,1982).
According to Blalock, as the ^^subordinate" groiq> mobilizes its members to
challenge the prevailing system, members of the "dominant" group must also mobilize
their resources if they are to effectively fend off the challenge to their privileged status.
The ultimate resource typically monopolized by the majority or dominant group is that of
arms, the ability to put down any rebellion against their authority through siq)erior force.
Accordingly, as more members of the minority group are mobilized to take actwn to aher
the status quo, more repressive action is undertaken by the majority groiq) to keep the
minority groiq) "in its place", increasmg the probability that force will be employed. Just
the moe perceptk>n that the minority is increasing its mobilization potential, e.g. size and
motivation, may be enough to engender a violent response by members of the majority
groiq>. As the size of the minority group increases, the likelihood ofvk>lence escalates at
an accelerating rate. Thus Blalock asserts that there is a positive, non-linear relationship
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between the size of the minority group and the potential for collective violence. He calls
this notion "power threat".
As this conceptualizatk>n pertains to ethnic collective violence, if power threat is
operative, we can expect that an increase in minority population proportion will enhance
the potential for riot violence to occur. The relationship between rk>t violence and percent
minority will be positive and nonrlinear, with an accelerating slope.
In recent years, a number of scholars have enq)irically tested Blalock's power
threat proposition. These studies, i^ch looked at black population size and the rate of
lynchings in the historical American South, yielded mixed, and at times, contradictory
results (Reed 1972; Corzine, Creech and Huf^Corzine 1983, Corzine, Huff^Torzine and
Creech 1988, Creech, Corzine and Huff Corzine 1989, Totaay, Beck and Massey 1989,
Beck and Tohiay 1990, Soule 1992, Tohiay and Beck 1995). Rather than finding an
accelerating rate of lynchings with increasing percent black, Tolnay, Beck and Massey
(1989), and Soule (1992), found an mitially positive relatk)nship between percent black
and lynchings but with a deceleratii^ slope. Tte number of lynchings eventually tapered
off where percent black reached its highest levels. The pattem found by these researchers
was not consistent with Blalock's power threat formulation. It is consistent, however,
with another of Blalocks formulations, one v^ch he called '*conq)etition".
Blalock makes a distinction between "power threat", \^^h he views as primarily
a matter of contention for political resources allocated according to groiq>, and
"competition" which pits individual members of different groups against one another for
economic resources. Whereas power threat involves the mobilization of minority group
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members to collectively take control of macro-level resources such as political ofBce,
economic conq)etition is based on actors engaging individually to secure their personal
interests, e.g. jobs. As such, the character and quantity that economic competition
engenders presumabfy differs from that of power threat
For Blalock, individuals competing for personal rewards as opposed to members
of groiq}s pursuing collective rewards theoretically leads to different enq)irical outcomes.
Such oiitcomes are distinguished by vdiether they are due to absolute increases in percent
minority or rebtiw increases in percent minority with respect to some prior level of
minority population. Power threat, based on the ability of groups to mobilize their human
resources, depends on an increasing absolute proportion of minority group members who
can collectively challenge the dominant group for control of institutions. Conq)etition,
which depends on the ability of individuals to mobilize their personal resources to attain
individual outcomes, is affected more by the rate of change m minority group population
over time. As the proportion of minority group members increase in the labor maiket, so
too will the degree of contact and conQ)etition among individual members of minority
and majority groi^ in pursuit of jobs. This, not surprisingly, leads to an increase in
discriminatory measures taken by the majority group to exchide members of the minority
groiq> from the labor market. But as more members of the minority group enter the local
labor market, the increased level of discrimination is averaged across those individuals.
Increasing levels of discriminatk>n bear lesser returns for the majority group, once a high
level of discrimination is already in place. To quote Blalock directly:
" Put another way, a given increase in the minority percentage should produce a
smaller increment in intergroup conqietition in situations where there is already a high
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degree of discrimination, Le., where the minority percentage is already high. For
example, an increase of 10 percent Negro should produce a greater increase in degree of
competition when this involves a change in percent Negro from, say, 10 to 20 percent
than would be the case with a change from 50 to 60 percenL (Blalock 1967:148)
Based on this scenark), Blalock proposes that like power threat, economic
competition

will produce increasing levels of discrimination as the proportu>n of minority

group members in the population rises. But rather than accelerating levels of
discrimination as proportion minority increases (power threat), discrimination will taper
off with iiirther increases in percent minority. Thus the relationship between percent
minority and economic conq)etition will be non-linear, but decelerating rather than
accelerating. As this notk>n pertains to riot violence, if individual based economic
competition is the driving force, the potential for violence should increase in proportH>n
to the relative change in minority populatk)n. Riot violence should occur in areas where
minority population has increased rapkily, and reached moderate levels, rather than areas
with the largest concentration of minorities. The relationship between riot violence and
percent minority should be positive and non-linear with a decreasing slope.
For almost two decades, since Blalock's groundbreaking work, ethnic competition
theory Jay in a near domiant state. Indeed, it had not yet been given its formal name. With
the publication of Nfichael Banton's Pthnir and Racial Competition (1983), and Olzak
and Nagers Competitive F.thnic Relatrons (1986), the essential elements of such a theory
were revived and codified. Based on the quality of exchange relations among members of
different rac^ethnic groiq)s, Banton argues that conflict is more or less likely. Banton
(1983) suggests that conq)etition among individuals for personal rewards will engender
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less conflict and hostility than conq)etition among member of different groups for viiat
are perceived as collective goals. This is analogous to Blalock's "power threat" and
**conq)etition'* formulations in that the former involves mobilizing collective resources to
achieve group based outcomes e.g. political power, whereas the latter involves
individuals pursuing their personal economic aims. As such group based conq)etition is
likely to lead to escalating tensk>ns and violence whereas individual based competitk>n
may lead to conflict m the short run until a new equilibrium is attained.
Originally focusing on ethnic group identificatfon, Banton (1983) and Olzak and
Nagel (1986) argued that groi^ klentities and solidarity are heightened by conq)etition
among groups for political and economic resources. Central to Olzak and Nagel's theory,
however is not an exchange relationship, but rather, the fundamental ecological notion of
niche overlap. Applying this concept to ethnic collective violence, Olzak (1992) noted
that M^ien different racial/ethnic groups seek to occiqiy the same labor market niche there
is a heightened potential for hostilities to occur among them. This may be considered
merely a restatement of claims asserted by the early human ecofogists and Hubert
Blalock. Unlike previous scholars, however, Olzak specifies concrete mechanisms by
^^ch labor market conq)etition is generated. In place of abstract derivations leading to
conq)etitive outcomes, Olzak deals with real historical processes. While agreeing with
earlier theorists that con:q)etition is a function of population dynamics, Olzak provides the
connective tissue between population change and ethnic/racial conflict.
For Olzak, a k^ process, central to the generation of labor maricet competition
and conflict, is migration/immigration. She suggests that intensified waves of internal or
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internatioiial migration help generate con:q)etitive pressures between newcomers seeking
employment and natives seeking to maintain their economic status. To the extent that
immigrants and migrants come from countries/r^ons with lower wage levels, these
newcomers are often willing to work for less than natives, and thus pose a potential threat
to the economic status of established racial/ethnic groiq>s. To the extent that these new
arrivals are culturally or racially distinct, they are more likely to be perceived as
conq)etitors and more easily discrimination against Olzak posits a connection between
the rate of immigration and the potential for ethnic collective action, citing the woric of
Robert Park (1949).
R2q)id increases in immigration, indicated by sharp jiunps from the previous
year, produce shocks in labor markets, over and above the effects of constant high levels
of immigratioa They do so because big waves of immigratk)n a£fect perceptions of
threats to jobs and wage levels. The inq)act of a sudden arrival of a distinctly different
population can be e}q)ected to place burdens on existing housing, labor, and other
markets, sharpening perceptions of m and out-group relatrans (Park 1949)." (Olzak
1992:35)
As the population of immigrants/migrants increases, members of the established
racial/ethnic groiq)s, including earlier immigrants, seek to exclude the newcomers from
the labor market. ICstorically, whites formed labor unions to serve such a purpose. In
several cases they did so with the tacit siqjport of enq>k)yers, whom by paying one group
ahigherwE^e than the other for the same kind of work, fostered a sense of competition
among ethnic^racial groiq)s. Such conqietitive pressures, enabled enq>k)yers to threaten
the more privileged group with replacement by bwer wage workers, and thus helped
keep down wages in general Bonacich (1972,1976) calls this phenomena a "split labor
market**.
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With integratM>n of the labor force, the position of natives vis a vis newcomers
may be weakened, and ethnic collective action is likely to ensue by established groups to
preserve the status quo. The connection between ecology and resource mobilization is
clear. As the mobilization potential of the newcomers increases and the exclusionary
boundaries of the ''majority" groiq> are challenged, so too does the level of repression
en:q>loyed by the majority/native group, culminating in the most severe cases with the use
of deadty force. Olzak (1992), like Blalock (1967), considered population change to be a
suitable indicator of conq)etitive economic and political processes. Using the increase in
proportfon of foreign-bom residents of cities as an indicator of labor market integration,
Olzak found that such change was associated with the frequency of riot activity in those
metropolitan areas. She thus established an enq>irical link between immigratron and riot
violence. By extension, Olzak suggests that intensified waves of black migration from the
American South to the industrial Midwest goierated similar labor market effects as
intensified immigration from abroad. As such, changes in the proportion of black
reskients may be associated with the outbreak of violence in those cities e.g. Chicago
(1919) and Detroit (1943).
While integration of labor maricets is the a key frictor in generating competition
among racial/ethnic groups, Olzak proposes that there may be an interaction effect
between immigration that leads to labor market integration, and, the performance of the
economy. During periods of economic tecessron, the available pool of jobs shrinks; The
labor market slackens. Such economic change can produce an increased perception of
conq)etition for work among members of different groiq)s, but is most potent ^xiien
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combined with condnued iminigratk>n. According to Olzak, the effects of
immigration/migration and labor market contraction, interact to produce high levels of
ethnic con:q)etition and heighten the potentkd for ethnic conflict.
** I argue that economic contraction in combination with high immigration flows
raises level of ethnic competition, ^^ch in turn, increases rates of collective action, at
least initially." (Olzak 1992:37)
Yet, Olzak suggests that economic prosperity can also play a role in fostering
ethnic conflict The argument is as foUows: With a general economic e^qiansion,
members of formerly disadvantaged groiq>s may rise in occiq)ational status. As they do
so, they come into increasing contact with those vix) are/were k>cated just above them on
the occupational ladder. Such contact may cause the latter group to mobilize so as to
protect their occupational niche. Thus those in higher status positions are likely to enq>loy
«cclusionary tactics, which may include violence. This dynamic is corresponds to that of
split labor market proponents.
In short, Olzak proposes that demographic change may combine with economic
measures to heighten the potential of intergroup conflict. By contrast, however, Olzak
argues forcefully, ethnic group contention is not simply a product of economic
deprivatk>n. Addressing the claims of deprivation theorists, Olzak notes that in her
statistical analysis of 20"* century riots, cities with the greatest frequency of rioting
display a decreasing, not increasing, jgxp between the income of blacks and whites.
According to deprivatran/segregation theory, we should e}q)ect the opposite. Riot activity
should be association with an increasing differential between black and white economic
well-being. Furthermore, Olzak (1996) finds that rioting is associated with decreasing
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segregatioii, not stable or increasing levels of racial separatk>n. This too, runs counter to
the claims of segregatk>n/deprivatk>n theorists

argue that segregation is at the root of

racial/ethnic inequality and is a key contributor to violence.
Despite en:q>irical findings that lend support for a conq)etition e:q>lanation of
racial/ethnic vrolence (Olzak 1996, Meyers 1997) ethnic competition theoiy is
nonetheless subject to criticism on several points. To begin with, competition theorists
may have erred in their conclusions regarding the effects of integration on ethnic/racial
vk>lence by ignoring the process by which such "integration" occurs. What Olzak and
other ethnic conqpetitron theorists consider to be evidence of desegregation or integration
may instead represent a tenqmrary moment, part of a larger cycle which eventually leads
to the re-establishment of segregation where one group has fled and another group has
taken its place. Such was the case in many American cities where African Americans
moved into white neighborhoods, M^h shortly thereafter became almost exclusively
black. Periods of rapid populatk>n change, such as those induced by massive waves of
migration or immigration may bring members of different racial/ethnic groups into
increased contact with one another, but such contact is not necessarily a harbinger of
bng-term integration.
A similar criticism applies to Blakick's formulation of ethnic coirq)etition, in
which he proposes that discrimination tails off as percent minority increases due to the
effectiveness of discriminatory measures that operate to reduce overall conq)etitk>n. On
the contrary, reduced competition may be produced

the fiulure of discriminatory

measures by the "dominant** gn>iq> to exclude members of the "subordinate** groiq) from
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their economic niche. The reason discriminatk>n decreases is perhaps not be due to the
effectiveness of exclusionary measures, but rather, can be attributed to the &ct that the
niche has been overrun by members of the former minority group.. The few remaining
members of the previous **majority" groiq) occiq>yii^ the niche are in little position to
exert their claims in the £ice of a former minority group that has now become a majority.
This too could account for a positive non-linear relationsh^ with a decelerating slope
between percent black and discrimination. Although the curve remeuns as Blalock
predicts, the underlying mechanism may differ.
In the interim, a tenqx>rary state of niche overlap may devek>p. During this phase
^ndien neither groiq> retains control, violence may be more likely to ensue. After
succession has been completed and segregation re-established, the potential for contact
and competition amoi^ members of different racial/ethnic groups shoukl be reduced and
the likelihood of conflict and violence decrease. In focusing on niche overlap (Olzak) and
discriminatory thresholds (Blalock), conq)etition theorists have described only one step in
a larger process ¥^ch other scholars refer to as '*ethnic succession".
In additk)n to their &ilure to consider the full tenqmral cycle of popukition change
competition theorists may also be critkized for their lack of attention to the spatial
aspects of ethnic conq)etition. Focusing exclusive^ on political power and labor markets,
modem ethnic conq)etition theorists lose sight of how such competition is spatially
situated. More importantly periiaps, they neglect the fimdamental idea that geogr^hical
space itself can be an object of contention. By ignoring the spatial element of
competition, modem ethnic conq)etitk)n theorists have overlooked the historual origins
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and theoretical foundatwns of their own research, and have thus missed a key element in
the generatH>n of tension and violence among members of different racial/ethnic groups.
The earfy human ecotogists (Ernest W. Burgess, Amos Hawley, Roderick D. McKenzie
and Robert Park) were concerned above all with dynamic processes of social change
occurring across time and space (Abbot, 1997). It was these scholars and their intellectual
progeny (Donaki Bogue, Otis and Beverly Duncan, Morris Janowitz) who first
documented the process of ethnic succession and suggested that it might be associated
with interethnic violence.
Ethnic Soccession Theory
Ethnic succession, as conceptualized by human ecologists (Park 1952, Barth
1969), involves the displacement of one ethnic/racial groiq) by another from its "niche"
or "communal habitat". Racial/ethnic groiQ>s, like biological species, contend for
dominion over the resources of ecobgkal niches m the urban envromnent Such
resources include jobs and political power, but importantly, as the early human ecologists
recognized, contention over these resources is often connected with struggles for control
of space. Therefore, space in its own right, must be considered an object of contention.
Indeed, perh£q>s the most obvious source of conflict between different racial/ethnic
groups is conq)etition for control of geogr{q>hic territory or "turf". To the extent that
members of different racial/ethnic groiq>s compete for political clout or jobs with good
wages, it should be clear that members of these groiq)s may also contend for control of
geographkal territory. Physical ^)ace may be the ground iqmn v^h economic/political
conflict is played out as well as an object of conflict itself When turf is controlled by
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members of a particular racial/ethnic group, the entrance of another group into this niche
can generate a perceptk>n of threat and is seen as an Invasran". Eventually, according to
Park (1952) and Barth (1969), as group boundaries are contested, either the challei^ers
are repulsed, an accommodation develops between the two groups, or members of the
formerly established grotq> go elsewhere. The latter of these outcomes is referred to as
ethnic succession.
Ethnic succession in residential space, involves the geographic displacement of
one groiq> by another, a process by which "one racial category of the population replaces
another as residents of an area" ^Xmcan 1957). In less neutral terms, ethnic successk>ii
may be seen the surrender of one's groiq>'s turf to another. As such it carrks strong
cultural and psychological implications. Ethnic/racial transition, w^n it occurs rapklly
may destabilize the social institutions and disrtqjt the culture of the local community. As
members of one groiq) move in and the other move out, social control may break down
and social disorganization occur. (Shaw and McKay, 1942; Hirschi, 1969; Suttles 1972,
K^sis 1976,1978, Morenoff and Sampson 1997). In-migration by members of a
di£ferent racial/ethnic group may alter the sense of familiarity and routine that another
group had established in "their" neighborixKxL Thus, rapid changes in the proportk>n of
newcomers to natives may be associated with an increased probability for riot violence to
occur (K^is 1976). As such ethnic succession may be perceived as transforming once
"safe" neighboriioods into "dangerous places" (Rieder 1985). Attenqjts by the members
of the established groiq> to repel the "invaders" may lead to overt violence both across
and among members of each groiq>. Combining conq)etition and social control
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perspectives, one nugfat argue that areas with the highest potentkl for violence are those
in which rapid demogr^hic change is manifested in the loss of institutk>nal control by a
formerly majority groiq) to a conqieting subordmate groiq) of growing size and strength.
Recent empirical research on the Los Angeles Riot of 1992 (Bergesen and
Herman, 1998) siqiports such a claim. We found that there was a greater probability for
riot &talities to occur in census tracts >^ch had experienced the greatest change in
racial/ethnic composition over a ten year period. Areas iniiere African Americans were
moving out and Latinos moving in rapid rates, were more likely to be touched by
vwlence than tracts vdiere the proportion of racial/ethnic groups was changing less
quickly. That research helped set the stage for the present study which investigates
whether such a dynamic qjplies more generally to rioting that occurred in other
American cities earlier in the century.
Race, Space and Riot VioleBce
To suggest that residential ethnic succession plays a key role in the genesis of riot
violence does not mean that such processes occur in conq>lete isolation fix)m struggles for
political power or labor market conq)etition. What it does suggest is the inqmrtance of a
spatial perspective in contributing to a broader understanding of ethnic collective
violence. Such a perspective leads to an examination of riot violence as it occurs locally,
thus allowing us to better specify where such violence is most likely to break out. This is
the topic of the following chapter, M^h describes how a spatial perspective combined
with a k>cal level of analysis can capture the resklential succession dynamic of riot
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violence that political and economic conq)etition measures based at the county or city
level often overlook.
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Chapter 2-Testing Ecologicai versos Deprivation Explanations for Riot Violence
PrevH>us studies of riot activity have typically involved either detailed case
histories of rbt events, or enq>irical studies conducted at a relatively high level of
aggregation, removed from the historical context which framed the events themselves
(Abur-Lughod 1997). In the former canq), there are excellent historical accounts of urban
rioting such as William M. Tuttle*s book. Race Riot on the Chicago Riot of 1919, or
Capeci and Wilkerson's work. Layered Violence, on the Detroit Riot of 1943. There are
also numerous reports produced by public invest^atory committees such as the Chicago
Commission on Race Relations (1922) and the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence (1969). In the latter camp, there are several empirical studies
conducted by sociologists which conq)are cities that experienced riot activity to those that
did not, e.g. Liebeison (1965) and Downes (1968). There are also several studies which
en:q>loyed large data sets and multiple regression or event history models to examine the
frequency and/or severity of rioting across a national sample of cities over time
Spilerman (1970,1971), Olzak (1996), Myers (1997). Few studies, however, have
attempted to make the link between en^irical hypothesis testing and historical case
analysis. In the following cluqiters, I will attenq)t to provide such linkage. Nonetheless,
because my objective is to test theoretical explanations for riot violence, in this study the
emphasis will &11 more heavily on the enq>iricist side of the coin.
Toward a Local-Structural Approach
From an enq>irical stanc^int, statistkal studies of riot activity have yielded
widely varying results. While some scholars such as Downes (1968) found support for an
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economic deprivatwn account, others such as Olzak (1996) and Myers (1997) have found
consistent stq>port for an ethnic conqietition explanation. By contrast, perhaps the most
influential enq)irical study of riot violence, Spilerman (1970,1971), found that neither
economic deprivation nor ethnic competition indicators per se were able to account for
the frequency or severity of rroting in his multi-city sanq)le. Rather, Spilerman found that
the onfy significant predictor of ru)tfrequency

and severity among cities was the sa& of a

city's black population.
As noted above, these studies utilized city level data to make descrqjtive
comparisons among riot and non-riot cities, or perform inforentiai statistical tests to
retroactively predict the likelihood of riot activity across cities over time. I suggest that
there is a problem inherent in such an approach, one that results from using too high a
level of aggregation to study what are essentially localized events. The main thrust of
these studies is that riot activity is a city level phenomenon, and thus the implicit
assumption is that riot activity is distributed randomly or uniformly within cities. For
these scholars, the key question is whether certain kinds of cities are more prone to
riotmg.
While I agree that this is an interesting and important question, one must also
consider the local dynamics of riot activity. It is doubtful that rioting is randomly or
evenly distributed within cities. Rather, numerous historrcal studies suggest that rk>t
activity tends to cluster in partkular areas/neighboriioods. Therefore, I ask, given that a
city has e3q)erienced rroting, w^ieie (within the city) is violent conflict most likely to
occur? What kinds of neighborhoods or bcal areas are most susceptible to riot violence?
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Studks that eiiq>by city or SMSA level data may obscure the conditk>ns that generate
riot violence at the neighborhood level where such activity originates. Indeed, the reason
that Spflerman n^iy have found no effects other than black population size on frequency
and severity of rrodng is that he didn't look below the city level Had he con:q)ared
neighborhoods instead of cities, he may have found that black population size is not the
only or best predictor of rk>t activity. Ultimately, rfoting begins at the local level, and that
is where my investigation begins.
Shifting the Unit of Anafysis
To examine the local dynamics of riot violence, I have shifted the unit of analysis
fiom the city or SMSA to the census tract By doing so, 1 have sought to bring the
investigation of riot violence closer to the level at >^ch the violence actually occurred
and thereby cs^ture k>cal conditions underlying riot activity that prevk)us studies based
upon city level data may have missed. I am not suggesting that the sources of riot
behavk>r are generated specifically at the census tract level The census tract is merely the
most convenient, established, and objective unit of measurement for v^ch population
data is conq)iled at a local level It is smaller than the SMSA and larger than a block
groiq) (which covers only a few streets). As such, the census tract is the best available
^proximation for neighborhood. Using the census tract as the unit of analysis should
bring us closer to an understanding of where riots occur within cities and why.
Eaq>loying the census tract as the fondamental unit of analysis raises several
questions regarding the operationalization of ethnk conq)etition theory. Since
conq)etition is conceived in terms of groiq)s vying for scarce resources, do individuals

so
fit>m difTerent etimic groups coiiq)ete for jobs, housing and political representation at the
census tract tevei? Do census tract level measures effectively capture ethnic conqietition
that crosses census tract boundaries? Obviously, labor markets are not limited to census
tracts. Many people commute to work, crossing both census tract and neighborhood
boundaries en route to their jobs. Political representation typically occurs at the ward or
distrkt tevel, which is a larger unit than the census tract I wish to note, however that
political and economic conditu>ns generated at the macro level (labor markets and
political regimes) may be manifested k)cally. As Katznelson (1981) si^ests,
racal/ethnic and class confUct generated in the worlq>lace may be displaced into the
neighboriioods i^iiere workers reskie. Indeed, in the following cheers, I will show how
waves of immigratk>n/migration into national regions and cities can help generate a sense
of conq)etition at the local level where people live, particularly if newcomers are moving
into the neighborhood and natives are leaving. I focus on the specific tocation of riotrelated fetalities and the characteristus of neighborhoods in which they occurred.
The Dependent Variable
The dependent variable for this study is the number of riot related finalities in a
census tract While there are several possible indictors of riot activity, includii^ Vitalities,
injuries and arrests, of these, riot &talfty data provide the most geogr^hical specificity
and the least amount of selection bias. For all four cit^ coroners' reports contain the
name, age, race, location (street intersectfon), cause of death, and time of death for each
victim. With the exception of Los Angeles (where the preponderance of &talities were
attributed to drive-by shootings), the racial/ethnic background of assailants are also
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generally known. Since the victims are known, as are the specific cause of their deaths,
there is little room for selection bias. By contrast, injury and arrest data are severely
subject to selection bias. Injuries that occur during civil disturbances may go unreported
due to a choice of mdividuals not to seek formal medical treatment. This may be have
been especially true for undocumented immigrants in Los Angeles who risked
deportatk>n if discovered by civil authorities while seeking medical aid. Furthermore,
during these disturbances, some injured persons were turned away from particular
hospitals and redirected to others. In Detroit, for example, hospitals were segregated by
race. Thus medical &cilities where injured persons were admitted do not necessarily
coire^nd with the k)catk>ns where the injurks were sustained, thereby reducing the
geogrsq)hic specificity of such data. As for arrest data, police bias is evident in studies
that document the dispercentate arrests of minority youths for drug crimes and other
minor felonies (Eisenman 1995). Pastor (1993) argues that during the Los Angeles Riot
Latinos e}q)erienced a dispercentatefy high arrest rate due largely to joint targeting by
police and immigratk>n authorities.
In short, riot &tality data are less susceptible to biased policing or hospital
practkes, and have the advantage of being linked to specific locations ^^ch can readily
be m^)ped. By looking at the number of riot &talities in a tract I am able to specify the
^iiot spots" v^iere riot vk>lence was most intense. Such an approach resonates with recent
crime mapping studies conducted on the aegis of the Natknal Institute of Justke. If we
can determine i^ere certain types of crime occur then police and other civil authorities
can mote efSciently utilize their resources. Likewise, if we can estimate i^iere ethnic
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conflict might be most intense, pre-emptive action can be taken to avert the development
of a full-fledged disturbance. Such efforts may mvolve targeting job development and/or
cultural awareness programs for neighborhoods most at risk for interethnic conflict,
including efforts by &ith based community agencies that cross racial/ethnic lines. If riot
activity has already commenced, however, police can more effectively determine how to
control its spread focusing

on the potential flash points.

Irving acquired a published coroner's report of rk)t related &talities for each city
in my study, cnntatning the street addresses or intersections where the victims fell, I
kKated each death in geogRq)hic q)ace. Using ArcView G.LS. (Geogrsqihic Information
Systems) software and the geocoding (address matching) feature, I obtained geogr^hic
(latitude, longitude) coordinates for each riot &tality; In^rting TIGER (Topofogically
Integrated Geognq)hic Encoding and Referencing) census tract boimdary files into
ArcView, I was able to overlay riot Vitalities on a nuq) of census tracts, thereby locating
each death within a specific census tract. This enabled me to match up the location of
deaths and the demogrq)hic characteristics of tracts in which they occurred.
Independent Variables
Using CD-ROM data (U.S Census of Population and Housing, 1990 STF3A), data
tapes (U.S Census of Population and Housing, 1980 STF3A), and print volumes (for
census years prior to 1980), I compiled demogr^hic data for the entire population of
census tracts in each SMSA or city. Such data includes indicators of ethnic/racial
conqmsition: percent Black, percent fore^

bom, and percent Latino (Nfiami and Los

Angeles), measures that will be used to evahiate Blalock and Olzak's formulations of
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ethnic conqpetitk)!! theory. From the basic demographic data, I also conq>uted measures
of population change for each of these population categorks over the ten-year period
preceding or enconq)assing the riot'. This involved matching tracts from one census
enumeration to the next, taking account of tracts that had meiged or split. For Chicago
(499 tracts), Detroit (481 tracts), and Miami (213 tracts) I was able to perform this task
with a qireadsheet program. Los Angeles (1639 tracts) required the use of a separate
program that utilizes TIGER files to perform such matching. These measures of change
in racial/ethnic conq)etition theory will be utilized to test the ethnic succession
hypothesis. Finally, to test and control for the economic deprivatron, I have included
median household income and percent of males unenq)loyed in my set of independent
variables. These variables and the theoretkal perspective they are associated with are
listed in Table 2.1
Geographic Information Systems Anatysis
An innovative means for coloring the relationships among riot violence and
demographic characteristics of census tracts involves the use of geogrs^hk: information
systems (GJ.S.) or computer m^ing software. GIS has been utilized for several years
by researchers woridng in natural resources and environmental geography. Only recent^
however have social scientists begun to use this technology for their own purposes. GIS
' In most cases I examined dianges in population that preceded the riot event Detroit is a notable
exceptioD. For substantive reasons, I chose to use the period 1940-1950 as the time fiame for my analysis
of die 1943 Detroit Riot, rather thm die 1930-1940 decade. I did so with the knowd^e diat die depression
had temporarily reduce Ae migrant flow durmg the 1930s, but that a great mcrease in black population in
Detroit occurred between 1940 and 1943, durii^ wartime moinlization, then slowed somewto after the
war concluded, is possible that some of the population changes captured by my models occurred between
1943 and 1950. Noaethdess, siuh diange shtwld also be indicative of )x4iere the bulk of migrants were
moving and dierefiire still be rdated to population diange and racial violence that occurred earlier in the
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presents a powerful tool for the visualization and spatial analysis of practically any kind
of phenomena that can be linked to geographical refereiK:e points. Using such software
has enabled me to pinpoint the location of riot deaths and locate the Vitalities within
census tracts. More so, this software has enabled me to produce custom maps that overlay
riot Vitalities and demographic data, thus allowing for visual assessment of the ethnic
successk>n and economic deprivation hypotheses.
For each city I have generated a ser^ of such maps. The first two m^ display
the locatk>n of rrot-related deaths and black population percent for the beginning and end
of the decade closest to the riot event A third nx^ shows the change in percent black
over the decade, ak>ng with the location of riot &talities. These maps are meant to assess
the ethnic successk>n hypothesis. I e3q)ect rioting earlier in the century (Chicago 1919,
Detroit 1943) to have occurred where African Americans were moving in and whites
moving out If the ethnic succession hypothesis is correct, Vitalities that occurred during
the Chicago and Detroit riots should be located in areas with high levels of chaise in
percent black. By contrast, in Miami (1980) and Los Angeles (1992) I expect that riot
deaths will &11 in areas where African Americans are moving out and Latinos moving in.
Thus, for Miami and Los Angeles, additional nuqps are presented to document Latino inmigration. If the ethnic succession hypothesis is correct, riot deaths will take place in
areas with high levels of increase in Latino percent and areas with the greatest decrease in
black population percent These two areas of Latino in-migration and black out-migration
^uki overlap.
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Finally, to address the economic deprivation hypothesis, I present maps for each
city which overlay the location of riot related &talities and economic indicators (median
household income and male unenq>loyment). According this hypothesis, the
preponderance of riot ^talities should be occur in areas of low mcome and high
unemployment— tracts characterized by deficits in economic well-being.
Statistical Tests of Ethnic Snccession and Economic Deprivation Hypotheses
While GJ.S. generated maps are a usefiil tool for visualizing relatk>nships among
the location of riot &talities and demographic characteristics of tract, they can not tell us
^^iiether these relatk>nships are statistically significant. More powerfiil tests are thus
needed. To test for statistically significant relatfonships between the dependent and
independent variables, I will employ two main techniques: a difference of means test, and
poisson regressbn. I turn &st to the more basic technique, a difference of means or
test.
Difference of Means Test
The difference of means test is designed to ascertain whether there is a
statistically significant difference among the average scores of two groups on a particular
variable. The test thus divides census tracts into two classes those in which riot &talities
took place and those in which riot &talities did not occur. Using this test, I conq)are
'^death" tracts to "non-death" tracts for each of the independent variables in my data set.
If the ethnic succession hypothesis is correct, tracts where deaths occurred, on average,
should display a greater magnitude of change in racial/ethnic compositk>n variables than
tracts where deaths did not occur. If economic deprivation accounts are conect, then on
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average, tracts ^^iiere deaths occurred will have a significantly higher percent of
unemployed males and significantly lower median household income than tracts without
riot deaths. The main limitation of this technique is that it can examine only one variable
at a time. The difference of means test is imable to control for the simultaneous effects of
several independent variables on the dependent variable. I may thus obtain significant
results for both ethnic indicators and economic indicators without being able to tell if one
relationship holds in the presence of another. In short, the difference of means test offers
no mechanism for adjudicating amoi^ conq)eting theorks. It simply lacks the ability to
ocunine all of these variables at once, controlling for one another simultaneously. To do
so requires multiple regression analysis of i^ch I employ a particular type designed to
deal with event counts, such as the number of deaths in a tract
Poisson Regression Analysis
As noted above, the advantage of mult^le regression is that is can simultaneously
estimate the effects of several independent variables on the dependent variable, v^e
holding the effects of the other variables constant. Several assumptions must be met
however to perform a standard Ordinary Least Squares regression. An important
assun:q>tion is homoskedasticity, in other words, that the error terms all have the same
variance. But in cases where the dependent variable has a limited range of variations, this
assumption is violated. Riot related deaths were relatively rare events. The vast majority
of census tracts in each city I stud^ had no deaths occur within their borders.
Furthermore of those tracts \«d]ere riot deaths occurred, many were of a singular nature
with five deaths being the highest total within a tract Although the estimated beta
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coefBcients will remain unbiased, the sanq>ling variances for such a variable will be
increased and thus hypothesis testing based on these variances will be invalid. (Aldritch
and Nelson 1984:12-13).
In the case where the estimated outcome is a coimt, poisson regression provides a
suitable alternative to OX.S. regression models. Rather than fitting a straight line to the
values of the dependent variable, it en^loys a non-linear logarithmic distribution and
estimates the likelihood of a tract e3q)eriencing multiple rk)t &talities. The formula is as
follows;
Log |j =ot +fix
where p is the e}q)ected value for the poisson variate of Y (in this case the number of
deaths in a tract), X represents an e:q>lanatory variable such as percent black and Bx
represents the e£fects associated with the e^lanatoiy variables on

the log of the mean

of the dependent variable—number of deaths in a tract, (see Agresti 1996:80). I thus
enq)loy poisson regression to perform hypothesis testing for ethnic conq)etition,
deprivation and ethnic succession claims.
Poisson Regression Tests for Ecological Hypotheses
Fthnic Tomoetitron

For purposes of statistical hypothesis testing, I will do as Blalock and Olzak have
done and use relative population sizes as proxies for political and economic competition.
Restating Blalock's power threat hypothesis, for the census tract level, we should expect
a positive non-linear association between the percental size of the in-migrant group in a
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census tract and the estimated number of deaths that occur in that tract This function is
marked by an accelerating slope. By contrast, according to Blalock's "competitk>n"
formulation, we should also expect a positive non-linear assocktion between the size of
the newcomer group and the intensity of violence, but in this case the relationship should
be marked by a decelerating slope. To distii^yish between these two formulations, I will
use a squared term for the percent of in-migrants in addition to the non-exponential
measure. If the main term for percent in-migrant is positive and significant, and, the
squared term is also positive and significant, then we consider this finding as supporting
the "power threat" hypothesis. If the main term for percent in-migrant is positive and
significant, but the squared term is negative and significant we may consider this as
evidence for Blalock's conq)etition hypothesis.
To test Susan Olzak's variatfons on ethnic competition theory, I will employ a
ser^ of interaction terms, (see Table 2.1) The first, based on her notion that immigration
combines with slack labor markets to foster violence, will be comprised of the interaction
of the change in percent size of the in-migrant group (black migrants in Chicago and
Detroit, foreign

bom persons in Miami and Los Angeles) multiplied by percent

unemployed. The second, based on Olzak's claim that con:q)etitk>n for wages occurs
during periods of immigration, will be coursed of the interaction of the change in
percent black or foreign bom multiplied by tog median househokl income. A third
measure will look at housing competition by mult^fying percental size of the inr-migrant
groiQ} by housing density (ratio of persons to dwellii^). To avoid potential collinearity
between these interaction terms and their main effects, I will center the two variables
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conqjrising the interaction, subtracting the mean value on each variable for each case
before multiplying them to create the interaction term (Jaccard, Turrisi and Wan
1990:31).
Fthnfe Succession
To test the ethnic succession hypothesis I examine the percentate change in the
size of the in-migrant group controlling for the relative size of that groiq) at the end of the
ten year period for the city that is being investigated. Percent black at the end of the
decade will be employed to test Spilerman's '^collective behavror" claim that the size of
the black population is the k^ predictor of riot activity when controlling for
demographic change (Table 2.1).
Poisson Regression Tests for Economic Deprivation/Segregatioa Explanations
To test economic deprivation claims, I have included percent unenq>loyed and log
median household income in my poisson regression models. I have also included several
interaction terms created by muhiplyii^ percent black with economic indicators—male
unempk>ymeiit and median household income (See Table 2.1). I en^loy the first of these
interaction terms to ascertain whether the concentration of unemployment in black
neighborhoods is associated with riot violence. Likewise, an interaction of percent black
and log median household income is used to test lA^iether riot violence was more likely to
occur in neighboriioods wiiere people were both black and poor. If either of these
segregation/deprivatx>n perspectives are correct, I «q)ect to find significant interaction
effects on the presence of riot deaths: positive for percent black and unemployment,
negative for percent black and income.
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Testing for Spatial Aatocorreiation
A potentially serious statistical problem in research conducted with
geographically compiled data, e.g. census tract data, is that of spatial autocorrelation. A
key assumption of regressk>n models is the independence of each observation, such that
nefther the error terms nor the coeMcients of the dependent variable are correlated fiom
one observation to the next Yet in many cases ^^^lere geographic data is concerned, this
assunqjtion is vk>lated. As defined

Anselin (1993), "spatial autocorrelation is the

situation where the dependent variable or error term at each location is correlated with
observations on the dependent variable or values for the error term at other locations".
Simply put, observational units that are arranged closely in geographic space may not be
entirely independent of one another. For example, census tracts in ck>se proximity, by
nature of their proxnnity may ^lare a similar propensity for riot vrolence. This could be
due to a difiiision process in which violence spills over to adjacent tracts fi'om a central
starting point and diminishes with increasing physical distance (spatial lag) fix>m that
point Or, riot violence may also occur across geogr£q)hically proximate census tracts due
to a regular pattern of "spatial interaction" among individuals who constantly cross these
boundaries Odland (1988). Whether the lack of independence among observations is due
to difKisk>n or spatial interaction, the process of spatial autocorrelation poses serious
problems for standard regression analysis which are not unlike those problems posed by
serial time dependence or proximity among individuals in social networks.
Anselin (1993) distinguishes between the effects of two types of spatial
autocorrelation on the quality of regression models. The first, the "spatial error" case
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where the error terms among observations group closely in space are correlated is in his
opinion not as problematic as the latter type, "spatial lag dependence". According to
Anselin, the spatial error case is more of a nuisance than anything else. Like
heteroskedasticity, if it is ignored, the OLS estimators remain unbiased, but are no longer
efficient. But if correlation among the observations on the dependent variable exists,
ignoring them can have profound consequences, causing the OLS estimates to be biased,
and therefore invalidating all inferences derived fix>m the regression model "In a sense,
this is similar to the consequences of omitting a significant explanatory variable in the
regression model" (Anselin 1995:26-11)
The way to deal with this problem is to compute a spatially lagged dependent
variable that allows for the estimation of a spatial autoregressive coefficient (Roncek and
Montgomery 1984, Odland 1988:61-62, Anselin 1995:26-11, Land and Deane 1991:229).
Using the spatially weighted dependent variable, one can re-estimate the regression
model controlling for the spatial lag effect. The formula is as follows:

y - pWy + Xp + e where Wy is a spatially lagged dependent variable, and p is the
spatial autoregressive coefficient.
The first step is to build a spatial weights matrix that contains the relationships
among the areal units, in this case, census tracts. I have computed this matrix using the
criteria of binary contiguity, whether one tract shares its border with another. This can be
quite a labor intensive process when there are large numbers of census tracts in a city or
SMSA.
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The following is just a brief illustration of what a cont^;uity matrix looks like for
four census tracts. The first row refers to the tract id number and the number of tracts that
border it and the second row refers b> the kl numbers of the bordering tracts.
100 3
101 102 103
1012
100 102
102 3
101 103 100
103 2
100 102
For Chicago, Detroit and Miami I constructed these matrices by hand. Building
such a matrix for Los Angeles (1639 tracts) by hand seemed almost un&thomably time
consuming. Fortunately Anselin and his colleagues at the Regional Research Institute of
the University of West Virginia developed SpaceStat, a computer program that can use
GIS map coverages such as ArcView shape files to create such a matrix. I utilized this
function to create the spatial weights matrix for Los Angeles.
The second step involves the generation of the ^)atially lagged dependent
variable, ^diich is computed by muh^lying the spatial weights matrix Wij by the
dependent variable Y for all observations in the data set SpaceStat is capable of
performing this conq)utatk>n.
Having generated the spatially lagged dependent variable it is now possible to reestimate the regressk)n model for the spatial lag effect. This according to Odland
(1988:61) requires the use of Maximum Likelihood models in place of ordinary least
squares regression. Again, SpaceStat contains a module which performs N^udmum
Likelihood regression that takes into account spatial autoregressive effects. While Land
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and Deane (1991) &vor viiat they call a Two Stage Least Squares "2SLS*^ regression
^>proach, they note that in most cases, ML estimators, w^e less computationally
efBcient than the 2SLS approach yields similar results. For pragmatic reasons, I have
chosen to estimate my regression models with the fnaYiTnnin likelihood estimatron
technique. I will do this for the basic models that test ethnic succession, to assess whether
ethnic succession theory holds controlling for spatial autoregressive effects on the
dependent variable. Note that the dependent variable for these analyses is the presence or
absence of death a tract. This shiil is made because I am interested in how a potential
spatial clustering of rk>t fetalities affects the stability of regression models for this data.
Precipitating Incidents versos Stmctnral Causes
After performing a bevy of statistical tests, I hope to present a clearer picture of
the effects of ethnic competition, ethnic succession and economic deprivation on the riot
violence at the neighborhood (census tract) level Before presenting the results of these
tests for Chicago and Detroit, and Miami and Los Angeles, I wish to state fiirther the case
for en:q)loying a local-structural approach to the study of riot violence.
In assessing where and why race rioting occurs, it is tempting to conflate short
term trigger effects or "prec^itating incidents'^ with deeper structural causes leading up
to a major outburst of violence. One might argue, for exan^le, that the Los Angeles Riot
of 1992 represented a spontaneous reaction to the acquittal of white police ofBcers
accused of beating a black motorist. While it would be foolish to deny that this verdict
had any bearing on the subsequent rioting, I believe it would also be misguided to take
the court's finding as the absolute cause of the events i^ch transpired during that time.
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As both Lfeberson (1965), and Hofetadter and Wallace (1970) imply, to understand the
potential cause(s) of urban riots, one must go beyond the immediate prec^itating
incidents anrf examine the structural context in which these events occur. To focus
exclusively on the nature of precollating mcidents, neglects both long term structural
changes associated with the outlveak of riot activity and the cumulative breakdown of
cultural order, whrch, over tune, is reflected in numerous inter-ethnk; disputes that
typically precede a major rk>t episode. Upton (1984), in a comparative stwfy of race riots,
makes a similar observatk)iL
" The precipitating incident is more in^rtant in its context than in its content
The prec^itating incident channels generalized belie& into specific fears and
antagonisms, it confirms the existence, sharpens the definition, or exaggerates the effect
of the immediate conditions. The prec^itatiss incident is often thought of as a single
event, Le. the arrest or beating ofa drunk driver, the assault ofa young black woman, the
shooting of a black youth, which ejqplodes into a riot. Recent evidence suggests that there
is no such thing as a prec^itating incident Rather, there is a k>ng chain of escalating
incidences and rumors viiich finally peak in the outbreak of rioting." (Upton 1984:23)
Specific knowledge of the trigger that presumably set off hostilities, does not tell
us M^y violence occurred vdiere it did; nor does research which purports to the examine
the characteristics of riot versus non-riot cities. Instead of reducing riot violence to
prec^itating incidents or overly macro-structural accounts, the purpose of this research is
to empirically test a general model for urban ethnic collective violence through a
comparative analysis of four rk)t cases Iviefiy described in the introductory chapter.
Given the occurrence of unrest in these cities, this study addresses fix>m a localrstructural
perspective the questions of indiere and i»^y such violence took place. By examining
decade k>ng structural changes in the racial/ethnic com{)Osition and economic
characteristics of city neighborhoods, I seek to piiqmint the locus of violence and esqtlain
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its logic. Using historical, geogr^hical, and statistical analysis I will atten^t to lend
siq>port for a theory of ethnic collective violence rooted in the effects of rapid migration
on the racial/ethnic conqwsition and economic characteristks of neighborhoods.

Table 2.1 Summary of Independent Variables Used for Statistical Analyses
Collective Behavior Power threat and
Riot Year
competition
and Decade (Spilerman)
(Blalock)
Of
Observation

Cliicago
1919

% Black, 1920

% Blade, 1920
% Black Squared,
1920

(1910-1920)

Detroit
1943

•/•Black, 1950

% Black, 1950
% Black Squared,
1950

(1940-1950)

Miami
1980

% Black, 1980

% Hispanic, 1980
% Hispanic Squared,
1980

(1970-1980)

Los Angeles % Black, 1990
1992
(1980-1990)

% Black, 1990
% Black Squared,
1990

Ethnic Succession
(change in
racial/ethnic
composition)

Ethnic competition
(Olzak)

Economic
Deprivation

A in % Black 19101920,conlrollingfor
% Blade, 1920

A in % Blade, 19101920*% Males
Unemployed

% Males
Unemployed, 1920

A in % Blade 19101920,controUing for
% Blade. 1910
Ain%Blade 19401950,ccntrolling for
% Blade, 1950

A in % Blade, 191020* Ratio of Persons
to Dwellinns, 1920

A in % Blade, 19401950,controlling for
% Blade, 1940

A
in % Blade 1940-50*
Median Housdiold
Income, 1950
A in % Foreign Bom
1970-1980*% Males
Unemployed, 1980.

A in % Hispanic
1970-1980
controlling for %
Hi^io, 1980.
A In % Blade 19701980 controlling for
% Blade. 1980
A in % Hispanic
1980-1990 controlling
for% Hispanic,1990.
A in % Black 19801990 controlling for
% Blade, 1990

A in % blade 19401950*% Males
Unemployed, 1950

A in % Foreign Bom
1970-1980*
Median Household
Income, 1980
A in % Foreign Bom
1980-1990*% Males
Unemployed, 1990
A in % Foreign Bom
1980-90 * Median
Household
Income,1990

Ratio of Homeowners
to Renters, 1920

% Males
Unemployed, 1950
Median Household
Income, 1950

% Males
Unemployed, 1980
Median Housdiold
Income, 1980

% Males
Unemployed, 1990.
Median Household
Income, 1990

Segregation and
Economic
Deprivation
% Males
Unemployed, 1920 *
% Blade, 1920
Ratio of Persons to
Dwellings 1920*
% Blade, 1920
% Males
Unemployed, 1950 *
% Blade, 1950
Median Household
Income, 1950 * %
Blade, 1950
% Males
Unemployed, 1980 *
% Blade, 1980
Median Household
Income, 1980*%
Blade, 1980
% Males
Unemployed, 1990 *
% Blade, 1990
Median Household
bicome, 1990 * %
Blade, 1990
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Chapter 3. The Great Migratkm and White Resentment: The Chicago Riot of 1919
and the Detroit Riot of 1943
From a iiistoricai perspective, there are strong parallels between the Chicago Riot
of 1919 and the Detroit Rk>t of 1943. Both events took place amidst a backdrop of
wartime mobilization that brought significant waves of black migratk>n from the rural
South to centers of industrial production k)cated in the N&iwest and Northeast During
World War I, from 1916 to 1919, rioting spread throughout several Northern industrial
cities including East StXouis, Washington D.C., and Chicago: cities which served as
gateways for the new wave of African American migrants. Interracial violence was
especially pronounced during the ''Red Summer of 1919" (Tuttle 1975), at which time the
Chicago Riot took place. The Chicago Riot of 1919 can thus be viewed as part of a
larger cycle of civil disorder, produced by changes in wartime industrial production
which rapidly altered the racial coii^)ositk>n of America's Northern cities.
A little more than twenty years after the Chicago Riot, the same pattern of
wartime mobilization, black migration, and interracial violence recurred. Worki War II
generated an increased demand for labor to n»et rising levels of wartime productioiL
After a relative hill during the Depression decade, by the 1940s, the 'Xjreat Migration"
resumed in its fiill intensity. Once again, African Americans were on the move fix)m
South to North vdiere a rude wekx)me awaited them. During the warmer months of 1943,
rioting swept throi^ several American cides, includii^ Detroit, in which the black
population was r^idly increasing. Despite the passage of time between the Detroit Rk)t
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of 1943 and the Chicago Riot of 1919 they may both be seen as part of the same cycle of
black migration and ^^iiite backlash that characterized the wartime years.
Both the Chicago and Detroit rk)ts were preceded

mass migration, an

intensification of labor unrest, and scarcity of affordable housing. For several years prior
to the outb^ak of violence, labor unions pushed for h^her wages and better woridng
conditu>ns, but were thwarted by employers who perrodkally employed blacks as
strikebreakers. Black migrants were thus caught in the middle of labor disputes between
white dominated unions and en^)k>yers who benefited fix)m racial antagonism among
workers. In this environment, many white workers came to believe that blacks would
undercut their wages and, at some point, take over their jobs.
Likewise, whites began to identify black migrants as conq)etitors for the limited
supply of affordable housing available in each city. Despite attracting sizable numbers of
migrants, neither city made plans to increase housing stock for low-wage migrant
woricers. Whereas working class A^^es had established tight knit ethnic neighborhoods
characterized by high levels of homeownership, blacks were forced to live in dense,
dilapidated housing, isolated but adjacent to w^e working class areas. White workers
who lived in close proximity to the increasingly crowded black **ghettos' feared that their
neighboriioods would be swaltowed iq> by the ejqianding black belts.
As migration continued, it brought increased levels of contact and conflict
between blacks and whites, both in the workplace and in public spaces. It is not
surprising then that both riots originated in skirmishes involving the use of public
&cilities and spread to the borders of ^xiiite and black neighborhoods undergoing
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transitk)]]. Feeling threatened by the growing presence of blacks as co-workers,
ne^bors, at the ball fields and beaches, ^^iiites responded violently. With their
increasing size but limited access to quality housings and skilled professk>ns, blacks saw
litde reason to accept a subservient position, and therefore, fought back. Each groiq),
seekii^ to promote or defend its uneasy foothold in the urban environment, contended
with one another for jobs, housing, and political power. The competitive nature of race
relations in these cities thus primed black and white citizens to angagt* in acts of
collective violence. As such, these rfots serve as "ideal type'* exanq)les of "ecok>gical"
warfere (Tuttle 1975, Janowitz 1969).
Labor Force Competition
Wartime production intensified the demand for industrial labor at the same time
as American soldiers were sent overseas and immigration fix>m abroad declined. To meet
their e}q)anding labor needs, employers helped induce an internal migration of African
Americans from the rural South. As the two main industrial centers of the Mklwest,
Chicago and Detroit, received a dispercentately large share of migrant laborers during the
wartime years. Ti^^thin a short period of time, these cities e}q)erienced a significant
increase in the size of their black populations. From 1910 to 1920, the black population
of Chicago increased by over 60,000, from 44, 103 to 109,458, a gain of 148% much of it
coming in the years 1916-1919 (Chicago Commission on Race Relatfons 1921,1968:2).
According to sock>]ogists Otis and Beverly Duncan, 94% of this increase in black
population was due to migration (Duncan and Duncan 1957:34, Spear 1967:141). In
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Detroit, from 1940 to 1950 the black popii]atk>n of Detroit nearly doubled, from 153,773
to 304,677, a gain of 98.1%.
Throughout the war years, black migrants poured into Chicago and Detroit,
encouraged by the prospect of finding ready enq)k>yment in the stoclQrards, steel mills,
and armaments ketones. Such e^qpectatrons, for many of the new arrivals were
confirmed. Finding work was generally easy, provkled that one was willing to work
under dirty, dangerous and degrading conditions in unskilled occupations that ^^iiite
workers came to refer to as "nigger" jobs (Darden, Hill and Thomas 1987). Most black
migrants to Chicago found work in the meat packing and steel industries, workii^ on the
killing floor or manntng the blast furnaces. Finding work in these industries was
relatively easy with employers hiring "night and day". By 1920, the census counted 4313
black Chicagoans working in the iron and steel industries, an increase of4,093 in a
decade" (Grossman 1989:183-184).
Black migrants arriving in Detroit during the early to mid-1940s also found it
relatively easy to secure employment With a general shortage of labor and the
implementation of Executive Order 8802 (vdiich banned discrimination in defense
industrks), blacks began to see their numbers in Detroit's fectories increase. According
to Widick (1972:93), over 75,000 black workers (male and female) were hired as a result
of President Roosevelt's executive order.
The cumulative effect of economic forces, activism, and government assistance
was that blacks made significant gains in Detroit's industrial economy during the
war...As late as 1942,119 of 197 Detroit manufocturers surveyed had no black
emptoyees. But the shortage of labor in Detroit was so great by 1943 that con^xmies by
necessity opened doors for blacks that had previous^ been sh^ A 1944 report found that
*a 44% ad^^nce in wartime enq)loyment brought with it an advance of 103% in the total
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number of Negroes encployed*. As Chrysler woricer James Boggs recalled ^ You could get
a job anywhere you went'...The percent of black n^ working as Victory operatives rose
fiom 29 percent in 1940 to 45 percent in 1950." (Sugrue 1996:27-28)
Yet all was not well in the ketones of Chicago and Detroit White workers did
not typically greet the new enq>k>yees with open arms, but rather, black laborers were
often met with hostility by whites uncomfortable with the notk>n of working alongside
blacks. In both cities, these sentiments were reinforced by a long history of labor disputes
in which black workers were used as strikebreakers by employers bent on breakii^ the
power of unions.
Beginning with the Stockyards Strike of 1894, Chicago's meat packing and
industrial tycoons periodically employed black workers as strikebreakers, or in union
parlance, "scabs". Although some refiised to take such jobs, such as a group of
steelworkers finm Alabama who headed home upon hearing the terms of their
empk)yment (Tuttle 1975:113), many black migrants had little experience with or loyalty
to labor unions. Southern migrants proved more difficult to organize than Northern
blacks (Halpem 1997:52). Those with little knowledge of unions often expressed hostility
or ambivalence regarding the labor movement (Ha4)em 1997:52, Grossman 1989:214,
Spear 1967:160). Enq>toyers used this lack of e}q)erience or identification with organized
labor to undercut workers demands for higher wages and better working conditions. The
widespread use of blacks as strikebreakers, particularly during the 1894 and 1904
Stocl^ards Strikes, and the 1905 Teamsters Strike, influenced ^^iiite workers' perception
that blacks were a "scab race' or that the terms black and "scab" were synonymous
(Ha^jem 1997:31, Grossman 1989:218, Tuttle 1975:119). Such perceptions led white
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woikers in 1905 to attack blacks residing in the black belt area adjacent to their
neighboriioods. In this case, violence was conducted indiscriminately without regard to
unk>n afBliadon. Despite fledgling efforts to unk>nize black workers, the continued
migratk>n put even more strain on relations between white and black woricers. As Tuttle
notes, the violeiKe of the 1919 riot followed the same pattern as that which took place in
1905. In his analysis, the labor disputes and violence of 1905 was merefy a rehearsal for
the more w^espread violence of 1919 (Tuttle 1975:121).
Fanning the flames of racial tension and labor unrest in Chicago was the return of
sokliers, both black and ^xiiite, from the European front Many black returnees, unwilling
to live under Jim Crow in the South, joined their brethren in the journey northward. At
the same time viMe soldiers returned to their homes and sought to regain their prewar
jobs. As the war ended, however, industrial production stowed, and the demand for labor
decreased. The result was a market flooded with '^surplus labor", ripe for conflict among
black and white job seekers. Protesting against post-war layoff and declining wages,
*\q)wards of250,00 woricers in Chicago were on strike, threatening to strike, or locked
out by late July 1919" (TutUe 1975:141). With memories of former strikelveaking
activities, white workers feared that the continued growth of the black labor force woukl
lead to their displacement from the jobs they had clung to so tenaciously.
In Detroit, by 1943, blacks had also acquired a reputation as "scabs". As late as
1941 blacks were still being used as strikebreakers, most notably at Ford Motor Co.
There, an estimated 600 to 1000 blade workers, on ordos from management, attacked
union picket lines with metal bars and knives (Shogan and Craig 1964:25; Widick
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1972:84). Long after the strike ended, bitter feelii^

towards black woiicers persisted in

some quarters, especially among southern white migrants many whom were already
predisposed to hate blacks. These feeling extended beyond the Ford £ictoiy into other
workplaces ^^iiere despite the official egalitarian stance of union leadership, black
unionized workers continued to face discriminatk>n by their white brethren. During a
strike at Packard, Walter White, an NAACP official reported hearing a loudspeaker blare
over the picket lines **

rather see I£tler and Hirohito win than worie next to a nigger"

(Shogan and Craig 1964:32).
For blacks in Detroit, the wartime perk>d was one of new found economic
opportunity. For M^es, accustomed to segregation and the sense of ^^iiite supremacy
that acconq)anied it, these were uncertain times. Despite the availability of work, many
whites perceived their status to be threatened by the recent gains made by blacks. White
workers fek particularly threatened as blacks began to receive job trainings training that
would allow for them to move iq) into skilled jobs which were formerly held by whites.
"By November 1942, blacks m 185 defense plants jumped from 22,200 to 33,500 (or 6.6
percent of all workers) and began to replace whites in training classes'^ (Capeci 1984:32).
As blacks took advantage of training classes, ¥^es watched with trepkiation. One white
worker asked incredubusly, " We*ve got to teach them our trades so they can grab our
places?" Another exclaimed, "After the war is over Negroes will undercut our wage
rates and take away our jobs"(Shogan and Craig 1964:32).
The traditional ^lit labor market, an arrangement where whites occupied higher
paying skilled jobs and blacks were relegated to k>wer paying less skilled jobs (Bonacich
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1973), was breaking down, \^ch made many whites uncomfortable and Isougfat out
their worst prejudices. Efforts to "upgrade" black workers to skilled positions met with
dspercentate resistance. In 1941, metal polishers at Packard declared a sit down strike to
protest the hiring of two African Americans. Over 25,000 Packard workers walked out in
synq>athy(Shogan and Craig 1964:32, Darden, Hill and Thomas 1987). Similar strikes
occurred at Chrysler's Dodge Plant and the Hudson Motor Car Conq)any (Widick
1972:93-94). Despite a booming wartime economy, some white workers nonetheless feh
threatened by the preseix:e of blacks in their workplace, particular if blacks were
performing jobs of equivalent skill. ''As k>ng as blacks were in the hot, dirty, 'nigger
jobs', most ^niiite workers felt secure. But as soon as war production policies placed
blacks in so-called white jobs all hell broke loose" (Darden, Iffll, Thomas and Thomas
1987:68).
To summarize these trends, in both Chicago (1916-1919) and Detroit (19401945), black migration was encouraged to fill wartime labor shortages. Yet, black
workers were also traditionally employed as a means to weaken the power of nascent
labor unions. Thus ^^lile enq>k)yers welcomed blacks with open arms, ^lite workers for
the most part tried to keep blacks at an arm's length. Despite the occasional olive branch
extended to black workers willing to join unions, in neither Detroit nor Chicago did vdiite
labor advocate equality for black laborers. When blacks received the opportunity to
inqffove their skills and pay, whites feared they would lose their monopoly on the better
paying positk>ns or worse, be displaced entirely from their workplaces. As a result, many
whites came to define their labor market positk>n as a zero sum game, one in which gains
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for black workers inevitably woukl be accon^>amed by losses for M^es. Such sentiments
helped fuel racial backlash when combined with tte movement of African Americans
into formerly white neighborhoods. Unable to hold the line against integration of their
workplaces, i^^es sought to defend the racial/ethnic '^purity" of their neighborhoods.
Contested Space
In pre-World War I Chicago, blacks lived in a few isolated pockets spread
throughout the city, with one major area of concentration on the city's South Skie.
Although informally des^nated as the 'black belt", this area between 29"* and 47^ streets,
boimded by Wentworth Avenue to the west and Cottage Grove Avenue to the east, was in
actuality a "mixed" neighborhood (Spear 1967:150). As such, the "black belt" served as
home to a minority of working class ^^4iites (^»iK> lived there according to their economic
circumstances) and African Americans of all social classes ^^lose housing choices were
circumscribed by discriminatoiy real estate practkes. Although blacks accounted for only
two percent of Chicago's population in 1910, Chicago was, according to Richard Wright,
the mostly highly segregated city in the North (Wright as cited in Spear 1967, and Tuttle
1975).
Hemmed in by the hostility of surrounding white neighboiiioods and restrictive
real estate policies, blacks began to build their own social and economic infrastructure, in
Spear's terminology, an "Institutional Ghetto". With black owned businesses, churches,
and even a hospital, a stable black enclave appeared to be fonning.
Within a decade, however, the character of the "black belt" would change
dramatically. Southern migrants, looking for affordable housing ck>se to their new places
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of enploymeiit, gravitated to the black bek, in part because it was the only neighborhood
open to them. The massive influx of migrants in search of housing overwhelmed the
existing residential market. According to a stu^ conducted in 1917 by the Chicago
Urban League, 'in a single day there were 664 Negro applicants for houses and only fifty
houses available. In some cases, as many as ten persons were listed for a single
house

At the satne time rents increased fix>m 5 to 30 and sometimes as much as 50

percenL**(Chicago Commission on Race Relations, 1922,1968:93). The Chicago
Defender, the most wkleiy circulated newspaper in the black community labeled the
emergent housing crisis as a "home fomine". According to Grossman (1989:138) this
shortage of housing for Afiican Americans was directly linked to the eruption of racial
violence in the sunmier of 1919.
Continued in-migration had the overall effect of boosting the black belt's
populatx>n density, which combined with a lack of capital improvements, brought about
dilapidation and disease. A study of black occiq)ied housing conducted by Alzada
Comstock and Sophonisba Breckenridge revealed a common pattern of dilapidation
(Tuttle 1975:162, Philpott 1978:156).
'"In no other part' of the city, wrote S.P. Breckenridge of the University of
Chicago, 'was there found a neighboriiood so conspicuously dilapidated as the black belt
on the South Side. No other groiq>', she added, 'suffered so much fiiom decaying
buildings, leaking roo&, doors without hinges, broken windows, insanitary plumbing,
rotting floors and general lack of repairs.'" (Tuttle 1975:162)
Such conditions, were obvfously not conducive to good health:
"Chicago's blacks had a death rate viiich was twice that of whites. The stillbirth
rate was also twice as high; the death rate fit>mtubaculosis and syphillis was six times as
high; and fix>m pneumonia and nephritis it was well over three times as high. The
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statistics indicated that the death rate for Chicago's blacks was conq)arable to that of
Bombay, India" (Tuttle 1975:162)
Despite unsanitary and overcrowded conditions, blacks in Chicago continued to
pay h^ rents, having little choice of v^iere to live. Over twenty years later, in Detroit,
this e3q)erience was replicated. In the early 1900s Detroit was Chicago's closest
conq)etitor for the dubious distinction of the most segregated city in the North. Like
Chicago, blacks living in Detroit found themselves confined to a narrow strip of territory,
ck>se to the city's Central Business District. Like Chicago, this 1)lack belt" also housed a
significant nimiber of poor whites. Responding to their involuntary segregation, blacks in
Detroit, like their brethren in Chicago began the process of building their own
institutk>nal ghetto or black emlave. As with World War I Chicago, this institutional
structure was ill-prepared to absorb the massive wave of migrants

arrived as the

nation mobilized for another world war.
With the exception of a few middle class blacks who resided in a small enclave on
the West Side, most blacks in Detroit remained confined to the "black belt", ironically
referred to *?aradise Valley". Periiaps at one time, prior to the full onslai^ht of
migration, the neighborhood had indeed seemed like a paradise. In close proximity to the
&ctories, it offered its black residents easy access to their workplaces. Despite a sizable
minority of working class whites, the neighborhood acted as a center of black community
and culture. Black owned and operated institutions reflected the promise of proud selfdeterminatk)n. The sizable black presence offered security for migrants in the &ce of a
hostile white dominated society. It is understandable why Paradise Valley served as a
magnet for migrants.
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Mass migratioii, however, would provoke some of the same probfems e3q)erienced
the black population in Chicago.

little new housing being built, and migrants

streaming into the city, Detroit's black belt, like that of Chicago, was destined to become
a crowded, dirty, and dangerous place. The resunq)tion of the "Great Migration"
increased the density of an already crowded neighborhood, accelerating the decay of the
k>cal housing stock and exacerbating already unsanitary conditx>ns (Lee and Humphery
1943:92-93)
In 1941, the Detroit Housing Commissmn reported that 50.2 percent of all
dwellings occiq>ied by Negroes were substandard, and the situation had hardly inqiroved
since. Now Negroes were crammed into storefronts and lofts as well as dil{q>idated
apartments. R0O6 leaked, stairways crumbled, and sanitary fecilities were inadequate.
Some 3,500 houses in Paradise Valley had onfy outside toilets, placed in shacks over
holes in sewer mains'* (Shogan and Craig 1964:29)
Again the connectkin between overcrowded, dilapidated housing and poor health,
observed in Chicago presented itself in wartime Detroit. According to ofScial health
commission reports, black residents of Detroit esqierKnced significantly higher rates of
tuberculosis, in&nt and maternal mortality than whites. Rates of tuberculosis and in&nt
mortality in Taradise Valley" greatly exceeded that of the city as a whole (Capeci
1984:37). Nonethefess, blacks paid considerably higher rents for these substandard
dwellings than whites.
'*Even in normal times, a Detroit housing ofiBcial estimated that rents in the Negro
shuns had been running about two or three times higher than in white districts. A five
room shanty, for M^ch a white &mily might pay $25 a month would be rented to five
Negro&milies,oneroomtoafiunily,at$10to$15amontheach. A rundown flat worth
about $10 a month in a white neightorhood brought $25 a month in Paradise Valley.
During the war, the exorbitant rents pakl by Negroes had climbed even higher" (Shogan
and Craig 1964:29)
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Given the crowded, unsanitary conditk>ns in the "black belf* ne^boiiioods of
Chicago and Detroit, it is not surprising that some African Americans sought to escape
from the confines of these areas. \&idle class blacks

had arrived a decade or two

earlier found themselves in the midst of more recent migrants of lower social class. As
more migrants moved in, the character of the black belt changed. Crime and vice
increased hand in hand with crowding and real estate dilapidation. (Tuttle 1975:165)
The more '^respectable" members of the black community attempted to relocate, but their
options were limited. To leave the ghetto, they would have to move into adjacent areas
inhabited by whites, and to do so was to risk vk)lence at the hands of white mobs and
youth gangs (Phillpot 1984:156). In Chicago the search by blacks for better housing
outside the ghetto would provoke numerous clashes which "led directly to the racial
violence that tenorized Chicago in 1919". (Spear 1969:150)
N&ldle class blacks seeking relief from the crowding and crime of Detroit's
Paradise Valley neighborix>od &ced a similar dilemma. To move outsuie the ghetto
involved relocation into "white" neighboiiioods viiich were often "defended" by their
residents. As early as 1925, ^^^len Ossian Sweet, a black physician, atten^ted to move in
to an all-white neighborhood, the stakes were made plain. Dr. Sweet and his fiunily &ced
several nights of harassment and vandalism at the hands of a ^^diite mob, until fearing for
their lives, tb^ fired a shot into the crowd, killing one member of the unruly assembly.
Although Dr. Sweet was later acquitted of murder, the message sent by the mob was
clear, blacks
welcome.

purchased or rented homes in white neighborixx>ds would not be
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Nonetheless, the rapid influx of migrants into Detroit's black beh made it
inevitable that the black population would ^ill over its tightly defined borders. The
"containCT" was about to "burst" (Lee and Hunq)hrey 1943:93). Whites in Chicago and
Detroit ixiio lived in neighboihoods adjacent to the black belt areas reacted with
trepklatk>n to the prospect of black residential mobility. Collectively they mobilized to
hold the color line. In Chicago, residents of the Hyde Paric-Kenwood neighborhood,
standing eastward in the path of black belt e3q>ansion formed a "Property Owner's
Association" ostensibly designed to keep blacks out Other ne^boihoods standing to the
east and south of the black belt followed suit. These associations held numerous protest
meetings, punctuated by inflammatory rhetoric calling for "use of bombs and bullets" to
drive out the black "invaders" (Tutde 1975:172-174).
Such pronouncements however, were more than mere rhetoric. Rather, they were
statements of strategy. If sinq)le harassment and threats £tiled to dislodge black femilies,
overt violence was considered an acceptable choice. Beginning in 1916 and continuing
through the early 1920s, numerous bombing of black residences and real estate firms took
place. (Philpott 1978:166-169, Tuttle 1975:175-176).
From March 1918 to the outlneak of the riot, twenty five bombs rocked the homes
ofblacks and the offices ofreahors of both races....Moreover, mobs brandishing
brickbats and other weqmns and missiles stoned buildings, and intimidation and threats
of further violence burgeoned as well. 'Look out; you're next for hell' read a 'black hand
notice'. Another was addressed to black tenants on Vincennes Avenue: "We are going to
BLOW these FLATS TO HELL and if you don't want to go with them you had better
move at once'" (Tuttle 1975:175-6).
In Detroit, several 'Neighborhood Inqjrovement Associations" were formed as
well, again with the purpose of restricting black homeownership and tenancy. As blacks
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began to move into "white" neighboihoods, v^es responded through organized
campaigns of intimidation and violence. For those wiiite Detroiters unwilling or unable
to flee, black movement into their neighborhoods was the moral equivalent of war"
(Sugrue 1996:246). For white woridng class and middle class Prostestants, such change
helped fuel the resurgence of the Ku Khix Klan in Detroit, ^^iiere it became the
"unquestioned center of klan strength in Michigan^CJackson 1967:128-129).
While there is some credence to the notion that these actk>ns represented a general
war of all whites against resklentially mobile blacks, social class and ethnicity were key
fiictors in distinguishing those who fled from those fought.

Rather than a battle of

the haves and have nots, vk>lence in Chicago that resulted over contested space in was
largely an issue of the have littles versus those

had nearly nothing, a struggle

between working class white homeowners and blacks a^iring to homeownership
(Philpott 1978:151, Grossman 1989:175).
In Chicago and Detroit the most heavily de&nded neighborhoods tended to be
those occiQ)^ by working class whites of foreign-bom origin, particularly Catholics of
Irish, Italian, and Polish heritage (Sugrue 1996:240). In both citks the combination of
working class white immigrants and recent black migrants would prove particularly
deadfy. For Catholic immigrants, homeownership, church and community came together
as a package. Catholic parishes were drawn along ethnic lines, with residents urged to
purchase homes in proximity to their mother church. Owning a home was both a marie of
status and a s^nifier of being centered m a moral universe constituted

the boundaries

of one's parish. (McGreav^ 1996:18-22) Such a view is echoed by the character Studs
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Lonigan in James T. FarreU's (1932) semi-aiitobk>graphical account of life in one of
Chicago's Irish immigrant neighborhoods.
Local clergy realized the ethnic dimensions of the communities in which the
churches were located. As such, they tacitly, and at times overtly, supported the
maintenance of racial/ethnic neighborhood boundaries, lending credence to resklent's
efforts at occluding blacks. Despite the ofBcial liietork: of the mother church, and the
work of integratiomst minded clergy some of the most active proponents of segregatk>n
m Chicago and Detroit, e,g. Father Luigi Giambiastiani, Father Constantine Djiuk and
Father David Coughlin (vdio was also a noted anti-Semitic orator), were parish priests.
Siq)ported by institutional authorities, e.g. clergy and business associatrons, white
immigrants vigorously defended their claims to territory versus the rawest wave of
'^immigrants", the blacks. Hewing to carry out these actions were youth gangs, ofGcially
constituted as ''athletic clubs'*. Members of these gangs acted as the vanguard against
racial integration of white immigrant communities assaulting blacks whom errantly
strayed into their territory and vandalizing the hoooes of the newest blacks residents. At
the behest of neighborhood improvement associations and ethnic politicians these
"athletic clubs" served as enforcers of the neighborhood's racial/ethnic purity, guarding
against the threat of "racial contamination'' (Grossman 1989:178). A significant portion
of the violence that occurred during the first two days of rioting can be attributed to
ethnic hmnigrant gangs such as Ragen's Colts and the Shielders (Ha^)em 1997:66,
Philpott 1978:172-174).
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In summation, histoiical accounts suggest that both the Chicago Rk)t of 1919 and
the E)etcoit Riot of 1943 were fueled by competitron among whites of recent immigrant
stock and even more recent black migrants from the rural South over access to jobs and
housing. Yet little has been done in the way of formal empirical testing of this thesis. It is
to this task that I now turn. Usii^ geographic information systems (GIS) and regression
analysis, I will examine the rebtkanship between r^id demographic chaise, economic
con^ietitwn, and riot violence.
Results: Testing Ecologicai Hypotheses for Riot Violence
Geographic Information Systems Analysis
Figures 3.1-3.4 display relationships among the changing demographic
characteristics of Chicago census tracts fix>m 1910 to 1920 and the location of fetalities
that occurred during the 1919 Chicago Riot. Figures 3.1-3.3 lend support to an ethnic
succession account for riot violence. Figure 3.1 shows the location of rk)t Vitalities with
respect to the distribution of black population in 1910 Chicago. Figure 3.2. looks at the
black population distribution in 1920, again displaying the geographic coordinates of riot
Vitalities. These two figures, taken together, reveal the e?q)ansk>n of Chicago's "black
belt" into formerly white areas. They show an increase in the number of tracts containing
a black population of fifty percent of more, from five tracts in 1910 to sixteen tracts by
1920. Figure 3.3 '^ch displays the chaise in percent of black residents by census tract
ftom 1910 to 1920, along with the location of riot &talities uncovers a pattem of ethnic
succession and violence on Chicago's South Side. \^thin just ten years, twenty- three
census tracts had ejqierienced a twenty percent or greater increase in black population. Of
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the twenty-nine reported deaths ^^ch resulted fit}m rioting, fifteen occurred in these
tracts iM^iere the black population increased by twenty percent or nx>re over the decade.
With the exceptk>n of a cluster of killings that took place west of Wentworth Avenue
along the 47^ streetcar line, most of the violence in Chicago took place in tracts located
in or near the black belt v^ch had experienced rapid black in-migration. By contrast,
those who were killed on 47^ Avenue were black stocl^ards workers

were dragged

fix>m the streetcars and brutally beaten as they attenq>ted to return home. To get from the
stockyards to the black belt, one had to pass through jn^dominantly working class Irish
neighborhoods, and therein lay the danger for black workers. It was within these
neighboriioods that white youths ejqnessed their fears of racial transition and their hatred
of blacks with fists and knives. Nonetheless, the majority of riot deaths took place within
the zone of racial transition. GIS analysis thus suggests that there is a relationship
between ethnic succession and the locatk>n of deaths during the 1919 riot
By contrast GIS analysis casts some doubt on the applicability of an economic
deprivatk>n account for the violence that took place in Chicago. There appears to be little
associatwn between the location of riot &talities and percent males unen^byed. Male
unenq)loyment is for the most part distributed randomfy in relation to the location of rk)t
deaths (Figure 3.4). Thus, while GIS analysis provides support for an ethnic succession
interpretatfon of riot violence in Chicago, there appears to be no analogous relationsh^
between economic deprivation (as measured by male unemployment) and the location of
riot violence in that city
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Figures 3.5-3.9 present the results of a similar GIS analysis for Detroit These
maps e^lore the relationship between demographic change in Detroit census tracts from
1940 to 19S0 and the location of &talities that occurred during the 1943 Detroit Rk>t.
These maps, like those presented for Chicago, lend support to an ethnic succession thesis.
Figure 3.5 m£^s the location of 1943 riot &talities with respect to the black population of
Detroit in 1940. Figure 3.6 displays the same coordinates of riot related death with
re^)ect to the distribution of Detroit's black popuktkin in 1950. Taken together. Figures
3.5 and 3.6 show an increasing concentration of black population in the heart of
downtown Detroit The black population of the inner city was not esqpanding so much as
"piling iq>" (Duncan 1957). At the beginnmg of the decade 1940-1950, a sizable white
populatfon had resided in downtown Detroit By 1950, however, most of the white
population had moved out of these formerly 'inixed" neighborhoods. Like Chicago's
south side, Detroit's Taradise Valley'' was transformed by the ethnic succession process,
and was touched by riot violence.
Figure 3.7 shows the ^ent of this population clsmge and its correspondence with
riot related deaths. Of the 23 mapped Vitalities, all but two are located in or border i^n
census tracts where the black population increased by twenty percent or more over the
course of the decade. This is strong visual evidence that r^id population change was
associated with the location of violence in the 1943 riot.
Notwithstanding, at least one economic Victor also qipears to have been
associated with vk>lence that occurred during the 1943 Detroit Riot. Figure 3.9 implies a
relationsh^ between median househokl income levels and rk)t violeix%. Rk>t Vitalities
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clearly clustered in central city tracts where median household income was below 3000
dollars per annum. As with Chicago, however, thm is no clear pattem between rates of
male unempbyment and the location of riot deaths (Figure 3.8). GIS analysis for Detroit
thus suggests that a combination of ethnic succession and poverty (but not
unenq>loyment), was associated with collective vk>lence that occurred during the summer
of 1943. Had income measures been available for 1919 Chic^o it is possible that I would
have obtained a similar finding for both cities.
Statistical Tests of Ecologicai Hypotheses
Up to this point I have cautiously stated that the results of my GIS analysis only
represent visual associations. These relationships are merely implied and must be tested
with formal statistical techniques. To do so, I enq)loy two In'nds of statistical analysis,
difference of means tests and poisson regression. These tests will help ascertain whether
the associations among population change, economic characteristics, and riot violence,
visually displayed in the GIS maps are statistically significant as well.
Difference of Means Test
The difference of means test is designed to ascertain whether there is a
statistically significant difiference in the mean values of a partkular variable among two
groups. Dividing the population of census tracts into those vdiere riot &talit^ occurred
and those i^^iere riot &talities did not take place, I test for significant differences among
these groups on a serks of demogr^hic variables. Table 3.1 presCTis the results of these
tests for Chicago and DetroiL
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For the city of Chicago there were 26 tracts that ejqperienced riot &talities as
opposed to 473 that dki not. Conq)ared to tracts where riot &talities did not occur, tracts
containing rk>t related deaths had a significantly higher rate of change in percent black
over the ten year period 1910-1920. On average, a riot death tract had an increase of
14.4% in black population, Ax^e non-death tracts had only a 1.8% gain in black
population. This finding, ^^ch is significant at the .01 level for a two tailed test, lends
further siqyport to an ethnic success»n explanation for riot violence in Chict^o. Tracts
i^^iere deaths occurred had on average a higher rate of black in-migration and
concomitantly higher rate of ^^lite out-migration. Tracts ^xdiere deaths took place, by the
end of the ten year period had a significantly higher percentage of black residents than
those ^^lete no deaths occurred, 26.9% versus 3.7%. This too is a statistkally significant
finding although tracts vAxie deaths occurred also had a higher black percentage to begin
with. Testing the economic deprivation hypothesis, I found no significant differences in
male unemployment among death and non-death tracts. This confirms the results
obtained using GIS, induch suggested that unen^loyment was not a significant predictor
of the location of riot Vitalities. Neither GIS nor difference of means analysis support an
economic deprivation account for riot violence in Chicago. Yet, because income data
were not available for Chicago in 1910 or 1920,1 can not conclusively rule out an
economic deprivation oq>lanation. Nonetheless, both GIS and difference of means
analysis provide support for the ethnic succession thesis.
For Detroit, I obtained similar results as were found with Chicago. In Detroit
there were 16 tracts where a riot related &tality took place and 197 tracts ^^lere no deaths
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occurred. As with Chicago, Detroit tracts containing riot deaths on average had a higher
rate of black in-migration than did tracts ^K^iere no riot deaths took place. Tracts with riot
related deaths aq)erienced an average increase of 28.8% in black population while tracts
without Vitalities e}q)erienced a 5.4% increase in black population on average. This
difference is statistically significant at the .001 level, two tailed test. Likewise, tracts
where deaths occurred in Detroit e}q)erienced a higher rate of out-m^ratk>n by foreign
bom residents, 8.9% versus 4.0 percent respectively. This finding is significant at the
.001 tevel, two tailed. By the end of the ten year period, tracts ^xiiere riot &talities
occurred had a much greater average black population size than non death tracts, 85.8%
versus 10.9%, a figure \^ch is somewhat skewed by the larger black population of these
tracts at the beginning of the decade. The difTerence of means tests thus confirm the
intensification of black popu]atk>n in the riot zone, as well as the flight of the remaining
white population, particularly white immigrants, from those areas of downtown Detroit
where blacks were moving in most rapidly. Finally, economic deprivation must be given
some consideration as a &ctor leading to the onset of riot hostilities. The difference of
means tests reveal statistkally significant differences in median household income and
male unenq>k>yment rates among tracts with and without riot &talities. Tracts where riot
deaths occurred had, on average, significantly higher rates of unemployment (contrary to
the random pattern suggested by GIS analysis) and tower median household incomes
(confirmed by GIS analysis). These findings iiirther suggests that economic deprivatk>n,
as well as population change indicative of ethnic succession, was associated with the
location of deaths that occurred in the 1943 Detroit Rk>t.
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Poisson R^ression Anafysis
My conciusk>ns thus &r are based on visu^ association and a sinqile inferential
statistkal test To confirm these results, more powerfiil statistical tests that can control
for several &ctors simultaneous^ are needed. Thus, in this next section, I describe the
results obtained by poisson regression analysis, a form of regression modeling most
suitable for count data. Using poisson regression models I estimate the number of rk>t
related deaths that occurred with a census tract as a function of racial/ethnic conqwsition
and economic characteristics, thus testing ^^iiether partkular demogr^hic &ctors are
most predictive of riot severity.
Testing for Non-linear Effects of Black Population

According to Blalock^s ''power threat" and "con:q)etition formulations we should
e}q)ect to find non-linear effects of percent black on the number of a riot related &talities
that occurred within a given census tract If power threat were operative, the relationship
would be positive, and ever increasing, exemplified by a positive coefBcient for percent
black and a positive coefBcient for percent black squared. If competition were the
operative case, we shouki find a positive non-linear relationship with a slope that
decreases at the highest levels of percent black, exenq)lified by a positive coefBcient for
percent black and a negative coefBcient for its squared term.
For Qiicago the coefficient for percent black regressed on the number of riot
deaths is positive and statistically significant, controlling for economic indicators (male
unenq>k>yment and housing density). See Table 3.2a, Model 1. The squared term was
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negative but not statistkally significant and tlnis £iils to provide siq)port for eittier
Blalock's power threat or conq)etition fonnu]atk>ns. There were no non-linear effects of
black population size on the number of deaths in Chicago census tracts. Rather, the
relatk>nship between black population size and the intensity of riot violence is linear,
confirming Spilerman's hypothesis. In separate anafysis, however, using logistic
regression to estimate the presence versus absence of a riot fiitality within a tract, the
coefBcient for percent black was positive and significant and its squared term negative
and significant, implying siqjport for Blalock*s competition hypothesis. Thus, i^^e we
can conclusively rule out Blak>ck's "power threat" formulation for Chicago, I feel it
would be premature to rule out **conq)etition" as a possible cause for vk>lence.
For Detroit, the results supporting Blalock's conq)etition formulation are stronger.
There, I foimd a non-linear relatfonsh^ between percent black and the number of deaths.
The coefBcient for percent black 19S0 is positive and significant (Table 3.3, Model 1).
This is consistent with Spilerman's hypothesis that black population size is positively
associated with riot severity. Yet, the coefBcient for percent black squared is negative
and also statistkally significant, suggesting a curvallinear relationship between black
population size and the k)catk>n of violence, with the effect of black population size on
the number of deaths diminishing at the highest levels of black population. In contrast to
Spilerman's hypothesis, the number of riot related deaths in Detroit peaked where black
and in^iite populatk)n percents were closest to parity, an illustration of niche overlap, a
key indicator of conq)etition. Where blacks attained a cfear numerical majority the
intensity of riot violence was considerably reduced. Tracts wiiich were highly segregated
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(almost exclusively black) were less likely than more integrated tracts to e^qperience the
most severe episodes of riot violence. Such a finding lends strong statistical support for
Blabck*s "conq)etition" postulate as qjplied to the Detroit Riot of 1943.
Testing for Effects of Changing Racial Composition
Chicago
Whereas Blalock's postulates focus on the relative size of minority and nonminority populations at a set point in time, ethnic succession theorists argue that change
in the relative size of migrant and nonrmigrant groi^ is most predictive of ethnic
collective action and interethnic violence. Models 2 and 3 of Table 3.2a present the
results of such analysis for Chicago, examining the relationship between black inr
migration (as measured by change in percent black), vMle controlling for the relative size
of the black population and economic indicators (unemployment, housing density).
Controlling for black population size and economic indicators at the end of the
decade, there was no significant efTect of change in percent black (1910-1920) on the
number of riot &talities. (Table 3.2a Model 2) A similar result was obtained when
controlling for the absolute size of the black population in a tract along with economic
indicators (Table 3.2a, Model 3). Changes in black population percent were not
significantly related to the intensity of violence. This finding lends support to
Spilerman*s claim that black population size, not population change is the key predictor
of riot severity. Yet, a strong correlation between percent black (1920) and change in
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percent black (1910-1920) obtained with this data (r=.69) *, makes it difBcuh to
disentangle the efifect of changes in black population from the static effect of black
population size. Several tracts characterized by high rates of black inrmigration also had
some of the largest concentrations of black population at the end of the decade.
In an attempt to disentangle the effects of changing black population from black
population size, I substituted percent black 1910 for percent black 1920 in a model
containing the same economic indicators (Table 3.2a, Model 4). In this model, I found
that change in percent black was a significant predictor of the number of riot &talities in
tract For Chicago, there is strong siqjport that black population size was associated with
the intensity of rk>t violence, but there is also some support that changes in the racial
conqwsition of census tracts played a contributing role as welL

Detroit
The results for my poisson regression analysis of &tal violence on changing
racial/ethnic composition of Detroit census tracts are presented in table 3.3 (Models 2 and
3). Controlling for the relative size of the black population (percent black 1950), along
with economic indicators (male unenqiloyment, log median household income) change in
percent black is a significant predictor of the number of deaths in a tract (Table 3.3,
Model 2, p< .05 single tailed test). A similar finding was obtained when controlling for
the absolute number of black residents in a tract, along with economic indicators. (Table

' Data fir 1910 Chicago is based on categories ofpercent black by census tract as reported in Spear (1967)
and Fhilpott (1984). The original interval levd data oo blade population fi)r 1910 Chicago census tracts,
compOed by Otis Dudl^ Duncan is cfted as unpublished and is presumably lost For purposes of
comparability, 1920 percent Made has been recoded as a cat^oricalvar^e. Change m percent black must
therefiire be interpreted as diange in cat^ory of percent black.
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3.2a, Model 3). In additk>n to the absohite or relative size of the black population,
change in percent black is a robust indicator of riot related homicide at the tract leveL
The size of the black population is not the only measure associated with the location of
violence in Detroit. Spilerman's hypothesis is supported by the Detroit data, but found to
be only partially correct
To summarize these findings, in both cities poisson regression analysis lends
strong siq)port to Spilerman's claim that black population size is associated with the
fi^quency and severity of riot vk>lence. Yet, for both cities there is also evidence that riot
related homicide was related to rapkl changes in populatnn black, a finding that was
stronger for Detroit (1940-50) than Chicago (1910-1920). Although it is difficult to sort
out the effect of changing racial conqmsition from black population size at the end of
each respective decade, my analysis suggests that both Victors are iaqx>rtant inredktors of
where the most riot related deaths occurred. While e}q)eriencing different stages of
succession, both Chicago and Detroit witnessed substantial changes in population that
were associated with the outbreak of riot activity. Ethnic succession was a &ctor in the
genesis of riot violence.
Testing for Ethnic Competition: Interaction Effects
Like Blalock (1967), Susan Olzak (1992,1996) posits that riot vk>lence is related
to the relative size of majority and minority groiq)s. Like ethnic succession theorists,
however, she looks not onfy at static measures of population size, but examines change in
the relative percents of racial/ethnic groups. She goes a step fiirther than ethnic
succession theorists by examining the interaction of immigration/migration and labor
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matket indicators, suggesting that waves of migration^imnigration combine with slack
labor markets to induce con^)etition for jobs and WE^es. To test this notk>n, I interacted
the change in percent black with the percent of males unenq>loyed, and median household
income respectively.
In both Chicago and Detroit I obtained a significant positive effects for these
interactk>n terms. (Table 3.2a Model 4, Table 3!2b Model 4). Controlling for the
interaction term (i^ien there is no change in percent black), there was a negative effect of
male unemployment on the number of riot deaths. But with increasing degrees of change
in percent black, the effect of unen:q)k>yment on riot vtolence reverses course and become
positive. High rates of black migratk>n at the tract level combined with male
unemployment to increase the probability of multiple riot deaths. Olzak's thesis with
respect to job competition is supported.
A similar finding is obtained for Detroit ^en income is considered in its
interaction with change in percent black. Unfortunately, income data was not available
for Chicago. In Detroit, ^^^lere income data was collected for the 19S0 census, I found a
s^nificant interaction effect of median household income and change in percent black.
The coefBcient on the interaction term was negative, as was the coefficient for the tnain
effect of median household income regressed on the number of riot &talities in a tract
Higher rates of income (as indicated by the main effect of median household income)
were associated with fewer deaths in Detroit census tracts. Yet, as the interaction term
suggests, the protective effect of high income was even stronger for tracts that were
changing in the racial conqrasition. The wealthier the tract, the less likely woe changes
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in percent black to produce violence. A plausible interpretatron of this finding is that
tracts with lower income resHients absorbed the brunt of the black migration >»^iereas
those tracts with the highest incomes e:q)erienced little racial/ethnic change. What little
black in-migration that occinred, was not enough to provoke widespread vk>lence by
M^es. Nonetheless, taken together, poverty and racial/ethnic transitk>n ^)pears to have
intensified conq)etition amoi^ racial/ethnic groups and led to overt civil strife in Detroit
Olzak's coiiq)etition hypothesis is supported by the pattern of riot violence.
Several urban historians such as Spear (1967), Philpott (1978), and McGreavey
(1996) en^hasize how shortages of housing in Chicago and Detroit led to struggles
among white ethnics and black migrants for living space. Extending Olzak's analysis
from jobs and income to housing, I took at the interaction of housing demand (as
measured by the ratio of persons to dwellings, and black in-migration for both cities. In
neither city, however, did I finH a significant interaction of black migration and housing
demand/density on the probability of riot violence. I find these results, however, to be
somewhat less than conclusive. A strong correlation among the interaction term and
change in percent black for both cities made it difficult to untangle the effects of change
in percent black from the interaction of change in percent black and demand for housing.
As the historkal accounts suggest, the increase in black population and housing demand
went hand in hand. While the poisson regression analysis fails to provide siq)port for a
housing conq)etition e}q)lanatk>n of riot violence in Chicago and Detroit, it does not
efiTectively rule out such claims.
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Testing the Economic Deprivation Hjrpothesis
Chicago
Poisson regressk>n analysis yields mixed results for the economic deprivation
thesis in Chicago (Table 3.2a). In four of eight models, the percent of males who were
unemployed was a significant predictor of riot vk>lence, yet the direction of this
relationship runs contrary to the economic deprivation hypothesis. The relationship
between male unemployment and the number of deaths in a tract was consistently
negative, suggesting that tracts with higher percmts of unemployed males were less
likely to aq)erience mult^le riot deaths. On the other hand, in all three models that
include homeownership (used here as a pro}^ for wealth), the ration of homeowner to
renters is significantly associated with fewer riot &talities when controlling for change in
percent black, 1920 percent black, and male unenq>loynient. Tracts with higher ratios of
homeownership versus renting were less prone to severe outbreaks of riot violence.
Given high levels of enq>loyment throughout wartime Chicago, the ratio of
homeowners to renters initially appears to be a better mdicator of economic status than
employment. This variable, however, might be less a measure of economic status than a
I»0}Qr for social disorganization/social control High levels of homeownership are often
indicative of neighborhood stability. Areas with more renters may ejqperience more
turnover of residents, leading to less social control and a greater potential for crime and
violence, including riot violence. Social disorganization theorists of crime (Shaw and
McKay 1929, K^is 1972,1978, Morenoff and Sampson 1997) are strong proponents of
such an interpretation. Thus, it is uncertain whether that income differences per se played
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a role in detennining vdiich neighborhoods were susceptible to violence. Nor is it clear
that the number of deaths varied significantly by levels of male unemployment.
There are however, significant ^ects for the interaction of median household
income and housing density with racial segregation. (Table 3.2 Models 7,8). Where
percent black is held constant, as in Model 7, the effect of male unenq>loyment on the
number of deaths in a tract is negative. Yet, \dien the interactk>n of percent black and
unemployment is taken into account, the effect of unempk>yment becomes positive. In
tracts i^iiere the black population percent was greatest, the impact of unemployment on
the intensity of riot viotence was most pronounced. Similarly, v^n controlling for the
relative black populatron size, housing density had a negative effect on the severity of riot
violence. Yet, v^ien taking the interaction of percent black and housing density into
account, there was a positive effect of housing density on the number of riot deaths in a
tract (Model 8). Where blacks were most segregated and housing most densely occupied,
riot vk>lence was intensified.
Thus while absolute economic deprivation appears to be unrelated to riot severity
i^^n controlling for other population measures, v^ien there are high levels of black
segregation, low income and high male unemployment become significant predictors of
rk>t intensity. Racial segregation combined with economic deprivation in Chicago to
increase the potential for violence in poor black neighborhoods.
In Detroit, poisson regression analysis again yields mixed results for an absolute
deprivation explanation of riot violence. In seven of the eight poisson regressk>n models,
the percent of males unenq>k>yed &iled to attain statistkal significance as a predictor of
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intensity (Table 3^b). By contrast, in all but that one model there was a significant

association between logged median household income and the number of deaths in a
tract This relatronship was negative across all models, suggesting that tracts with higher
levels of median household income were less likely to sustain mult^le deaths than tracts
with lower levels of median househohi income. Thus ^»Me unempbyment appears to be
unassociated with riot vk>lence in Detroit, differences in income levels do indeed appear
to have played a role in predicting where the most intense violence occurred. This finding
is consistent with an economic deprivation perspective, suggesting that riot vk>lence in
Detroit was flieled al least in part by income inequality. Unlike Chicago, however, the
interaction of racial segregatk>n (percent black) and ecoromic deprivatk>n
(unenq)loyment, income) does not £9)pear to add any predictive power above and beyond
that of the base economic deprivatk>n measures. Neither the interaction of unenq>k>yment
or income with percent black significant^ ahered the main effects of unemployment and
income on the number of deaths in a tract. Poverty is a significant predictor of riot
severity in Detroit census tracts regardless of racial conq)Ositk>n
Controlling for Spatial Antocorreiation
As discussed in the methods sectk>n, the presence of spatial autocorrelation raises
questions about the reliability of regression estimators in models that employ geogr^hic
data. Because spatial autocorrelation implies serial dependence among observations, it
must be controlled for in order to perform hypothesis testing. To do so, I have estimated
basic regression models that examine the relationship beween changes in percent black
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and the location of riot Vitalities, using a Tnaxtmum likelihood function with a spatial
autoregressive term. Table 3.3 presents the results of these models for both cities.
Model 1 indicates a negative effect of change in percent black on the presence or
absence of riot &talities in Chicago,

controlling for percent black, economic

indicators, and a spatial autoregressive term. However, as in the poisson regression
models presented earlier (>^ch did not control for spatial autocorrelation), when percent
black 1910 is substituted for percent black 1920, the co^cient for change in percent
black is significant and positive. This suggests that effect of black population size on the
location of riot deaths is powerful, but also suggests that this measure and the change in
percent black are c£^turii^ the same essential &ctor. Where the black population
changed from 1910 to 1920 was also viiere blacks were most concentrated in 1920.
Models 3 and 4 for Detroit reflect the same problem. When controlling for 1950 percent
black, economic indicators and spatial dependency, change in percent black has a
negative and non-significant effect of death. However, substituting 1940 percent black
for 1950 in the same model, change in percent black has a significant and positive effect
on the likelihood of deaths occurring in a tract Again this point to the powerfiil effect of
black populatk>n size, which is not easily separable from black population change. What
these models, and earlier poisson regression models indicate is that Spilerman was
essentially correct regarding the inqiact of black population size on rk>t activity. They
also indicate, however, that at the neighborhood level changes in the relative size of the
black population also had a significant effect on the severity of riot vk>lence. In addition
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to black populatioii size, we must also look at inx>cesses of ethnic successk)n and ethnic
competitran that are associated with waves of imnugration and migration.
Conciasion
£nq>k>ying a triangulating methodology of historical, geogr^hical, and statistical
analysis for Chicago and Detroit, I fomid enq>irical support for both Blalock and Olzak's
formulations of ethnic competition theory. Residential niche overlap, indicated by a
curvillinear relatranship between percent black and the number of rH>t deaths in a tract,
was significantly associated with riot violence in Detroit. Labor market conq)etition,
measured by the inteiactk>n of populatk>n change and unenq)k>yment, was significantly
associated with the number of deaths in census tracts for both cities. Despite considerable
job growth spurred by wartime increases in industrial production, the sheer number of
migrants entering Chicago and Detroit continued to place pressure on the tocal labor
markets, ^cacerbating emergent tensions among ^^iiite and black workers. The "split
labor market" in ^^ch white and black workers were divided in the tasks they performed
and the wages they received helped fostered a perception among wiiites that blacks were
conq)etitors rather than potential allies against industrial c^italists. With the influx of
black migrants from the South, such feelings fueled the flames of racial conflagration.
As inq>lied in the previous paragraph, the economic competitk>n among v^es
and blacks that he^)ed give rise to riot violence was a product of the mass migration of
Southern blacks to the industrial North during the wartime years. Economic conq)etitk)n
alone can not precise^ e]q)lain why vk>lence broke out ^^len and where it did. The ethnic
con:q)etition model, I argue must be e3q)anded to conskler the spatial and cultural
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dimensions of ethnic conflict as welL In Chicago and Detroit the effects of rapid black inr
migration went beyond battles for jobs and wages. While conflict may have taken place
on the shop floor, the bulk of the fighting occurred in the streets.
To fiiUy understand the dynamics of rrot violence in Chicago and Detroit, we
must look beyond the workplace and bek>w the city level to examine the local context
>»iiere much of the vk>lence was manifested. As my analysis indicates, the intensity of
riot violence in Chicago and Detroit was strongly associated with r£^ki changes in racial
conqwsition of neighborhoods, generated by black in-migration and ^»4iite flight. For
white ethnics the ma jts migration of black folk to the North inq)lied not only a threat to
their precarious economic status but a danger to the cultural &brk: of their communities.
Having recently built immigrant enclaves or established **eco]ogical niches'*
amidst the chaotic order of the industrial city, these recent \^iite immigrants were
determined to defend the racial and ethnic "purity" of their communities. In Chicago and
Detroit they drew imaginary lines in the sand and concrete. In those formerly white areas
where black migrants succeeded in moving, difTerences in dress, speech, music and
religious practke were highlighted. New institutions sprouted in both emerging and
esqxmding black neighborhoods. Black Baptist congregations began to inhabit formerly
white Catholic churches. Stores catering to the tastes of southern and central European
immigrants began sell products geared specifically for black consumers. Racial transition
thus came to be associated in the minds of white ethnics with economic and cultural
displacement, generating defensive sentiments that led to{Agression against the recent
wave of black newcomers. Historical accounts, CIS modeling, and statistKal analyses all
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reflect one essential truth regarding the genesis of riot vk>lence m Chicago and Detroit—
the effort made by black migrants to establish a place for themselves in the "promised
land** (Lemann 1991), and the refiisal of >K^es, particularly white immigrants, to share
with them ^a. piece ofthe pie**. (Lieberson, 1980).
In the latto^ decades of the 20"* century, immigrants from Latin America and Asia
have begun to stream into cities where significant black populations, like white ethnics
earlier in the century, are concentrated in highly segregated, culturally homogeneous
neighborhoods. In cities such as Miami and Los Angeles it may be possible to identify an
anak>gous process of ethnic succession and racial/ethnic resistance culminating in riot
vk>lence. There, we may observe African Americans and older generations of Hiq)anic
natives defending their jobs and turf against an "invasion" of more recent immigrants,
particularly those from Cuba and Haiti (Miami) and Central America (Los Angeles).
Such is the topic ofthe next ch^er, whkh looks at the Miami Rk>t of 1980 and the Los
Angeles Riot of 1992.
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Table 3.1 Demographic Measures for Census Tracts with and without Riot Fatalities by City

Percent Change HO Year Period) Mean Percent (End of 10 Year Period)

City

N

Black Foreign
Bom

Black

Foreign
Bom

26

14.4*»

26.9«*» 22.2**

1.8

3.7

Males
Median Household
Unemployed
Income

Chicago
(1910-1920)

Tracts with
Vitalities

Tracts without 473
fetalities

30.5

14.7

17.3

Detroit
(1940-1950)

Tracts with
fatalities

21

Tracts without 440
fetalities

28.8»** -S.9***
5.4

-4.0

85.8**» 3.2***
10.9

14.9

3.7
2.1

$2346»»#

$3630

*=p<.05 ''"''=p<.01 *** p<.001, Two Tailed Test
o
00
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Tables^

Poisson Regressioii Pcttnut^ of the Number of Riot Fatalities in Chicago Census
TiactsasaFimctionofCfaange in Racial/Etfanic Coiiqx>sition and Economic
Characteristics

V»M)tes
FacentBhKk(1920)
Peroent Black Sqotred
(1920)

(I)

P)

6.972***
(1.742)

3.034***
(.4703)

Denendent VgBibte: Number of Riot F«lalitfes
(5)
(6)
(4)
(3)

(7)

(8)

4J95**.

3.608**
(.4604)

(.4960)

-3^78
Gi-iW)

Black Poputatiaa Size
(1920)

J)005***
(.0001)

Pocent Black (1910)

.5128*
(.0797)

Change ki Perceut Black
(1910.1920)

-.1368
(.1150)

-.1082
(.1073)

.2294*
(.1078)

Change ia Percent Black
(1910-1920)'Percent
liAIes Unemployed (1920)

.5672**»

.2835«»

(.1066)

(.1112)

.0S26~*
(.0156)

Cfaaoge at Peroeot Black
(1910-1920)* Ratio of
Persons/Dwefliogs (1920)
Percent Blick (1920)*
Percent Miles
Unanplayed(1920)
Percent Black (1920)*
Ratk> of Penons/Dwellnigs
(1920)

3415
(J387)

—

—

.1446"
(.0711)

—

1.811*

(.9701)

Percent Mafes Uoemptoyed
(1920)

-.0348
(.0297)

-.0343
(.0349)

-.0388
(.0318)

Ratk> of Persons/Dwelliags
(1920)
Ratio of Homeownen to
Renters

-1.947***
(.5351)

-Z069***
(J369)

-1-765***
(.5266)

-.I848**»
(.0283)

-.1606**»
(.0291)

-.1353*»*
(.0380)

J840
(.2933)

.1623
(J136)

(J328)

(J920)

J210

-.0820**

(.0339)
-.2121

Constant

-3.084**
(2.174)

-1.016*
(.4606)

-.8822*
(.4486)

-1.102*
(.4956)

-J06S
(.6333)

-J444
(.6827)

-IJ08
(.8254)

-1.238
(.9074)

Log Likelihood

-120.046
499

-104.930

-105.632
499

-104J67

-139.433

-142.192
499

-115.029
499

-115.050

N

499

499

. 499

499

*p^05**p<.0I ***<.0010iieTailedTest Since: Emat W. Bwaess CengisDaf fortfaeCitvofChicaga 1920. Universitv of Chicago
ftiaa.LlnfaiMMir«i<fatacBmiMledhvOtBDudfev Duncan cited m Spear. ABan-BlicfcChicMOiIfaiwrsitY ofChicigoftess. IM7

no

Table 3^b

hideoenilent Variables

PoBson Regiessioa Estimates of the Number of Riot Fatalities in Detroit SMSA
Onsus Tracts as a Function of Change in RacaJ/Etitnk Con^xjsition and Economk:
Characteristics
(I)

C2)

(4.124)

4.690***
(.«I54)

Peraeot Black (I9S0)
Pcrccut RIacif S<|uifBd
(19S0)

Deoemfent VirMrfe: Number of Riot fatalities
(3)
(4)
(5)

(7)

(8)

4.854***
(.8362)

5.022*(.9158)

(6)

-5.875*

0969)

Blacfc Populatiaa Size
(I9S0)

.0005**"

(.0001)
I.6IS*
(.8602)

Change n Percent Blade
(1940-1950)

1J37*
(.6962)

Chnge n Percent Blacfc
(1940-50) •Ftenxnt
Males Uneo^ibqftd (1950)

2.792***
(.8837)

4J81***
(.8516)

.7890
(1.686)

119.784***
(41.021)

Change in Percent Black
(1940-1950)* Ratio of
Peraons to Hoosing Ihiits

-.0547
(.8708)
-10.472***
(4.617)

Change n Percent Black
(1940-50)* tag Medtaa
Honsebold Inoome (1950)
Percent Black (1950)*
ftop. Mdes Ubeinployed
(1950)

.4106
(31.089)

Ptroent Black (1950)* kg
Mei&n HousdMld
Iiaoaaie(1950}
PcrecntMries
Ubempkiyed (1950)

.5862
(1.776)
10.755
(10.265)

10.701
(10J15)

.5001
(12.858)

-43.530***
(14.661)

RatioofPefsaiisto
Honstng Units (1950)

5.191
(10.244)

-10.643
(11.827)

^029)

15.110
(10.030:

15.256

-J259*
(1837)

Median Housdiafai
Dacaaie
(1950)

-1.546**
(.6624)

-2.I61**
(.7947)

-3.981
(.765^

.6.159***
(.«664)

-6.486***
(.7662)

-4.754***
(.6508)

-1.408**
(.6591)

(1J16)

Constant

5.287
(5.684)

11J16*
(6.519)

27J86
(6.194)

47J27***
(7.127)

50.445
(6.459)

35J62***
(5J40)

5.741
(5.643)

8.785
(10J85:

Log Likelihood

-58.692

-59.461

•46.0912

-83.617

-74J06

-85.041

-61.187

-61.135

N

461

461

461

461

461

461

461

461

* p<.05 **p<.01 ***p<.001 One Tailed Test Standard Erm we mParenliwsis
Source: U.S. Census ofPopulatiaaMid Housing, Census Tract Data fcr the Detroit SMSA (1940,1950) Paper Volumes

-1.792
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Table 33

Miaxinniin Likelihood Estimates of the Presence of Riot Fatalities in Chicago and
Detroit Census Tracts as a Function of Change m Racial/Ethnic Composition and
Economic Characteristics (ControDiog for Spatial Autocorrelation)

tndeoaident V«ri«Mes

0)

Dependent V>ri»hu- Presenceof Riot Tatalities
Chicago 1910-1920
Detroit I940-19S0

(2)

(3)

(4)

.0211*

-.0991
(.0S98)

-.0991
(.0898)

RaaaUEthnk Composition
C3nnge in Peroent Blade
(Ten Yeff Period)

-.0949»**
(.0167)

Percent Black (End of ten
year period)

.1159*"
(.0131)

Percent Black (Beginning of
Ten Year Period)

(.0099)

J042**
(.0544)
.1159^*
(.0131)

J042***
(.0544)

Economie bt&aton
Percent Males Unemployed

-.0005
(.0013)

-.OOOS
(.0013)

Median Hoosehoid bwome
log
Ratio of Persons/Dwellings

-JOOO
(.5407)

-JOOO
(.5407)

.0040
(.0488)

.0040
(.0488)

.7.18e5
(.0161)

-7.18e5

Spatial Antoi eg!easive
Coefficient

.4677*»*
(.0459)

.4677***
(.0459)

.4583»»*
(.0581)

.4583***
(.0581)

ronsftmf

.0177
(.0401)

.0177
(.0401)

-0407
(.4086)

-.0407
(.4086)

R-sqoared

JOIO

JOlO

J253

J253

4

4

4

4

499

499

481

481

DJ.
N
• p<.05

»p<.01

•**p<.001 Onetailedlest

(.0161)

Standvd Etiars are D Parenlfaesis

Source: Chicaao Census Tract Data Compiled bv Otis and Beverly Duncm- Cited in Soear. Allan. Black ChicaaoL Uhiversiiy of Chicago
Press, 1967
U.S. Census ofPopulation and [iousmg. Census Tract Data for the Detroit SMSA (1940,1950) Paper Vobanes
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Chapter 4-New Immigrants and Black Resentment: The Miami Riot Of 1980 and
the Los Angeles Riot of 1992
The Miami Riot of 1980 and the Los Angeles Riot of 1992 represent the most
extensive interethnic violence to have occurred during the past two decades of American
history. T^th 18 reported &talities and 80 million dollars of property damage, the Miami
Rk>t brought forth a magnitude of destruction that had not been seen in urban America
since the late 1960s. This event, however, was followed in the 1990s by a civil
disturbance of even greater severity. During the Los Angeles Riot of 1992, 51 people
reported^ died of riot related causes, over 700 businesses sustained fire damage and over
1 billion dollars in property was destroyed.
Aside from the magnitiiHf of destruction, these events share several
commonalities. The prec^itating incident for both disturbances was the acquittal of
police ofBcers whom bad severely beaten African Andean civilians under questionable
circumstances. In Miami, Arthur McDuffie, a thirty-three year old insurance agent was
Inutally murdered by police ofScers after allegedly running a red light on his motorcycle.
Police ofBcers beat him to death with batons and flashlights, then attempted to cover up
the incident as a motorcycle accident. The subsequent trial was held outskle of Miami in
predominantly white Tampa Fla. Despite testimonies of other ofBcers who had been on
the scene and forensic e}q)erts both vdiom testified on behalf of the prosecution, all three
of the defendants were found not guilty. Almost thirteen years later, in Simi Valley
California, an all white jury acquitted four Los Angeles Police Department ofBcers of
assaulting Rodney King, a 34 year old African American motorist, in spite of videot^>e
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evidence that pointed towards the defendants' guih. Like Arthur McDu£5e, Rodney King
had been pursued for an alleged trafiBc violation. Unlike McDu£5e, King survived to tell
his story.
As Lieberson (1965) noted, police violence against blacks is a familiar precipitant
for rk)ting. Incidents of police brutality have served both as a general context and a
specific trigger for civil disorders. Unlike previous riots, however, the outtveak of riot
activity in Miami and Los Angeles took place not at the time of the assault, but eifter
widely publicized trials in which white police officers were acquitted of crimes
committed against black victims. This fact has led many scholars and observers to declare
that the events that tran^ired in Miami and Los Angeles constituted iqirisings by African
Americans reacting to years of police brutality and the formal miscarriage of justice as
represented by these verdicts.
While there is undoubtedly an element of truth to these claims, it is not entirely
clear that the prec^itating incidents in and of themselves were the main cause for the
outbreaks of riot activity in Miami and Los Alleles. E:q}lanations that focus exclusively
on the McDuffie and King verdicts as inciting collective black protest are inadequate on
several counts. If these riots were indeed a protest gainst police and criminal injustice
why were the vast majority of riot victims civilians killed by other civilians and not
police as had occurred during the 1960s riots? Why were relatively few police officers
injured by civilians (Norman 1994) than had been the case in previous riots where police
were targeted? This aspect of rioting in Miami and Los Angeles does not easily fit the
1960s model of rrots as protests or "rebellk>ns" of civilians against the police, riots during
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vdiich police perfonned much of the kiUing ^en confionted with black protesters
(Bergesen 1980).
More critKally, such explanatioiis which focus on the McDufBe and King verdicts
as prec^itating collective black protest do not effectively account for the involvement of
Latinos, nor the targeting of Cuban or Korean owned businesses during these
disturbances. If these riots were truly episodes of collective protest gainst the police and
^niiite power structure, v^y did membos of different racial/ethnic minority groiq)s
commit acts of crime and vwlence against one another? Given the diversity of
partkipants, both assailants and victims, in Miami and Los Angeles, the old black and
white model of riots, inherited fiom the 1960s, &Us shoit when attenq>ting to e:q>lain
what Kwong (1993) and others refer to as the first "multicultural riots".
Siiiq)ly put, the "riots as protest" approach obscures the role that emerging
tensions among ethnic minority grotq>s played in the genesis of riot vk>Ience in Miami
and Los Angeles. Outbreaks of collective violence that occurred in these are too conq)lex
to be reduced entirely to their prec^itating incidents, collective protest versus police, or
the traditional black versus white dichotomy. In additkin to police brutality and injustice,
we must also examine deeper structural correlates of these events, such as the dramatic
demogr{q>hic changes that each city underwent prior to the large-scale outbreak of
hostilities.
The Changing Demf^raphy of Miami and Los Angeles
During the 1970s and 1980s, Nfiami and Los Angeles served as primary
destinations for international m^jatmn. By 1980, these cities were already ranked

lis
number one and number two respectively in proportion of foreign bom residents. Within
two decades, from 1970 to 1990, over half a million inmiigrants moved to Nfiami,
increasing the proportion of fore^n-bom residents from 23.7% to 45.1%. (U.S Census of
Population and Housing, STF 3a) In Los Angeles, during the same time period, the
number of foreign bom residents increa.sed by 2.8 million, their proportion of the
populatfon rising from 10.9% to 27%. By contrast, a few decades earlier Miami and Los
Angeles were conqirised of vast non-Hispanic white majorities, established but
segregated black minorities, and concentrated pockets of Asian and Latino population.
From 1970 to 1990, however, Nfiami's non-Hi^Kmic white populatk>n decreased by 193,
000 from 61.4% to 30.3% of Miami*s total populatfon. During this perk>d the nonHispanic white population of Los Angeles declined as well in absolute numbers from by
190,244, proportionally from 71% to 47.5% of the Los Angeles population.
This relative decline in non-Hispanic white population was matched by a notable
increase in Hi^Kmic population. In Miami, three waves of Cuban immigration and a
smaller Central American influx over two decades increased the size of the Hispanic
population from 299,000 to 953,000, such that by 1990 Hispanics accounted for 49.2% of
Miami's total populatk>n. In Los Angeles, led by intensified irmnigration fit>m Mexico,
the Hispanic populatran also increased dramatically, from 1,399,000 in 1970 to 4,697,509
in 1990. By 1990, Hispanics accounted for at^jproximatefy one-third of Los Angeles'
population, iq) fix>m fourteen percent in 1970.
In neither city did black populatk>n growth keep pace with the phenomenal
increase in Hiqianic population. From 1970 to 1990, the black population of Miami
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increased

^>proxmiatefy 170,000, but relative to the overall populatx>n of Miami such

gro^wth was mfnimat. Blacks' share of Miami's population increased only sliglitfy from
15 percent to 19.5 percent over this perrod. Likewise, in Los Angeles, the black
population numerically increased from 781,000 in 1970 to 1.1 million in 1990. Yet, the
size of the black population relative to the overall populatk>n of Los Angeles in 1990
stood at 7.9 percent, an increase of a mere one tenth of one percent from two decades
earlier. By 1980 in Miami and by 1990 in Los Angeles, Hispanics had surpassed African
Americans to become the largest "minority" groiq> in each city, a harbinger of blacks'
declming political and economic influence. In Los Angeles, a substantial influx of Asians
added to the increasingly diverse ethnic mix. With the Asian population growing from
approximate^ 250,000 to 1.3 millk>n, blacks in Los Angeles had additional reasons to
fear that they woukl be economically and politically bypassed.
To summarize these trends, during the 1970s and 1980s Miami and Los Angeles
experienced full fledged demographic revohition, marked by white flight, a dramatic
influx of immigrants, n^kl Hi^anic and Asian populatk>n growth and proportional
stagnation in black population. Such changes, which took place over a relatively short
time period, I argue, had profound effects on relatk)ns among members of di£ferent
racial/ethnic groups in these cities, particularly among African Americans who
increasingly defined Latino and Asians immigrants as rivals for economic and politkal
power (Ladner et al 1981, Porter and Dunn 1982, Nffles 1992, Piatt 1997, Suro 1998).
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Laiior Force Competition
Of those who resided in Nfiami and Los Angeles during the height of Latino inmigrarion, African Americans expressed particular concern regarding the economic

impact of newly arriving Hispanics. Having histornally been concentrated in the lowest
wage, least skilled jobs in the hotel anrf garment industries, many African Americans in
Miami perceived that they were at ri^ of being **displaced^ by the che^)er imm^rant
labor (Governor's Dade County Citizens Commission 1980, Ladner et al 1981, U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights 1982, Porter and Dunn 1984, Dunn and Stepick 1992).
African Americans in Los Angeles, once predominantly enq)loyed in the industrial labor
sector but laid off when manu&cturing was shifted overseas, expressed similar
sentiments. Given the few bhie-collar jobs that remained, these workers now saw the
most recent finmigrant<4 as a fiirther threat to their shattered job prospects (Nfiles 1992,
Piatt 1997, Suro 1998).
The degree to v^^h displacement of blacks by Hispanics in the workplace
actually occurred in Miami, Los Angeles and other "post-industrial cities" is a topic of
much debate among current scholars (Steinberg 199S, Wakiinger 1996). Portes and
Stepick (1993) argue that that Latinos did not displace blacks from their jobs in Miami
but rather, filled positions mostly vacated by whites. According to their data, blacks
neither gained nor tost jobs in the garment industry. As that industry went from 94
percent native M^e in 1960 to 83 percent (Cqjanic in 1980 blacks lield steady" at 5-7
percent of the woricfotce. Furthermore they note, many Latinos established their own
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business enterprises thus 'transforming Miami's economy" but not displacing blacks per
se. (Portes and Stepick 1993:40).
** There was no one to one substitutk>n of Blacks by Cubans in the labor market,
nor was there direct expk>itatk>n of one minority the other. There was however a new
urban econon^ in which the immigrants raced past other groups, leaving the native
minority behind. Hence, after decades of striving for a measure of equality with ^^diites,
Miami blacks found that the game had drastically changed. Anglos were leaving and
other lA^es
spoke a foreign language were occiqiying their positions. As a result,
most Blacks were in a similar position as before" (Portes and Stepick 1993:43)
While Portes and Stepkk's findings indicate a lack of Black-Latino economic
conq)etition or displacement. Porter and Dunn (1984) provuie evidence to the contrary.
Looking within the black populatfon rather than the internal composition of industrks.
Porter and Dunn (1984) provkie data that challenge Portes and Stepick's claim. Drawing
their data fix)m a Dade County Planning Department docimient comparing black
enq>loyment in 1968 and 1978, these authors argue that considerable job displacement
occurred, coinciding with Cuban in-migration.
''Blacks who heM jobs as clerical workers dropped from 13.3 percent of the black
population to 11.1 percent Machine operators went from 10.3 percent of the black
population to 2.2; service workers, from 23.1 to 18.8; household workers, fiY>m 11.2 to
6.5. At the same time that blacks hokling ^^^e-coOar and semi-skilled jobs declined,
those doing general labor, at the bottom of the economic he^, rose dramatically. It went
from 12.4 percent of the population to 25 percent" (Porter and Dunn 1984:195)
Porter and Dunn offer frnther evidence of economk: displacement, citing a survey
by Jan B. Luytjes of Florida International University which showed a decline in black
ownersh^ and rise in ICspanic ownership of Dade County gas stations.
1960, some 25 percent of all the gas statk>ns in Dade County were owrcd by
blacks. In 1979, the figure had dropped to 9 percent, while the number of Hispanic owned
gas stations rose from 12 percent to 48 percent in the same peruxL" (Porter and Dunn
1984:195-6)
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According to Porter and Dunn, the effect of Cuban migration was "like seeing
economic progress suddenly thrown into reverse gear" (Porter and Dunn 1984:195).
For Sheila Croucher, a political scientist and author nf Tmapninff Miami (1997),
the displacement debate is not so much a matter of data but of discourse. She
emphatically states that there is little empirical evidence to support the job displacement
thesis in Miami. Rather, combining post-modernist and Marxist theory, Croucher argues
that political and economic elites generated a hegemonic discourse emphasiTmg blackLatino tensions. Such riietoric, in her estimation, was meant to deflect criticisms of the
predominantly Anglo power structure for its decades-old exchision of blacks. This
"discourse of displacement", sIk argues was utilized by Angk) elites to preclude the
formation of multiethnic alliances that might have challenged their power.
While it is true that Miami's Anglo economic elite bears a large share of the
blame for creating and perpetuating the ghettoi2ation of Miami's black community in the
not so distant past, it is also clear that in recent decades Hispanics have become part of
Miami's elite. Grenier and Stepkk (1992) docimient the rise of Latinos in Miami's
shipping, insurance, and import/ejqwrt industries, culminating with the selectk>n of a
Latino as head of Miami's Chamber of Commerce. Citing a report by Botifol (1985) they
state, "by the mid-1980s 40 percent of Miami's banks were owned by Latinos".
According to Portes and Stepkk, "by 1979 Cubans owned approximately 50% of all
major construction firms, viiich together accounted for more than 90% of commercial
and residential construction in the southwest zone of the county" (Portes and Stepick
1993:132). Furthermore, a sizable proportion of businesses in the black ghetto were
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owned and operated by Cubans enacting the role of a "middleman minority" groiq)
(Bonacich 1973).
Addressing the issue of economic conq)etition among blacks and Cubans, a clear
pattern of preference for Hispanics emerged in the distribution of small business k>ans.
SBA Hata for Dade County indicate that during fiscal years 1968 through 1980,
the agency made a total of780 direct loans—37 to blacks, 469 to Ifispanics, and 267 to
non-minorities. Of 1,148 guaranteed toans, 58 went to blacks, 525 to Hispanics, and 557
to nonrminorities." (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1980:111)
A similar pattern is found

respect to contracts for public transit, with

Hispanic owned firms receiving 61.6% of minority set asides compared to 17.5% for
black owned companies. (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1980:119). Thus even if the
available data do not provide definitive proof of direct economic conq)etitk>n or
displacement of black workers by Latinos, the preferences that Cuban businessmen
received and the financial power they accrued offers an ejqplanation for the resentment
that many African American residents expressed towards these Latino immigrants.
Meanwhile, another groiq) of immigrants entered upon the scene in Miami, the
Haitians. Unlike the majority of (but not all) Cuban imm^rants, Haitians were for the
most part classified as "black". Yet native bom blacks in Miami did not readily embrace
their Caribbean counterparts. Rather, many American bom blacks perceived the Haitians
as a foreigners rather than brothers. The feet that most Haitians lacked the fiscal capital
and skills of the prevfous Cuban refiigees, uiq>lied for native bom blacks that Haitians
might compete with them for

unskilled low wage jobs. (Grenier and Stepick 1992:62,
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Partes and Stepkk 1993:55) Indeed, such competition dul develop as native blacks had
feared.
True, prominent blacks had defended the newcomers against govenmient
deportation, hat they had done so in the interest of rac^ equality-because they were
bl^k, not because they were immigrants. Once settled, however, the newcomers
proceeded to con9>ete direct^ with Black Americans for manual labor jobs, accepting
almost any wages and work conditions. For Liberty City, Overtown and other Bl^k areas
reeling urtder the impact of double marginalization, the appearance on the labor scene of
yet another conq)etitor was not wetcome" (Portes and Stepick 1993:55)
Haitians did not necessarily see themselves as having similar economic
circumstances or being part of the same cultural category as American blacks. Rather
they saw themselves as immigrant entrepreneurs and sought to build an enclave along
similar lines as the Cuban's Little Havana. (Portes and Stepick 1993:55-6) To the extent
that some Haitians succeeded in their entrepreneurial ventures, and carved out a sock>cultural niche for themselves, this fostered further resentment by native blacks. Bypassed
economically by the Cubans, native bom black Miamfans feh squeezed economically by
the Haitians as well Despite the ^)parent commonality of racial ancestry, the division
between native bom and foreign bom blacks remained salient in Miami
Turning to Los Angeles, there has been a similar debate regarding the extent of
economic con^)etition among blacks and Hispanics or the displacement of black workers
by Latinos. Unlike their mostly Cuban counterparts in NCami, Hispanics in Los Angeles,
predominant^ of Mexican or^in, have yet to become incorporated into the economic and
political elite. While some Mexicanos and Central Americans have made progress toward
attaining economic and political power, most of the recent immigrants from these nations
lack the human and financial capital that would enable them become integrated into the
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primary sector of America's post-industry economy. As such, Suro (1998) suggests they
are at risk of becoming an immigrant '^mderclass". Recent Latino arrivals to Los Angeles
primarily tend gardens, wash dishes, clean o£5ces, or tofl in garment &ctor»s—low wage
unskilled jobs in which Afrkan Americans are sparsely represented.
One must be careful, however, of inqiuting the relative absence of blacks in these
occiq)ations to the motivation of black job seekers, e.g. the popular notion that blacks are
not interested in performing low wage labor. We must be wary of arguments that infer a
lack of black-Latino economic coiiq)etitk>n on the basis of the relative absence of black
workers in jobs held primarily by Hispanics. On the contrary, several studies report that
black workers in L.A. have experienced conqsetition with Latino immigrants for
unskilled positions and bst (Waklinger 1986, 1997, Grant, Oliver and James 1996, Ong
and Valenzuela 1996).
One well-documented exanq>le of job displacement in Los Angeles, involves the
janitorial services industry. Citing a General Accounting Organizatk>n report. Grant,
Oliver and James (1996) as well as Miles (1992), Piatt (1997) and Suro (1998) all note
the prec^itant decline of black enq>k>yment in an industry that blacks had once
dominated.
Consider the example of janitors, the single largest black occupational niche
from 1970 on. In 1970, one in three janitors was black and one in fourteen was foreign
bom. The next two decades saw the numbo^ of janitors double, yet the number of black
janitors fell by more than three thousand while the number of immigrant Latino janitors
rose by more than thirty-nine thfwiganH- A transfoniiatk>n of this type is difficult to
e}q>laiiL It is unlikely t^ African Americans sinq>ly did not want or were unavailable to
fill the growing number of janitorial positions; more likely however is the possibility that
janitorial jobs became increasingly difficult for blacks to get" (Grant, Oliver and James
in Waldinger et al 1996:390)
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Waldinger (1997), found employers in Los Angeles more willing to hire Latino
workers than blacks, e}q)loiting Latino's extended kinship tks as recruitment networks.
This hiring practice serves employers* professed interests in two inqwrtant ways. First,
they don't have to pay to advertise these jobs, and second, in their opinion, kinship ties
lead to a cohesive workplace environment free of cultural conflicts. The end result,
however is that blacks lose out in the garment industry, construction work, and restaurant
en^toyment, occiq)atk>ns A;^ch Latinos now dominate. Ong and Valenzuela (1996)
suggest that enq>loyers hire workers of tenuous immigration status in the belief that they
can be more readily e3q)k>ited than native bom blacks. Again, blacks k>se, but this goes
largely unnoticed because black workers are unable to get their foot in the door.
An inqmrtant point that Ong and Valenzuela (1996) make is that we must
distinguish among levels of education, occupational skill, and metropolitan areas to folly
see the effects of immigration on black enq>loyment in Los Alleles. If one looks within
industries across the nations, it appears that inunigration has not hurt the enq>loyment
opportunities of native-bom black workers. If one considers African Americans in
general, it seems that immigration has also helped boost salarks. Yet, on closer
ocamination, the benefit of higher wages tends to accrue to those black workers >^iiom
occiq)y skilled positions in the labor market Among unskilled blacks, immigration has
severe consequences for their enq)loyment status. This is particular^ true for blacks in
Los Angeles. As these authors note, much of the observed differences in the enq)loyment
of unskilled blacks in Los Angeles conopared to fifty five other S\^As was "amazingly
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associated with the level of recently arrived less educated Latinos" (Ong and Valenzuela
pl74 in Waldinger et al 1996).
The displacement of black workers in the janitorial and hospitality industries has
combined with recruitment along ethnic kinship lines to effectively exclude AfricanAmericans from a variety of occiq>ations in Los Angeles that require minimal skill and
education. Given evidence that suggests enq>loyers prefer to hire Latinos, this dynamic
has fueled resentment among blacks. In a few notable cases, before and shortly after the
1992 Rk>t, blacks vented their frustrations upon Latino workers ^^diom they saw as
impeding their economic progress. Piatt (1997) cites two such exan:^)les. One stand-off
occurred at the Martin Luther King Medical Center in Watts, "the scene of a tense
confrontation between Black and Hispanic County enq>loyees over hiring and
promotk>n", and another at a construction site ^ere Latino laborers claimed they were
attacked by blacks protesting the paucity of black jobs. Such conflicts I argue, may have
spilled over into the neighboriioods of South Central Los Angeles and Conq)ton >^^iere
blacks and Latinos jointly reside.
Notwithstanding, another feuk line of ethnic tension was developing with the
Latino community between recent arrivals from Central America and those who had
immigrated earlier, typically from Mexico. As Latino immigrants continued to stream
into Los Angeles their relative lack of skills led them to conqiete for low wage jobs
occupied by those who had arrived just a few years before them. £)espite being
commonly classified as Hispanic by census category, regional and other cultural
differences among these groiq>s matched up with their time of arrival, reinforcing the
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notions that these "Latinos'* were not brothers but competitors. Like native bom blacks
in Miami, more established Latinos felt economic competition fix>m newcomers of their
own race (Suro 1998).
Finally, adding finther fiiel to the fire was the increased presence of Korean
shopkeepers in South Central Los Angeles. Occupying a middleman role, similar to that
of some Cuban entrepreneurs in Miami^s black ghetto, Koreans owned and operated
mini-marts and swEq> meets on the streets of South Central bringing them in direct contact
with Blacks and Latinos of limited economic means. In this milieu, cultural
misunderstandings augmented economic inequalities. Since most Korean storeowners did
not live in South Central, they were firequently perceived as outsiders who siphoned
money away from poor communities. Because their mini-marts traded in alcoholic
beverages, Koreans acquired a notorious reputatk>n as liquor merchants and hence, were
targeted by community leaders bent on cleaning up the neighborhood (Abelman and Lie,
1996). More critically, African American residents who lacked access to both financial
and human capital necessary to own and operate small businesses resented the relative
success of these new immigrants (Wong, 1994). Such was also the case for poor Latinos
who also devek>ped intense antq)athy towards Korean merchants (Oliver, Johnson and
Farrell, 1993:131). When an African American teen was shot by a Korean storeowner
over a bottle of orange juice, such acrimony among these groups was fiirther intensified.
Whether the destruction of Korean stores was a political act of vengeance or the mere
result of opportunism is uncertain, but the sense of resentment that both Blacks and
Latinos e3q)ressed towards Korean merchants was clear. Nonetheless, this mutual
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antagonism directed by Blacks and Latinos against Korean merchants did not alleviate
the hostility that blacks and Latinos esqiressed towards each other in neighborhoods of
South Central and Conqiton ^diere these groiq)s competed for both jobs and space.
Contested Space
While much public and private debate focused on the real versus perceived role of
immigrants in displacing African American workers, a noticeable change was occurring
in Los Angeles' traditionally black neighborhoods. South Central Los Angeles, Watts and
Conqrton had developed since the 1940s as highly concentrated pockets of African
American populatfon. Hemmed in historically by segregated housxE^ markets, these areas
became, in essence, black enclaves. Industrial enterprises such as Uniroyal Tire Co.
enq)k>yed thousands of African American workers from the surrounding area, anchoring
the black community with the prospect of steady employmenL When these ketones
began to close their doors in 1970s, the black community suffered greatly. While
segregation persisted, unenq)loyment rose dramatkally. Soon after began an exodus of
South Central's middle class black population to adjacent suburban areas that promised a
better standard of living and better access to jobs. In their wake an '^irban underclass"
con^nised of those who could not find work nor afford to move were left behind, a
process by which inner city neighborhoods in Chicago and other industrial cities
experienced similar economic and social dislocation, (see T\^lson, 1987).
During the 1980s, the pace of middle class black flight quickened as iq>wardly
mobile blacks moved out of the inner city, and in some cases out of Los Angeles County.
Morrison and Lowry (1994) report that black out-migration from Los Angeles County
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the natural increase of the county's black population, leading to stagnation in
black population growth for the LA region. Within Los Angeles County, these authors
report, blacks also moved to the west and southeast, away from South Central, Watts, and
Conq>ton to places such as Inglewood, Ibwthome, Downey, Paramount, and Long
Beach. They note that ''these residential shifts reflect upward social mobility, for the most
part, as those blacks who prospered moved to better housing and better neighborhoods"
(Morrison and Lowry in BaMassare 1994:29).
Corresponding to the out-migratk>n of middle class blacks from the inner city
neighborhoods of South Central, Watts, and Conqiton, was an influx of Spanish speaking
resklents. During the 1980s, South Central Los Alleles was becoming increasingly
Hispanic. At the begiiming of the decade, African Americans accounted for
qqxroximately 74 percent of South Central's population (U.S. Census of Population and
Housing STF3a, 1980). By 1990 their share of the population fell to 55 percent, ^^Me the
Latino population rose to 45 percent. (U.S. Bureau of the Census Report CB92-145) As
Oliver, Johnson, and Farrell (1993) note, 'today nearly one-half of the South Central Los
Angeles population is Latino''. According to Morrison and Lowry of the Rand
Corporatron "by 1990, Hispanics had become the dominant ethnic group in the
northeastern half of South Central Los Angeles. (Morrison and Lowry as cited m
BaMassare ed. 1994). By Domanick's (1996) estimation "more than half of Compton and
two-thirds of Watts are now Latino".
Such r^ki demogr^hic transition has had profound effects on the relatrons
among Blacks and Latmos in these areas. As earfy^ as 1984, sociologists Mehdn Oliver
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and James Johnson conducted survey research that documented rising levels of hostility
between Blacks and Latinos in Los Angeles and warned of the potential for interethnic
conflict I<nne years prior to the riots Oliver and Johnson wrote:
'^Researchers should be sensitive and concerned with the potential for social
conflict that exists between the have-nots who are mcreasingly forced to live together in
our nation's ghettos. ...The inq)act of the 'new immigration' is that the new groups, for
the most part are ethnically and culturally different from the traditional inhabitants of
these areas and therefore each are perfect targets for the other's displaced hostility"
(Oliver and Johnson, 1984 quoted in Tiemey 1994:158).
Oliver and Johnson's prediction rang true during the late 1980s and early 1990s
as blacks and Latinos wrestled for control of institutions in demogr^hically changing
communities. Public schools became the scene of pitched battles among these groups as
blacks resolved to defend their turf against Latinos. In Compton EQgh School for example
blacks went from dominant majority to sizable minority. Whereas the student body had
been almost entirety black a decade ago, African Americans now accounted for only forty
percent of all students while Latinos attained a majority of sixty percent. According to a
teacher describing his first year at the school:
It was like stepping into another world. There were three race riots, one of
viiich lasted almost six hours.... In another riot in 1994, one Latino student was beaten
so badfy that v^ien his fether arrived and saw the bloodied boy, he punched the first black
student he saw" (Domanick 1996:78).
Such conflict, according to Davis 1993:39-40, was mirrored in schools throughout
cities of the South Bay and San Fernando Valley M^ere "black versus Latino tensions
have enqited in wild melees involving hundreds of kids". From Domanick's (1996)
account, even an elementary school was a site of conflict between mostly black teachers
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and the parents of mostfy Latino students, uhimately requiring the intervention of a
federal mediator. For Davis however school based conflicts pale in comparison with
hostilities that occurred among Blacks and Latinos in the local prisons.
'*Since the 1990s, the jails have been rocked by almost monthly riotii^ between
Blacks and Latinos. A thoussmd inmates have been seriously injured auod the jail system
has become a fiictory of hate, manufecturing animosities that are invariably sent back to
the ne^borhoods** (Davis 1993:42)
Finally, Davis (1993) offers documentation that Black-Latino conflict also took
place in residential settings, testifying to the intense conq)etitk>n for control of bousing.
In public housing projects meanwhile, sinister omens of ethnic cleansing have
recentfy {q>peared. The arson deaths of a Latino femily in Watts' predominantly black
Jordan Downs Housing Project were reciprocated by the fire-bombing of Black &milies
in Ramona Gardens, an eastside housing conq>lex ruled by the so-called ^Mexican Mafia'
...Black femilies in the tiny Latino governed city of Hawaiian Gardens have recently
complained about ^living under a reign of terror...of death threats and arson'. (Davis
1993:42)
Taken together, these journalist's accounts imply an association between ethnic
succession and battles for mstitutional control culminating in interethnic violence in Los
Angeles. Domanick quotes Steven Frie, a political science professor at the University of
CaUfomia-San Diego

makes this thesis clear.

It was no accident that the flash points for the '92 rebellfon and riot were in those
neighborhoods that have undergone the greatest ethnic transition-around Florence and
Normandie, and then up in Pico Union. The breakdown of commimity institutions is vi^iat
h^ipens ^en you have this Icinrf of very quick and sharp ethnic transitran." (Domanick
1996:76)
Given the pace of this demographic transition and their corre^mnding loss of
social control of community institutk>ns, it is not surprising that blacks in South Central
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took to the streets during the 1992 riot, nor is it surprsii^ that several of the first riot
victims were Latinos (U.S News and World Report, May 1993 pp3S-59).
On the sur&ce, in Miami, conqjetition for space ^>pears to be less of a
contentious issue than in Los Angeles. More so than blacks in Los Angeles, black
Miamians have been highly segregated and remain geographically isolated from both the
Ai^k) and Latino populations. As a Southern city, Miami developed with specific areas
reserved for occiqxmcy by blacks and restrkted blacks from living elsewhere. One of
these areas, named Overtown, had historically served as the spatial and cultural center for
Miatni*s black community. During the early 1960s, however, a substantial portion of the
neighborhood was targ^ed for *^irban renewal**, involving the destruction of housing and
the building of fi«eways (Mohl 1996). Consequently much of its black population was
displaced. Aroimd the same time, the first wave of Cuban immigrants arrived and settled
in the area just south of Overtown where they quickly established an enclave, often
referred to as Little Havana. As later waves of Cubans arrived they sought ine3q)ensive
housing near the e3q>anding enclave. This effectively blocked the movement of blacks
southward within Miami as they bumped up against the recent Cuban immigrants (Mohl
1996:275). As a result of urban planning policies, blacks found themselves concentrated
in new housing devebpments anchored by public housing project in M^iat was and still is
referred to as Liberty City. Not unlike South Side Chicago with its corridor of
deteriorating public housing projects. Liberty City has been left to whither in relative
isolation fiom downtown Miami and the increasingly white suburbs. The name Liberty
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City thus came to represent a cruel joke, referring not the freedom of middle class
suburban livii^ but to a black ghetto cbaracteroed by severe concentrations of poverty.
Blacks Miio wished to exit from Liberty City during the 1960s and 1970s found
discrimination and low incomes to be obstacles to residential mobility. Then additional
waves of Cuban and Haitian immigrants began arriving in the mid-to late 1970s, frirther
exacerbating an already t^ht housing market. Oliver Kerr, a Dade Coun^ planning
ofScial testifying before the U.S. Civil Right Commission summarized the problem as
follows:
"Essentially what you are seeing is no vacancies at all, no reasonable chance of
movement All that you have is turnover m units...(The recent influx of Haitian and
Cuban refrigees] ...has had a major inqiact The market prior to the influx was already
extremely tight As I say, halfofone percent No other metropolitan area in the country
has such a rate....That*s added to the severity of the situation, particular^ for low income
[&milies] because these refiigees, of course, have absorbed every available room, every
shack, every available space in the county" (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights 1982:23)
Perhaps due to this general lack of mobility for blacks in Miami, we have not seen
the same kinds of residential succession that have been noted in Los Angeles. Analogous
to the weakly supported argument that blacks won't work in the kinds of jobs
increasingly occiq)ied by Latinos, one must be carefiil of suggesting that blacks don't
want to move out of Liberty City. Instead of blacks moving out of Liberty City the
populatk>n density of this area has increased, due largely to increased demand for low
cost housing. This again, may be due in part to immigration (U.S Commission on Civil
Rights, 1982:69). According to Glenn Shuman then acting director of Legal Services of
Greater Miami:
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The areas that may...(have been] occiq>kd by low income people are now being
occiqned by people
have a little bit of money, so they can afford those houses,
thereby increasing the density of the Liberty City area...The influx of refugees ...has
only compounded the problem" (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1982:69).
Analogous to the siqjposed lack of job competition among blacks and Latinos in
Los Angeles, blacks in Miami may have already competed with immigrants for ^lace in
Miami and lost This might e^lain why, despite the relative stability of black
neighborhoods in Nfiami, blacks e^qnress feelings of resentment toward Latino and
Gbiitian immigrants who have established enclaves of their own on the fringe of an
increasingly dense black ghetto. In short there is preliminary evideiKe to suggest that
ethnic competition for jobs and housii^ has been a key &ctor in generatii^ rk>t violence
in both Miami and Los Angeles, albeit in a different manner. Whereas black conomunities
in South Central Los Angeles e}q)erienced an increasing influx of Latinos and outmigration of wealthier African Americans, blacks in Miami remained stuck in their
highly segregated enclaves—their residential mobility blocked by a combination of racist
real estate practices and an influx of immigrants into adjoining areas.
Resolts: Testing Ecological H3rpotheses for Riot Violence
Geographic Information Systems Anafysis
Micmi
Figures 4.1-4.5 display relationships among the changing demographic characteristks of
Miami census tracts from 1970 to 1980 and the locatk>n of &talities that occurred during
the 1980 rk>t. Figure 4.1 ^ws the location of riot &talities with respect to the
distribution of black and Hi^)anic population in 1970 Miami The lighter shaded areas
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represent tracts ^diere Latinos account for more than 50% of the populatron, and the more
heavily shaded areas represent tracts where African Americans account for more than
50% of the population. Figure 42 re-visits the black and Hispanic populations in 1980,
again displaying the geographic coordinates of rk>t &talitks. As is shown by these two
figures, fit>m 1970 to 1980 Miami witnessed a geographical expansion of both black and
Latino populations as non-Hispanic whites fled from central MiamL Yet, these ejq>anding
black and Hispanic populations do not appear to overlap with one another. Hispanics
were not moving into African American neighborhoods, nor were blacks moving into
Latino neighborhoods. Furthermore, as figure 4.3 shows, riot deaths in Miami do not
appear to be associated with the pace of black population change. Riot deaths did not
cluster in areas ^ere black population had increased rapidly (twenty percent or more)
during the decade. Nor did riot deaths cluster in tracts where Hispanic population had
increased 1^ twenty percent or more (Figure 4.3a). These m^s thus challenge the
applicability of the spatial ethnic succession explanation to riot violence in MiamL
Rather, as is shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2, riot &talities were located primarily within an
area of concentrated black population known as Liberty City, a neighbortiood whose
racial con^wsition had remained fimdamentally unaltered during the ten years leading up
to the riot.
Whereas GJ.S analysis reveals little association between neighborhood
ethnic/racial change and rk)t vralence in Miami, it does lend siqiport for an economic
deprivation thesis. As shown in Figure 4.4 there appears to be a relationship between the
location ofriot deaths and unemployment Riot deaths chister within or near tracts where
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the unemployinent rate was ten percent or greater. Likewise, figure 4.5 reveals an
associatk>n between riot violence and low levels of median household income. The vast
majority of riot related &talities occurred in tracts where the median household income
was under 10,000 dollars per year. In short, based on these maps, it appears that
economic deprivation and racial segregation, not ethnic succession, are more valid
e}q}lanatk)ns for rk>t violence in Miami.
Los Angeles
GJ.S anafysis for Los Angeles presents a different picture. F^;ures 4.6 and 4.7
examine the population distribution for Los Angeles' minority groups in 1980 and 1990.
As with the maps for Miami, the lighter shaded tracts are those where Latinos accounted
for more than 50% of the population, and the more heavily shaded tracts were those in
i^ch African Americans accounted for more than 50% of the population. An
intermediate RhflHing in Figure 4.7 represents tracts where Asians were the relative
majority (>50% of the populatk>n) in 1990. There were no such tracts in Los Angeles
County durii^ 1980, i^ch e^qplains the absence of proportk>n Asian in Figure 4.6. As
these two m^ show, there was a substantial movement of Latinos into South Central
Los Angeles during the 1980s. Several tracts that had been 50% or more African
American in 1980 became 50% or more EGspanic in 1990. On the outskirts of the city
proper, a few tracts attained Asian majorities. An ethnic succession process was clearly
under way. As Figure 4.7 shows, there was also atendency for riot deaths to line up along
the zone of contact between the majority black and majority Latino areas, a likely
indicator of competition for turf.
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Figures 4.8 and 4.9 uncover a relatronship between the changing racial/ethnic
con^sition of neighborhoods and the locatk>n of not deaths. Figure 4.8 looks at changes
in the relative size of black population during the decade 1980-1990. As shown, a
preponderance of rk)t deaths occurred in tracts located in South Central and Compton
^n^se black populatk)n had decreased proportionally by twenty percent or more during
this period. Thus, where blacks were moving out there appears to have been a clustering
of £ital violence. As figure 4.9 illustrates, riot violence was also prevalent in tracts ^^diere
Hispanic population had increased twenty percent or more during the same period. If one
were to overlay these two figures as in Figure 4.9a, it becomes clear that in South Central
and Compton many of the tracts where the relative size of the black population rapidly
decreased were the same tracts in ^^ch the population proportion of Hispanics rapidly
increased. Furthermore, in areas with little black population such as Koreatown and PicoUnk>n, sharp increases in proportion Hispanic also correspond with the location of riot
&talities. GJ.S analysis thus suggests that for Los Angeles rapid changes in racial/ethnic
composition were associated with the presence of riot violence. Such analysis provides
preliminary support for the ethnic succession hypothesis.
G.I.S. analysis also lends siq)port for an economic deprivation account of riot
violence in Los Angeles. As Figure 4.10 shows, the preponderance of deaths occurred in
tracts where the unenq}loyment rate was ten percent or greater. Figure 4.11 suggests a
similar relationship between income levels and riot violence. The vast majority of
deaths that occurred during the Los Angeles Riot took place in census tracts where the
median household income fell bek>w twenty thousand dollars per year. In short, for Los
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Angeles there appear to be strong relationships of both changing racial composition and
economic deprivation on the presence of riot violence.
Statistical Tests of Ecok^ical Hypotheses
Difference of Means Test (T-test)
Table 4.1 reports the results of a difference of means tests conq)aring tracts where
deaths occurred to tracts in which no deaths took place. This test is designed to ascertain
wiiether there are significant differences among death and non-death tracts on measures
of racial/ethnic conqwsition and economic characteristics.

Miami
For Nfiami, of 212 tracts, there were 16 that experunced £ital violence and 197
that did not Difference of means tests reveal statistkally significant differences in the
pace of racial/ethnic change among tracts with and without riot &talities. To begin with,
change in proportion black s^nificantly distinguishes among the two groiq)s of tracts.
Yet such a relationship runs in a direction counter to nqr e}q)ectations. Tracts viiere
deaths occurred, on average had a greater rate of increase in black popiilation than tracts
with no deaths. I had hypothesized that tracts where riot deaths took place would be
characterized by a declining black population and a rising Hispanic population. Rather,
tracts where deaths took place had on average, a decreasing Hispanic share of the
population. This suggests that Hispanics may have been displaced by Blacks, perh^s by
Haitian immigrants. Furthermore while the foreign bom populatron of tracts with deaths
increased over the decade 1970-1980, the mean increase m proportion fore^

bom was

greater in tracts w^iere deaths did not occur. Therefore it seems unlikely that vk>lence was
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geoerated at the tract level by an mfhix of Haitians or Cubans. Again this casts doubt on
residential ethnic succession as a predictor of rk>t violence in Miami neighborhoods.
Tracts v^ch e3q)erienced &talities had a significant^ higher mean black population than
tracts lA^iere deaths dki not take place (73.6% to 173%) suggesting that rioting in Miami
was associated with the size and concentration of the bcal black population, more so than
changes in racial/ethnic conqmsition.
As for economic measures, there were significant differences in male
unenq)k>yment and household income among death and non-deaths tracts. Tracts where
Hpgthg occurred, on average had a male unemployment rate of 7.2 percent, M^iereas nondeath tracts had an average male imemployment rate of 4.7 percent. Likewise the average
househokl income for tract with deaths was $9106 con^Mired with $15863 for tracts
^^^lere no deaths occurred. Such findings lend support for an economic deprivation
explanation for rioting in Miami
Los Angeles
In Los Angeles there were significant differences in population change measures
among tracts with and without violence. Unlike Miami, such changes corresponded with
the hypothesized result of black out-migration and Latino in-migration. Tracts where
occurred had a significant^ greater decline in proportk>n black compared to tracts
where no deaths occurred. Likewise, such tracts had a significantly larger increase in the
proportion Hispanic and proportion Foreign Bom. This lends siq)port to an ethnic
succession account for violence in Los Angeles based on a relative decline m black
population and a relative increase in Hispanic and immigrant populations. While tracts
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where deaths occurred had a higher mean proportk>n black, so too did tl»y have a
significant^ higher proportion Hispanic. Tracts wiiere deaths occurred were on average,
53.6% Ifispanic and 31.5% black, underscoring a potential struggle for control of turf
amoi^ two sizable **minority" groups.
As with Miami, the difference of means tests also provide support for the
economic deprivation hypothesis. Tracts where deaths occurred on average bad twice the
male unenipk>yment rate of tracts i^liere riot deaths d^ not take place. Likewise tracts
M^iere riot deaths occurred had, on average, significantly higher househokl incomes
($39090 to $21800).
To summarize the results of these tests, in Miami and Los Angeles difference of
means analysis lends support to an economic deprivatbn account for riot violence, but
only support an ethnic succession account for Los Angeles, not Nfiami. On the basis of
this preliminary statistical evidence, I suggest that riot vk)lence in Miami was primarily a
result of segregation and economic deprivatfon whereas riot violence in Los Angeles was
attributable to a combination of changing racial/ethnic conq)osition (ethnic successk)n)
and economic hardship.
Poisson Regression Anafysis
My conclusions thus &r are based on visual association and a simple inferential
test. To confirm these results, more powerful statistical tests v^ch can simultaneously
control for several variables ate necessary. Thus, in this next section, I describe the
outcomes of poisson regression analysis, a form of multiple regression applicable to
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event counts. In these models, I estimate the number of rk>ts deaths that took place in
census tracts according to their racial/ethnic conqwsitron and economic characteristics.
Testing for Non-lmear Effects of Black Popuiatioii
According to Blalock's '^wer threat" and '^competition" formulations we should
eiqiect to find non-linear effects of proportion black on the likelihood of a riot related
&tality occurring within a given census tract. If power threat is operative, the relationship
will be positive, and ever increasii^ exenq)lified

a positive coefficient for proportion

black and a positive coefBcient for proportion black squared. If competition is the
operative case, we should find a positive nonr-linear rebtionship with a slope that
decreases at the highest levels of proportfon black, exemplified by a positive coefficient
for percent black and a negative coefficient for its squared term.
In Miami, when controlling for the effects of economic indicators (proportion
males unenq)k>yed and median household income) I found no statistical support for a
non-linear relationship between {^portion Hispanic and the number of riot &talities in a
tract (Table 4J2a. Model 1). In separate analyses, neither the main effects for proportion
black, or proportion foreign bom, nor their respective squared tenns, attained statistical
significance as predictors of riot intensity. For Miami, Blalock's power threat and
conqietition formulations were not significantly predictive of the severity of riot violence.
In Los Angeles, however, controlling for the same economic indicators, I found a
non-linear effect of proportion Hispanic on the presence of riot &talities. (Table 4.2b,
Model 1) The main effect for proportion Hispanic is positive and significant at the .01
level (one tailed test). The corresponding squared term is negative and also significant at
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the .01 leveL Together, these two terms indicate a positive relationship between
proportion Hiq)anic and the presence of riot Vitalities that reverses direction at the
highest levels of Hispanic population. In other words, the relationship between proportion
Hispanic and the number of riot deaths m a tract resembles an inverted U-shaped curve.
Such a result is consonant with Blalock's '*conq)etition" formulation, suggesting that
^n^iere Hispanic population ^>proached parity with non-Hispanic populatk>n, competition
for resources such as jobs and housing was likely to be associated with the intensity of
rk>t violence.
Testing for Effects of Changing Racial Composition: Ethnic Succession Theory
Miami

Table 4.2a (Models 2 and 3) presents the results of poisson regression analysis for
the ^fects of changing racial/ethnic proportion on the number of rk>t &talities in Miami
(Dade County) census tracts. Controlling for economic indicators (proportion males
unenq)loyed and median household income), as well as proportion Latino/Hispanic, the
change in proportion Hispanic is not significantly related to the number of deaths in a
tract (Model 2). Nor is change in proportion black a significant predictor of riot intensity
^»^n controlling for the relative size of the black population in addition to economic
indicators (Table 4.2a Model 3). In these respective models, however, the populatron
proportions of Latinos and African Americans are significant^ associated with riot
violence, albeit not in the hypothesized manner. Proportion Latino/Hispanic is negative
associated with the number of riot deaths in a tract, while proportion black is positively
associated with the number of riot &talities. .^)parently, riot intensity is Miami was
greatest ^^lere black population was high and Latino population bw, lending more
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siqjport to Spilerman's assertion of collective behavior by aggrieved AJBrican Americans
than an ethnic succession interpretation focused on changes in popu]atH>n at the local
leveL

Los Angeles
Table 4J2h (Models 2 and 3) presents the results for a conqiarable poisson
r^ression analysis of the effects of changing racial/ethnic composition on the number of
riot &talities in Los Angeles census tracts. Here, unlike Miami, I found significant effects
of changes in racial/ethnic composition on the intensity of rk)t vrolence. Controlling for
the relative size of the neighborhood Hispanic population as well as economic indicators,
change in proportion Latino/Hispanic had a positive and significant effect on the nimiber
of riot related deaths in Los Angeles census tracts (Model 2). Increases in Hispanic
population were associated with a higher number of ^talities. By contrast, controlling for
the relative size of the local black population, change in proportion black had a
significant negative effect on the number of riot deaths in a tract (Model 3). This suggests
that the most intense ru>t violence in Los Angeles was occurring in areas where African
Americans were leaving. These models, taken together, lend si^port to the finding of the
GIS analysis presented earlier. Looking back to Figures 4.8 and 4.9, the data suggests that
the severity of rk>t violence was associated with the inrmigration of Hispanics and the
out-migration of blacks in areas like South Central and Con^ton. Like Miami, the
relative size of the black population is also predictive of rk)t violence, peiiiaps leading to
the conclusion that Spilerman is right again. Rk>t violence is associated with black
population. However, for Los Angeles the intensity of riot violence was also associated
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with racial/ethnic population change. Contrary to Spilennan's hypothesis, riot violence
occurred >^4iere black population was dwindling. Like the findings presented earlier for
Chicago and Detroit, ethnic succession adds an additional e:q}lanatory fiictor to what
initial appears to be a case of black people rioting in their own neighborhoods.
Testing for Ethnic CompetitioD
While change in ethnic con^sition (ethnic succession) was not statistkally
associated with the number of deaths occurring in Nfiami census tracts, this does not
necessarily inq>ly a lack of ethnic conq)etition. Although Latino immigrants in Miami
were not moving into the highly segregated black neighborhoods of Liberty City and
Overtown, it is still possible that these groi^ perceived each other as conq)etitors for
jobs, wealth, and housing. Indeed, several authors have noted that such perceptions
played a role in the focalized outbreaks of riot violence during the Miami rfot (U.S. Civil
Rights Commissfon 1982, Porter and Dunn 1984, Portes and Stepick 1993). Furthermore,
there are theoretical reasons to suggest that immigration may have strong effects on
inducing conq>etitfon in labor and housing maricets (Olzak 1992,1996).
To test the ethnic competition thesis for Miami riot deaths, I interacted change in
proportfon Latino with proportion males unenq)loyed, median household income, and
housing density (measured by the ratfon of persons to dwellings). Models 4-6 of Table
4.2a present the results of this analysis. At the tract level, neither job conqietition nor
income competitfon are significant^ related to the number of deaths in Miami census
tracts (Models 4-5). Yet, conq)etition for housing was significant^ associated with the
intensity of vfolence. H^her densities of housing combined with increases in foreign-
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bom populatioii to produce h^her levels of riot violence. Ahhoi^ Latinos were not
moving into NCami's predominantly black neighboiixM>ds in large numbers, the increased
presence of immigrants (including Haitians who were classified by the Census as black)
affected Miami's afa«ady congested housii^ market and played a significant role in
heightening riot violence.
Similarly, in Los Angeles, i^iiere ethnic successk>n was statistkally associated
with the severity of riot vk>lence, there was also a significant positive effect for the
interaction of housing density and foreignrbom migratk>n on the number of deaths in a
tract (Table 4.2b Model 6). This I found less surprising than the similar result obtained
for Miami. Some of the Los Alleles neighborhoods where immigrants were moving in
large numbers were also quite crowded, a &ctor that induced spillover of Latino
population mto the predominantly black neighborhoods of South Central, Conq)ton and
Watts. In Los Angeles, unlike Miami, ethnic succession and competition were additive in
their effects on the intensity of riot vk>lence.
Economic competitk>n indicators for Los Angeles census tracts provide mixed
siqjport for Olzak's hypotheses (Table 4.2b Models 4 and 5). The interaction of male
unenq>loyment and change in proportion foreign-bom was positive but &iled to attain
statistkal significance (Model 4). By contrast, the interaction of median household
income and change in proportion foreign bom was negative and significant at the .01
level (Model S). As hypothesized, higher incomes ameliorate the effects of immigration
on riot violence. This finding suggests that tracts with the highest levels of income were
able to absorb more immigrants without violence than tracts with similar increases in
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umnigrant population but lower income levels. Perti£q>s the immigrants moving into
wealthier neighborhoods were of relatively high sockv-economic status themselves, a
&ctor whkh may e}q)lain ^y their presence did not triggered such intense violence.
Akematively, residents of wealthier neighboriioods may have responded less violently to
an increased presence of immigrants because they felt more economically secure than
those living in poorer areas. The next section examines the role that poverty and
segregation played in these riot events.
Testing the Economic Deprivation Hypothesis
While it is intuitive, especially for economic deprivation theorists, to see the riots
in Miami and Los Angeles as a response to widespread unemployment and poverty, the
evidence for such an account is mixed. In only two of eight poisson regression models is
the proportion of unemployed males significantly associated with the number of deaths in
Miami census tracts. Furthermore, in one of these models, the relationship between
unemployment and riot violence is negative. For Los Angeles, there is a similar paucity
of statistkal support for an association between male unenq>loyment and the intensity of
riot violence. Like Miami, in only two of eight poisson regression models for Los
Angeles is the relationship between male unenq>loyment and riot violence statistically
significant.
For both Miami and Los Angeles, median household income bears a stronger
relatk>n to the number of deaths in a census tract In four of the eight poisson regression
models for Miami, logged median household income is significantly and negatively
associated with the number of riot deaths. This finding suggests tluit with rising levels of
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household income the likelihood of multiple deaths in a tract is reduced. Riot violence
was generally not located in the wealthier districts of Miami Likewise, in Los Angeles,
the most intense vk>lence tended not to occur in areas of high income. In seven of eight
poisson regressk>n models for Los Angeles there is a significant negative relationship
between the bg of median household income and the number of deaths in a tract Thus
riot violence in Los Angeles as well as Miami is spatially associated with lower levels of
household income, lending support to an economic deprivation e?q>lanation based on
income but not unemployment
A number of scholars, most notably William Julius Wilson have argued that
poverty^ and segregatran combine to generate social pathologies in minority communities,
e.g. high rates of crime. Interacting proportion black with economic indicators
(proportion males unempk>yed, k>g median househohl income) I attenq)t to address
whether the combinatk>n of poverty and segregation played a role in generating riot
violence at the neighboriiood level.
For Miami, I found a significant interaction effect of proportion black and
proportion males unemployed. Controlling for the interaction term, and median
household income, the main effect of male imenq)loyment on the nimiber of deaths in a
tract is negative (Table 4.2a Model 7). Yet, at higher levels of proportion black the e£fect
of male imemployment becomes positive. Increased segregation makes unemployment a
strong predictor of rk>t intensity. The interaction of median househoki income and
proportion black, however, is not a statistically significant predkrtor of the intensity of
violence in Miami (Model 8).
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For Los Angeles, a murkier picture emerges. There are significant interaction
effects of male unemployment and median household income with proportx>n black. Yet,
these relationsh^s run in the opposite directk>n of what we would e7q)ect according to
economic deprivation theories. The coefficient for the interaction of male unemployment
and proportion black is negative, which reverses a positive main effect for male
unemployment on the number of deaths in a tract (Table 4.2b, Model 7).
Counterintuitively, this finding suggests that unenq>loyment decreases the intensity of
violence in predominantly black communities. Equally curk>us is the positive coefficient
for the interaction of log median household income and proportion black (Table 4.2b,
Model 8). Taken together with the negative main effect for income, this finding implies
that as proportion black increases, higher income levels are associated with more
violence. Perh^s what these interaction terms reflect is that riots may be a product of
relative deprivation. Predominantly black communities with lower rates of
unemployment and higher rates of income may have been more predisposed to violence
as those who were upwardly mobile e^qiressed resentment over the unjust aquittal of the
LAPD ofBcers m the Rodney King case. On the other hand it is also possible that
wealthier black communities were targets of other blacks seeking spoils during the riot.
More data is needed on the actually riot participants and their motivations. Nonetheless,
the Los Angeles riot data does confound the hypothesis that segregation and deprivation
are linked tb higher rates of violence. The violence that occurred in Miami fits better with
a segregation-deprivatx>n account Nonetheless, for both citks there is statistical evidence
that poverty played a role in determining where violence was most intense.
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CoDtroiling for Spatial Antocorrelation

As discussed in the methods section, the presence of spatial autocotrelatk)n raises
questions about the reliability of regression estimators in models that enq)loy geogr^hic
data. Because spatial autocorrelation implies serial dependence among observations, it
must be controlled for in order U> perform hypothesis testing. To do so, I have estimated
basic regressk>n models that examine the effects changes in proportion black and
proportk>n Hispanic on the presence or absence of deaths in a tract, as maTrimum
likelihood models with a spatial autoregressive term. Table 4.3 presents the results of
these models for NGami and Los Angeles.
For Nfiami, the estimation of basic regression models as maximum likelihood
functions with a spatial autoregressive term challenges some of the results presented
earlier. Such analysis strengthens the effect of black population size on riot deaths but
eliminates the independent effects of change in proportion Latino and of median
household income on the presence of riot fetalities. As in Table 3, neither the change in
proportion black nor the change in proportion Hispanic are significant predictors of riot
violence when controlling for their respective population proportions in 1980, economic
indicators, and spatial dependency.
Controlling for spatial autocorrelation, the ethnic succession hypothesis loses
support in MiamL Surprisingly, median household income also loses its predictive power
in Miami census tracts when controlling for spatial autocorrelatioiL Yet 1980 proportion
black remains a significant and positive predictor of ^ere violence occurred. Thus
controlling for spatial autocorrelation yields results similar to what Spilerman found with
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req)ect to the 1960s riots. According to these models which account for spatkl
dependency, riot vk>lence in Miami is attributed primarily to racial segregation.
For Los Alleles, controlling for spatial autocorrelation also alters the results of
the prevk>us regression anafysis, in this case strengthenii^ the effects of changing
racial/ethnic con^sition and weakening the effects of median household income on the
presence or absence of riot deaths. Controlling for proportion black, economic indicators
(male unenqployment and

household income) and spatial dependency, the change

in proportion black is significantly and negativelv associated with the presence of rk>t
fotalities. Controlling for proportion Hispanic, economic indicators and spatial
dependency, change in proportion Hispanic is significantly and positively associated with
the presence of riot deaths. Thus the out-migration of blacks and the inrmigration of
Hispanics remains related to the outiseak of rk)t viotence. By contrast, when controlling
for the efTects of ^)atial autocorrelation, median househokl income is no k>nger
associated with the presence of riot violence. When taking spatial dependency into
account, the key foctor predicting the presence or absence of riot violence in Los
Angeles is change in racial/ethnic composition. Thus, the ethnic successfon hypothesis
hokls for that city.
Conclusion
Based on geographic information systems and statistical analysis, I draw the
following conclusions r^arding the causes of riot violence in Miami and Los Angeles.
Census tracts in Miami that were touched by riot &talities were also characterized
high levels of unenq)loyment, low levels of househokl income, and sizable African
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American populatioii relative to other racial/ethnic groups. Controlling simultaneously

for the effects of several variables on the number of deaths in a tract and the presence of
deaths in a tract, I found little support for a residential ethnic succession interpretation of
riot violence in this city. What little support there was for an ethnic succession
e3q>lanation dis^}peared ^^len controlling for ^)atial autocorrelation. Likewise, I found
no non-linear effects of black populatk>n proportion on the intensity of riot vk)lence, thus
rejecting both BIalock*s "power threat" and '*conq)etition" formulations. Rather, I found
siq)port for Spilerman's (1970, 1971) postulate regarding the effect of black population
size on rk>t severity. In ^^Qami, the k>cation and intensity of riot related homicide was
clearly associated at the census tract level with the size of the black population.
By contrast, census tracts in Los Angeles with riot Vitalities were marked by
higher rates of black out-migration, and higher rates of Hispanic and Foreign-Bom inmigration respectively, as well as lower median household income and h^er male
unemployment. For Los Angeles, unlike Miami, the residential ethnic succession
hypothesis received more statistical support Controlling simultaneously for several
variables, the location and the intensity of riot violence was significantly related to the inmigration or Ifispanics and the out-migration of blacks fix>m historically black sections of
4

the city e.g. South Central, Compton, and Watts. Blalock's '^competition" formulation
also received some support in Los Angeles, as I found a oonrlinear effect of proportion
Hispanic on the number of deaths in LA County census tracts. Finally, in both cities I
found statistical evidence that housing conq)etition was related to the intensity of
violence. So even if ethnic succession was not directly occurring in Miami, the mass
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migratk)n of Latinos to NOami did have an effect of generating competition in housing
markets, a fiictor related positively related to the intensity of riot vrolence.
Furthermore, for Nfiami I found a significant interaction of proportion black and
median household income. Combined with news reports and previous academic accounts,
the data indicate that riot violence in Miami was a joint fimction of segregation and
economic deprivation in predominant^ black neighborhoods. As such, rioting in Nfiami
conforms to the classic 1960s model of urban riots in which aggrieved African
Americans vented their frustration upon non-blacks, which now included Latinos as well
as Anglos.
By contrast, although the interaction of segregation and poverty was a statistically
significant predictor of riot intensity m Los Angeles census tracts, the relationship went
in the opposite direction of what segregatk>n/deprivation theorists posited. The intensity
of riot violence was increased by lower rates or unemptoyment and higher median
household incomes in black communities, conforming less to a segregatk>n-deprivation
account than a relative deprivation e:q}lanation that focuses on the frustration of a rising
black middle class.
Overall, the key difference between Miami and Los Angeles is that in Los
Angeles neighborhoods were undergoing rapid racial transitk>n from black to Hispanic
and from Mexican to Central American >Aiiereas in Miami both the size of the black and
Latino communities expanded, but in different directk>ns, rarely overk^ing. So in the
strict sense, riot violence in Nfiami was less a product of residential succession than in
Los Angeles. Yet, in Miami, blacks living in Liberty City and Overtown found
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themselves sunoinided on all sides by imm^rant

population, newcomers to i^^m they

attributed (r^fatly or wrongly) their economic misfortunes. Because segregation and
unemployment are so stiongfy connected in Mami's poor black communities, it is hard
not to

that Nfiami's black population reacted negatively to such containment and

the presence of inmiigrants on its borders.
Analytical comparison of events in Miami and Los Angeles reveals that there are
several forms that ethnic competition may take. Statistical models that operate at the
neighborhood level may be quite suitable for understanding spatial succession but less
applicable for invest^ating economic competition when it occurs at the city level
Nonetheless, the present analysis strongly suggests that riot violence in both Miami and
Los Angeles was related to tensk>ns between native bom black and recent immigrants,
particularly those of Latino or Hispanic heritage. R^ardless of >^ether the primary
source of conflict was over space, jobs or both, and regardless of how politically
foshionable it is to talk about, the emerging conflict between American blacks and
immigrants in American gateway cities will not just simply go away. Ignorance of such
tensions can yield a considerable price in the politkal marginalization of racial/ethnic
minorities, and in the most extreme cases, lose of li&. Blacks and Latinos both stand to
be lose unless they can leam to cooperate and redirect their energies towards those in
power rather than contending with one another for >»^)at's left of the economic and
political pie (Piatt 1997, Suio 1998).
The irony revealed in this study of rk>t violence is that even subjugated minority
groiq)s such as native bom blacks may attempt to hold the line against other subordinated
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groups such as Latino immigrants who, like themselves, are seeking to improve their
socioeconomic status and quality of life. Just as white ethnics rk)ted to keep black
migrants out of their neighborhoods and workplaces during the first half of the century, a
similar script is being played out at that end ofthe century as blacks attenq[it to liold the
line" against recent Latino immigrants and Asian entrepreneurs. The parties to the
conflict have exchanged places. American bom blacks are now playii^ the role of natives
versus the immigrant newcomers. Yet the same kinds of tension remain. The processes of
ethnic successk>n and ethnic competitk>n continue to generate hostility among members
of in-migrant and out-migrant groups, leading to violence on the streets of Americans
citks. America has indeed changed in its ethnic composition, but group beiiavior
apparently has not Such is the topic of my fifth and final chapter.
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Figare 4^

Los Angeles Riot Fatalities and Ethnic Composition, 1980
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Los Angeles Riot Fatalifies and Ethnic Composition. 1990
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Fig«re4^

Los Angeles Riot Fatalities and Overlap in Black and Hispanic Population Change. 1980-90
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Los iingdes Rot Fatalities and Ropoifion Uiemplcyed. 1990
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F^are4Jl
Los Angeles Riot Fatalities and Median Household Income, 199C

Table 4.1 Demographic Measures for Census Tracts with and without Riot Fatalities by City

Percent Chance HQ Year Period'^ Mean Percent (End of 10 Year Period')

City

N

Black Foreign Hispanic Black
Bom

Foreign Hispanic Males
Median Household
Bom
Unemployed
Income

16

14.3»

4.1**

-1.5»** 73.6^**

14.1

6.4

11.2

12.2

34.3

Miami
(1970-1980)

Tracts with
fetalities

Tracts without 197
Vitalities

7.2**

$9106»**

4.7

$15863

17.8*»» 3\.5*** 44.2*** 53.6»**

13.1**»

$21800»»*

7.5

7.3

$39090

17.3

34.4

Los Angeles
(1980-1990)

Tracts with
fetalities

92

A\.7*** \3.1***

Tracts without 1514 -1.2
fatalities

8.8

*=p<.05 **=p<.01 *** p<.001

10.5

30.0

33.0

9^
K>
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Table 4^
hKfeptndait V«t«bles

Poisson Regression Estimates of the Number ofRiot Fatal&ies in Dade County (Kfiami)
Census Tracts asa Function of Change-in Racml/Ethnic Cbn^osition and Economic
Chaiacterotics
(I)

(2)

Percent Hispanic (I9S0)

-6J33
(6.737)

-9.172'*'
(2.554)

Petoent Hopmic Sqqaied
(1980)

-11.911
(23.791)

Dependent VarMile: Number ofRiot
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

4.750***
(.8787)

4.4I9**
(.8641)

Racal/Ethnic CMnpositian

Change in Percent Hispanic
(1970-1980)

-2.627
(2.997)

Change ki Percent Black
(1970-1980)

-J879
(1.043)

Pferoent Black (1980)

4.816'**
(.8110)

Change in Percent Foreign
Bom (1970-1980)

-7.121
(2.646)

Chage is Percent FoRipi
Bom (197M0)* Percent
Mifas Uoempiayed (1980)

-10.853
(75.945)

Change in Percent Foreign
Bam(197a«))*lag
Medtm HmnefaoM facome

-7.298
(4.094)

-7J90
(2.265)

.0398
(5.039)

Change is Percent Forei^
Bama970«l)*R«ioaf
PenanstoHoasiiigUails

7.4I6**
(3.020)

PeR)entBtack(1980)*
Percent MJesUoeoiplayed

S5.1S4**
(25.239)

Percent BJadc (1980)* log
Medan jfamrfiofcllncome
(1980)

-1.615
(1J98)

Pacent Males Unemployed
(1980)

(6.143)

4.464
(6.227)

-5.195
(6.979)

Median HmgehoM bcome
log (1980)

-1J52**
(.4171)

-1.167**
(J959)

-I.109**
(.4637)

Ratio of Persons to
Housing Uuls
Constant
Log Likelihood

10.619**
(3.894)

10.064***
(3.788)

6.094
(4.527)

-55.564

-55J58

-43J05

10.507
(8.086)
-1.026

(J613)

7.453»
(3.551)
-72.709

11J58*
(5.462)

7.775
(5.978)

-37.031***
(17.024)

-4.779
(7.212)

-1.013
(.4144)

-1.602
(.4342)

-1.133*»
(.4747)

-.2508
(.9051)

7.297*
(2.992)

1.149**
(.4569)
9.805'**
(3.659)

7.616*
(4.623)

-1.954
(8.693)

-72.719

-65.447

.41.041

-42.887

DJ.
207
207
207
207
207
207
207
* p<.0S **p<.01 ***p<.001 One Tailed Test. Sandard Encrs are m Parenthesis, Source: U.S. Census of Population and

_

207
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Tabfe 4J2h

Poisson R^iession Estimates of the Number of Riot Fatalfties in Los Angeles County
Census Tracts as a Function of Change in Racud/Etimic Composition and Economic
Characteristics

liKleoendmt Vgiables
(I)

(2)

7.098'**
(1.799)

(J985)

Dependent Variabte: Number of Riot Fmlities
(3)
(4)
(S)
(6)

(7)

(8)

Z413***
(J803)

2.855"«
(.4022)

—

—

RacM/Ettnfc CumpuMtion
Percent Hispnic (1990)
Percent Hbpnic Sqused
(1990)

S947

-5.795***
(1.6«)

3.636***

Chnge in PeicenI Ifispnic
(1980-1990)

(.7547)

Change n Percent Black
(1980-1990)

-3.205"**
(.7238)

Percent Black (1990)

—

I.452*»*
(.4181)

Ciiange in Percent Foreipi
Bom (1980-1990)

3.056"**
(1.279)

Chmgeia Perceut Foreign
Bom (1980-90) •Peraent
Mdes UnempkiyBd (1990)

-.0340
(1.765)

4.078*»»
(1.025)

11.197
(13.049)

Change in Percent Foreiga
Bom 0980-90)* log
Median Housefaold bcome

—

-5.917**
(2J35)

Change in PcrantFore^
Bom (1980-90)* Ratio of
Pencns to Hnsing Units

U92*
(X!08)

Percent Black (1990)*
Percent Kfales Unemployed
(1990)

-11.253***
(4.820)

Percent Black (1990)* log
Median HousehoM bconie
(1990)

2.449***
(.7410)

RatioofPerMnsto
Housing Units (1990)

—

.1238*
(.0570)

Percent Males Unempioyed
(1990)

2.927*
(i-476)

2.076
(1.437)

-1.063
(1546)

1J«3
(IJ77)

.9936
(1J91)

.7981
(1.443)

4.905*
(2.825)

2.251
(1.805)

Medte Houseiioid Income
log (1950)

-1.834***
(.2970)

-1.841***
(^4)

-1.866***
(.2790)

-2.142***
(J694)

-2.259***
(.2935)

•Z239
(.2904)

-1.784***
(.2810)

-2.186**
(^473)

Constant

I4.086***
(3.197)
331.001

15.131***
ai56)
-326.189

18.668***
GUIS)
-334J59

20.I75***
(3.101)
-331J4I

19.2I7***
(3JOS)
-332J91

14.611***
(3.023)
-323.765

18J94**
0541)
-321.469

Log Likelihood
DJ.
* p<.05 **p<.01

15.963***
(2.915)
-316.676

.

1603
1603
1603
1603
1603
1603
1603
***pc. 001 One Tailed Test. Standard Emts are in Pafenthesis. Sonroe: U.S Census StOa 1980,1990
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Maxnnuni LikeUbood Esdmates of the Presence of Riot Fatalities in Miami and Los
Angeles Census Tracts as a Function of Change in Racud/Etfanic Composition and
Economic Characteristics (Controlling for Spatial Autocorrelation)

Table 4J

Imfcoendent Vimbfes
(I)

Denentlmt Variable: Piresence of Riot Frtalicies
Mt«ini I97D-I980
Los Angeles 1980-1990
(2)
(3)
(4)

RadaUElhnk: Composition
C3nnge in Peroent Black
(Ten Year Period)

-.1012
(•0999)

Percent Blade (end of ten
year period)

(.0S63)

.J849*~
(.0693)

22en***

.0659*
(.0304)

Change in Percent Hispanic
(Ten Year Period)

-.0017
(-I4«)

.1132*
(.0511)

Percent Hispanic (ood often
year period)

-.1222*

.0036
(.0219)

(.0689)

Economic btcBeatars
Percent Males Uoemployed

-.0487
(^3)

^114*
(.4844)

.7479***
(.1257)

J713*»*
(.1197)

UnOan HrmeiuM hwrmnf

-.0055
(.0173)

-.0096
(.0175)

-.0086

(.0056)

-.0056
(.0055)

Constant

.0455
(.172fi)

.1137
(.1752)

.0683
(.0617)

.0916
(.0605)

Spatial AutoregfesMve
Coefficient

.5256***
(0670)

J917*"*
(.0623)

log

R-a(iuared

DJ.
N
* p<.05 **p<.0l

-8Jl3e5**»
(-1.127e5)

J691»«»
(.0281)

.1739

.1168

.1291

.0883

4

4

4

4

213

213

1639

1639

***pc.OOI One tailed test

Standard &ran are n Parentiiesis

Source: US. Census ofPopuiatiaa and Hoasm^STF3a (1970) P^ierVoiuaie. 1980 (Data Tape ICPSR), I990Cd-Raai
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Chapter S-Old Riots and Newer Riots: Toward a General Model of Ethnic
CoUecttve Violence
In the introduction to this study, I hypothesized that there might be significant
resemblance among rk>ts that occurred recently in Miami (1980) and Los Angeles (1992)
and riots that took place during the first half of the century in Chicago (1919) and Detroit
(1943). In this chapter I revisit that hypothesis, addressing two main questk>ns; 1) To
^A^iat ^ent were these four riots similar to one another? and 2) Can a general model of
riot violence be fitted to these four apparently unique cases? To answer the first of these
questions, I begin with a summary of the results obtained through geographical and
statistKal analysis for the four major riot events. These results are presented in Table S.l.
Effects of Black Popalation Size and Changing Racial/Ethnic Composition
Of all the correlates of riot vk>lence considered in this study, black population size
has the strongest and most consistent effect. This was true for both Chicago and Detroit
^^liere percent black is significantly related to the number and presence of riot deaths in a
tract, and in Miami and Los Angeles i^diere percent black was also related to the intensity
of violence at the tract level It is nearly imdeniable that riot vk>lence is most likely to
occur and be most intense in areas with a high percentage of black residents. Spilerman
was indeed correct that the size of the black community is a robust predictor of riot
severity, even A^^ien looking at the census tract leveL
Yet, as I have stated persistently throughout this e}q)osition, focusing on black
populatbn size alone offers only a partial explanation of where and why violence occurs
within cities. Other fiictors that must be considered as well, particularly changes in
racial/ethnic conqMsition at the local leveL In all of the cases examined, with the notable
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racceptioii of Miami, changes in the relative size of migrant or immigrant populations
were associated with the presence and intensity of riot violence at the census tract level
In Chicago and Detroit riot violence was associated with increases in black
population attributable to the mass migration of Afirkan Americans fix>m the rural south
to the urban north during the two world wars. Fifty percent ofthe &talities that occurred
during the Chicago Riot of 1919 took place in tracts ^niiere relative size of the black
population had increased by twenty percent over the decade 1910 to 1920. During the
Detroit Riot of 1943, ninety two percent of all ^talities occurred in areas where there was
a twenty percent of greater increase in percent black between 1940 and 1950. For Detroit,
change in percent black was a significant predictor of the number of deaths in a tract
controlling for percent black in both 1950 and 1940. A similar analysis yielded weaker
results for Chicago where change in percent black was a significant predictor of riot
intensity when controlling for percent black in 1910, but not ^^^len controlling for percent
black in 1920. Yet because the correlation between change in percent black and the
relative size of the black populatran in Chicago tracts was quite high, it was difficult to
separate the effects of black population size and black population change in that city.
When controlling for the size of the black population in 1910, at the beginning of the
decade, change in percent black was predictive of the number of deaths m Chicago
census tracts. Ethnic succession thus adds to the partM e3q)lanation for riot violence in
Chicago and Detroit obtained by examining the size of the bcal black population
Changes in racial/ethnic conq)osition were also associated with the k)cation and
intensity of riot related homicide in Los Angeles. Such changes were attributable to a
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great wave of Latino immigration during the 1980s, comi>rised mostty of Mexican and
Central American immigrants. Seventy percent of riot Vitalities during the 1992 riot
occurred in tracts vdiere the relative size of the Hispanic population had mcreased by
twenty percent of more. Equally striking is that fifty percent of riot &talities occurred in
tracts where the relative size of the African American population had decreased by
twenty percent of more. As shown by Figure 4.9a in Chapter 4, the influx of Latinos and
out-migration of blacks overlaps in the South Central, Watts, and Compton
neighborhoods of Los Ac^eles. Much of the killings occurred in this transition zone
^niiere Latinos were moving in and blacks moving out Statistical analysis further
indicates that the intensity and presence of rH>t related homicide in LA was positively
associated with change in percent Latino and negatively associated with change in
percent black. Change in percent black remains a significant predictor of the riot violence
intensity even when controlling for the size of the black population. The £ict that the
intensity of riot related homicide is associated with decreasing black population size
presents a notable challenge to Spilerman's ''critical mass" thesis.
Miami is the one case for whwh ethnic succession was not related to riot violence
at the census tract level As maps reproduced in Chapter 4 show, there was little overk^
between the e3q)anding black and Latino populations of Miami during the decade
preceding the rk>t Riots Vitalities in Miami were con^ietefy contained within tracts
M^iere blacks accounted for fifty percent or more of the 1980 population. For Miami then,
Spilerman's thesis appears accurate, although it is still limited in both predictive and
e3q>lanatory power. Singly put, there were additional conq>lexities to rioting in Miami
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and the other cities in this investigation that were not accounted for by black population
size alone.
Effects of Ethnic Competition (Housing and Jobs)
One such conplexity was competition for housing among native bom blacks and
foreign bom migrants in gateway cities during recent decades. In both Miami and Los
Angeles, increases in foreign bom populatk}n interacted with the density of housing or
housing demand (as measured by the ratio of persons to dwellings) to increase the effect
of demand for housing on the number of deaths in a tract So, in addition to a significant
association between economic competitk>n and riot violence, conopetition for housing
was also found to be a significant fiictor in predicting the intensity of riot violence within
Miami and Los Angeles census tracts during thev respective riot events.
By contrast, there was no similar finding for the interaction of black migration
and housing demand in Chicago or Detroit independent of tbe effect of change in black
populatk>n. This is one foctor that statistically distinguishes the older riots from the newer
riots. Nonetheless, due to problems of multicollinearity in Chicago and Detroit, I am not
fully convinced that housing coaqyetition did not play a role in the violence that occurred
there. Changes in black population were strongly associated with housing demand in
those cities. Historical accounts suggest that black migration and housing competition
were nearly synonymous in the minds of Chicago and Detroit residents (Spear, 1967,
Qq)eci 1984, Sugrue 1996). Yet, for Los Angeles and Miami both anecdotal accounts
and statistkal analyses confirm that con^ietition for housing among natives and
newcomers was a fictor in generating lethal violence.
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Economic conpetitfon, on the other hand, was a strong predictor of riot intensity
in Chicago and Detroit tracts, but not in Miami and Los Angeles. Interacting the percent
of men who were unemployed with the change in percent black, I found that increases in
the relative size of a tract's black population exacerbated the effect of male
unemployment on the intensity of vrolence. Such a finding confirms Olzak's (1992)
analysis that unemployment and immigration combined to heighten racial/ethnic
hostilities. Yet, the data for Nfiami and Los Angeles do not support such a claim. In
muh^le regression analysis, job competition had little to do with the intensity of riot
violence during these more recent riots. Interacting the change in percent foreign bom
and percent males unenq>loyed did not s^nificantfy increase the effect of male
unemployment on outbreaks of lethal violence in either city. Thus, if we base our
conclusions on statistical analysis the more recent riots were characterized by housing
conq)etition, vdiereas the older rk>ts appear to be characterized by job competitfon, but
not competition for housing.
Effects of Deprivation and Segregation
When consulering the effects of economic deprivation and segregation on riot
violence, there are notable differences and similarities among individual cases that
confoimd the simple division of riots into "old" and "new". In terms of the main effects
of male unenq>k>yment on the number of deaths in city census tracts, Nfiami and Los
Angeles diverge, as do Chicago and Detroit In the majority of regression models for both
Chicago (1919) and NGami (1980), male unemployment was significantly and positively
linked to the number of riot deaths in a census tract. Yet, in Detroit and Los Angeles,
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there was no consistent relatk>nship between male unenq)k>yment and the intensity of riot
violence. Likewise i^^ien percent black was interacted with male unemployment in
Chicago and NGami, the effect of male imemployment on riot ^talities was heightened by
segregation. This was not the case for either Detroit or Los Angeles. In Detroit the
interactk>n of percent black and male unenq>k>yment was non significant. In Los Alleles
the interaction of male unemployment and percent black effect was negative, inq)lying
that racial segregation decreased rather than increased the effect of unemployment on riot
violence. In terms of the effect of economic deprivatmn and segregation on rrot &talities,
Chici^o and Nfiami seemingly have more in common with one another then they do with
their historkal counterparts in Detroit and Los Angeles.
Effects of Police Behavior
To further e^tore such differences we need to k>ok more closely at nonr
demogRq}hic a^)ects of these rrot events. One &ctor worthy of consideration is police
behavior. In both the Chicago and Miami riots, police ofiQcers cordoned off the primarily
poor black neighbodioods. Such tactks, ^^ch I call "contain and contror, involved full
scale blockades of predominantly black areas. The downside to this strategy was that it
allowed whites to roam free and assault blacks who were isolated in primarily white
neighborix)ods. Yet the majority of deaths in Chicago took place within the black belt,
among them several \(^es

had strayed into this predominantly black area. Police

strategy and c^)acity may have indeed limited the scope of violence in Chicago.
Likewise, in Nfiami, the first wave of homicide victims were whites and Hispanic
motorists who drove into Liberty City before all the police barricades were erected. After
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this initial phase, riot related homicides in Miami were sharply curtailed and were of a
more sporadic nature.
These aspects of police strategy may have affected my statistical models
examining the relationship between segregation, economic deprivation and riot violence
in these cities. Because riot activity in Chicago and Miami was largefy^ contained to
neighboriioods \«diere poor black people lived, it is not surprising that the combination of
segregatk>n and unemployment was a powerful predictor of the k>catH>n and intensity of
riot vwlence.
By contrast, in Detroit and Los Angeles, police did not blockade partkular
neighborix>ods. Rather, police in both cities initially found themselves overwhehned and
pulled back before later returning alongside troops fix>m the National Guard. Police
activity was focused less on containing the rk)t to the predominantly black communities,
than on preventing looting and making arrests throughout the metropolitan area. I call this
strategy, **detain and deploy". Because the police did not cordon of the areas ^ere
rioting originated ("Paradise Valley" in Detroit, or South Central in Los Angeles), riot
violence spread more widely. Riot related killings in Los Angeles took place as £ir away
as the San Fernando Valley and Long Beach, at opposite ends of LA County. In Detroit,
riot deaths occurred as &r North as Hamtramck, a predominantly Polish conomunity at
the time. Because violence q)read beyond the black ghetto, this may account for why the
combmation of segregation and economic deprivation was a less powerM predictor of
the intensity of riot related homicide in those cities. As Useem ( 1997) notes, police
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befaavror can have a significant effect on the both the spread and the form that riot
activity takes, a matter I find worthy of fiirther empirical investigation.
Commaiial versus Commodity Vioknce
In terms of the general form that violence took, there are also key similaritKS
between the Chicago and Miami rfots, relative to the rk>t events in Nfiami and Los
Angeles. Janowitz (1968) classifies rk>ts as being of two essential types, the '^communal"
riot and the "commodity" riot. Communal rk>ts involve a high degree of interpersonal
violence among member of different racial/ethnic groups and a relatively low level of
property crimes such as looting. People, not commercial or government building are the
primary targets. By contrast, commodity riots involve the targeted looting of businesses
belonging to members of opposing racial/ethnic groups. Janowitz argues that we may
distinguish among early 20"* century riots whkh were of the "communal type" and later
riots M^ch were of the "commodity type".
Although these categories are merely ideal types, it is clear fi-om historical and
journalists accounts that the Chicago and Nfiami riots closely approximate Janowitz's
communal riot In Chicago, much of the riot activity was focused on persons, not
property. Relatively few stores k)cated in the black belt came under fire, but individuals
moving in and out of the black beh did come under attack. Likewise, in Miami n«)st of
the violence was of an interpersonal ethnically based nature. Relatively few of those
killed were engaged in acts of looting. In the case of most whites and Latinos killed in
Nfiami, like many ofthe black victims in Chicago they were merely trying to make it
home.
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By contrast, the Detroit and Los Angeles rk>ts reflected an opportunistic property
orknted dimension as well as communal violence. Widespread looting occurred
throughout downtown £)etroit in 1943. Several of the stores that were damaged or
destroyed were owned and operated by Jews. Yet no merchants perished during the
violence. Rather, a great number of those vdio died during the rk>ting were either active
looters or suspected looters killed by the police. One notable death occurred when a man
cut iumself on window glass while attempting to break into a ck>thing store. Again,
police behavior may have accounted for differences in riot activity and riot &talities.
Like Detroit, in Los Angeles extensive looting occurred both within and outside
the black community. Furthermore, Latinos as well as African Americans were key
participants in the k>oting and burning of commercial establishments. A particularly
resonant im^e from the Los Angeles riot depk^ an African American man pushing a
shopping cart through a gauntfet of flames. Poignantly, the shopping cart was loaded with
boxes of baby diapers (Webster Commissk>n Report, 1992:6).
As in Detroit, stores operated by **middleman minorities" e.g. Koreans, in Los
Angeles suffered disproportionate damage. Yet only two Koreans were represented
among the fifty-one people who dkd in LA. Property was often targeted over persons.
Anecdotal accounts and analysis of the circumstances of riot related deaths suggest that
riot activity in Detroit and Los Angeles represented a hybrM of commodity and
communal violence whereas rioting in Chic^o and Miami was more communal in
nature. Again these result may have been related to policing strategies. The contain and
control strategy of policing during the Chicago and Miami riots may have prevented the
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spread of rioting to major areas of comn^rcial activity whereas the detain and deploy
strate^ of police in Detroit and Los Angeles often depended on police catching rioters in
the act of looting, thus resulting in many arrests for property crimes.
Finally, finther confusing the conq)arison of these riot events was the matter of
mobility. Several victims in Detroit and Miami were killed when they drove their cars
into ne^borhoods occi^ied predominantly

members of a different racial/ethnic

groiQ}. For example, in Detroit a number of whites who drove into predominantly black
"Paradise Valley" were dragged from their cars and beaten. So too were several whites
driving through Miami^s "Liberty City" on their way home from woric downtown. By
contrast, in Chic^o and Los Angeles, many victnns were bystanders, killed by volleys of
gunfire directed from passing cars. Violence in Detroit and Miami may thus be crudely
characterized as "drive in" and violence in Chicago and Los Angeles as "drive by". The
nature of violence in these cities was conditioned in part by the flow of automobile trafBc
during the riots, a frictor whkh again may be related to policing strategies. If rk)ters were
contained to there own neighborhoods, it is logical that some of the victims would be
those who were passing through. Alternatively, if rioting was allowed to difiiise
throughout the city, "drive by" shooting may be an antKipated result Further enq>irical
study of the rekitionship between police strategy and the difiiisk>n and modality of
violence during riot events is thus warranted.
A General Model
I fear I have digressed a bit in attenqjting to account for differences and
similarities among individual riot events, particularly in the discussion of police behavior.
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I now return to the issue of establishing a model of riot violepce generalized from these
four riot event and generalizable to other episodes of ethnic collective violence.
Despite some notable differences across these four riots, it is their degree of
commonality that I find most striking. Rioting at the ne^borhood level in all four cities
was related to black populatk>n size, and in three of four cases was also significantly
associated with rapui (tenryear) chaises in racial/ethnic composition. In Chicago and
Detroit changes in the racial conqmsition of neighborhood, spurred by black migration
from South to North was significantly associated with the intensity of vk>lence. Likewise,
in Los Angeles, changes in ethnic conqx>sitk>n, related to an upturn in Latino
immigration were associated with the number of rk>t related deaths at the census tract
level. Even in Miami, racial/ethnic change had an effect on violence, although not as
directly as in Chicago, Detroit or Los Angeles. In Miami, immigrants moved into
neighborhoods on sides of the black ghetto, thereby isolating blacks from both the
beaches and the downtown. Such isolation was related to the intensity of riot violence in
Liberty City.
Furthermore, in all four cities, the intens^ of riot violence was related to some
form of ethnic conq)etitk>n, Aether for jobs (Chicago and Detroit) or housing (Miami
and Los Angeles). White workers in Chicago and Detroit reacted vehemently to preserve
their job status in the fece of black migrants ^^lio were seeking access to higher paid
higher skilled jobs. Similarfy, black hotel workers in Miami and janitors in Los Angeles
reacted vociferous^ to their replacement by Latino laborers. More so, blacks in Miami
reacted against the increasing coQq)etitk>n associated with the influx of Latino
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immigrants. Ethnic competition thus adds predictive power in ^camining where riot
violence was most intense.
These dual fiictors of ethnic succession and ethnic con^ietition add e:q>lanatory
power over Spilerman's (1970,1971) collective behavk>r account for riot severity that
focuses solely on the effects of black population size on riot frequency and severity
among cities. As I argued earlier in the chapter on methods, the exclusive effect of black
population size on riot activity that Spilerman obtained was largely a result of enq>loying
too high a level of aggregation, looking at citks instead of ne^boriioods from where the
actually violence emanates. My chief criticism of Spilerman is that he &iled to provide
an adequate mechanism for relating populatfon dynamics to riot activity. The
combination of ethnic conq)etitk)n and ethnic successk>n measured at the local level
makes iq> for this gap. When k)oking at population change and its interaction with
employment status and housing, it is apparent that black population size is not the only
thing that matters. Indeed, in Los Angeles, the intensity of riot related homicide was
greatest where black population was declining and Latino population increasing most
r!q>idly.
By examining contention over access to "turf or territory, ethnic succession
provides an inqwrtant mechanism for understanding how collective violence is generated
at the local level Because ethnic/racial groups invest space with cultural meaning
throi^ collective memory and institution building, newcomers are often viewed with
suspicion and in many cases with outright hostility. When changes in racial/ethnic
con^sition occur nq)idly, the institutional and cultural structure of the community is
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transfonned. In the interim, social order breaks down and backlash violence against the
newcomers may result. Similarly, as the racial/etlmc composition of cities and
neighborhoods within these cities change, so too do labor and housing markets.
Maintaining their customary access to jobs and housing become a key concern of natives
while for newcomers attaining access to these resources is a fimdamental goal When
different racial/ethnic groups are unable or unwilling to share these resources, conflict of
a potential^ violent nature is the resuh. Thus ethnic competition theory further helps fill
in the explanatory gap left by Spilerman's collective behavior perspective. When
combined, ethnic succession and ethnic competition perspectives offer powerfiil insights
into the causes of violent conflict among a variety of different racial/ethnic groups in
several places and at various points in history.
Beyond Bbck and White
Critically, a new model of ethnic collective violence combining succession and
competition does not depend on the specific groups involved as parties to the conflict.
Whereas previous studies of racial/ethnic violence in America have focused on
blackAvhite conflicts, such models may no longer be ^>plicable to the new multiethnic
forms that recent conflicts in American cities have taken. When Spilerman (1970,1971)
and Blalock (1967) were constructing their theories of minority-majority group relations,
they were living in a black and v^e world. Since the 1960s, a considerable influx of
immigrants fi'om non-European nations has dramatically altered the American landscape.
Any theory of collective violence worth its grain of salt must effectively be able to
account for clunges in the status of minority and majority groiq)s m America over time.
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If we contmue to think in black and white we will fiiil to understand the origins of recent
conflicts involving "blacks versus browns'* (Miles 1992). We may also be left unable to
oqilain the course that fixture conflicts will take.
One key feature of the model of riot vk>lence I propose is the light it may shed on
other ethnic conflicts, both domestic (urban and rural) and intemationaL Given the recent
conflicts in Rwanda, Bosnia, and Kosovo, not to mention the "troubles" in Northern
Ireland it seems evident that both ethnic successran and conqietition for job, housing and
political power may have something to do with the form these conflicts have taken. The
important thing to bear in mind is that America is no stranger to ethnic and racial strife.
Indeed, America has a long history of ethnically based unrest i»^h has frequently been
manifested in urban riots.
When the Irish arrived in America, those of English background clashed with the
new arrivals, sometimes violently, as when a £unous Irish actor £q>peared on the New
York stage amklst an English audience. When the Irish rioted again in New York in
1863, it was not in reaction to oppression by English descendents but against induction
into the American Civil War. During this disturbance they vented their hostility upon free
blacks >^iom they saw as vying for their unskilled laborer positions. When Jews arrived
in large numbers during the late 1800s, anti-Semitic violence peaked in the U.S.
American Catholics friced violence during the mid to late 1800s at the hands of white
Anglo-Saxon protestants, the same people i^iio were also persecuting Jews. Then, when
shortly after the turn of the century, blacks began their Great Migratron northward, Irish,
Poles, Italians and Slavs, only one or two generations removed from immigration
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themselves, reacted viofentfy to the presence of their new neighbors and co-woricers.
Now as Latinos now move into black neighborhoods and seek jobs in gateway cities, M^iy
should we expect some African Americans to behave any different^ than some whites
did in earlier decades? Regardless of whoever the next groiq) of immigrants/migrants are,
it is almost certain that th^ will be the target of retribution by other racial/ethnic groups
who are subordinated in the social and economic order yet are relatively more established
than the newcomers.
In conclusion, the general model I propose allows us to make sense of urban
unrest in the new multi-racial, multicultural America while retaining consistency with
what has come before. Synthesizing elements of ethnic competition and ethnic succession
perspectives produces a theoretical model of ethnic collective vk)lence that can be
generalized across a variety of contexts, across citks, time, and periiaps nations. Moving
to larger units of analysis will obvious require methodological modifications to take
account of the large-scale population shift and outlveaks of ethnic collective violence.
Recent work by Quillian (1995) and others has been quite effective in doing so. By
contrast, a key contribution of my study is to encourage scholars to think small, placing
emphajrig on the specific locations v^iiere conflict in generated and manifested—to focus
on the fightii^ in the streets.
In this thesis, I have shown how a localized model based on the dual features of
ethnic succession and ethnic conq>etition fits four prominent cases of urban unrest in
America. When applied to the long history of racial/ethnic vk>lence in America, a general
model of urban riots based on ethnic successk>n, economic competition, and segregatfon
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of ethnic/racial nunorities ^>pears to have stood the test of time. As further studies are
conducted, such as my forthcoming study of the 1960s period riots, we may see how well
this general model &res. Such is my hope that this research will help rekindle interest in
fiirther exploration of a most worthy topic.

Table S.1 Summary of Results from Qeographical and Statistical Analyses
Riot and
Year

O.I.S. Results
(visual)

Difference of
Means Results

Chicago
1919

SOKofdeathi
occurred in tracts
whereAinpacem
blKfc>20%

Thicts with fttalities
have sig. greater
increase in % black.

(1910-1920) Noutn. Between,
riot dettht and
unemployment
Detroit

1943

PrqMnderanco of
deaths occurred in
tracts whaeAin
percent black>20%.

(1940-1950) Assn. Of daths with

Miami
1980

low income but not
unemployment
Deaths not associated
with A in percent,
blade or A in prop,
Hispanic

Poisson Regression

Blalock
(competition)
% blade -t-sig.atOOl
Hblade' -sig.at.OOS

No sIg,difference in
mean unemployment
among tracts
"nvcU with fttalities
have sig. greater
increase in H black
Tract with fttalities
have sig. higher mean
unemployment and
lower mean income
IVacts with fttalities
have high % blade but
no sig. difference in
A black or A Hispanic

% black

sig4it .001

%black' -sig.at.05

% blade + sig. at ,001
% blade' n,s,
% Hi^Muilc n.s.

(1970-1980) Riot deadis cluster in

Los Angeles
1992

areas of high
unemployment and
low median
household income
Deatfis associated
with inaease in
percent Latino and
decrease in percent
black.

(1980-1990)
Deaths associated
with low income and
high unemployment

Tracuw/fttalities
have sig. higher mean
unemployment and
lower mean income.
IVacts with fttalities
have sig. A in %
Hispanic and sig.-A
in % blade.
IVacts with deaths
have lower income &
higher unemployment

% Hispanic'n.s

% black

sig. at .001

%black' n.s.
% Hispanic sig. at
.001
% Hispanic' - sig at
.001

|
Poisson Regression Poisson Regression
Olzak (competition) (ethnic succession)

Poisson Regression ^
(deprivation and
segregation)
% males unemployed
* K black-t-and sig.
at .03

Ain%black*
% unemployed
is and sig. at .001

Ain%blackn.s.
when controlling for
% black In 1920.

AinHblack*
housing density n.s.

A in % blade t sig. at
,001 when controlling
for % black in 1910.

ratio of
persons/dwellings *
% blade *and sig. at
.03

AinHblade*
% unemployed
-•-and sig. at .001

A in H blade sig.at
.OS when controlling
for % blade in 1930,

% males unemployed
*% black n.s.

A in H black *
housing density n.s.

A in % black + sig.at
.001 when oontrolling
for H black in 1940.

A in H foreign bom *
% males unemployed
n.s.

A in % Hispanic n.s,
when controlling for
H Hispanic in 19S0,

% males unemployed
*% blade -«-andsig.
at .01

A in % foreign bom*
housing density +
and sig at.01

Ato%blackn.s.
when controlling for
% blade in 1980

median household
income * H black n.s.

A in % foreign bom *
% males unemployed
n.s.

A in % Hispanic +
sig. atOOl when
controlling for %
Hispanic 1990.

% males unemployed
*% blade
- and sig. at .001

A in % foreign bom *
housing density'4-and
sig. at .03

A in % black - and
sig, alOOl oontrolling
for H blade in 1990

median household
income * % black n.s.

median household
Income *% black
and sig. at .001
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